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Preface

The digital economy creates new conditions for creating entrepreneurial solutions. Technology

determines the emergence of innovative business models, the existence of which would not be

possible without the potential of such technologies. The unlimited ingenuity of contemporary

entrepreneurs is currently focused on the search for innovative solutions in the sphere of using the

opportunities offered by digital technology. Previous solutions that use the traditional channels

of economic activity are replaced with proposals stemming from resources based on the Internet

and information and communication technologies. This allows one to design business initiatives

whose impact, in many cases, allows one to reach a level of global impact quickly. The economics

of the digital economy are the factors that stimulate the emergence of business models in the

digital economy. These include ideas such as the sharing economy, the remix economy, the access

economy, the creative economy, the reputation economy, the gift economy, the experience economy,

the collaborative economy/wikinomics, and the trust economy.

The concepts presented have had a key impact on the profound changes in business and society

in terms of a new approach to understanding business and work processes. Building communities

based on communication platforms also allow for commercialization and capitalization, creating

opportunities to obtain desired environmental, economic, and social effects. It should be noted

that the development of new paradigms in the science of management and economics results from

transformations in the global economy, where ideas and concepts arise in various places, often thanks

to global access to information and knowledge through technological, Internet-based platforms.

This is the most crucial assumption of this Special Issue.

This Issue requires extensive research and analysis.

Based on the above-mentioned assumptions, the key issues to answer are the following:

What is the best way to understand digitalization in the context of business models?

What is the best way to build and operationalize digital business models?

What is the best way to use new concepts of the economy to build effective business models?

What is the best way to use the network approach to build digital business models?

What is the best way to achieve the network effect for building effective digital business models?

What is the best way to manage communities in digital business models created?

What is the best way to implement sustainability in digital business models?

What is the best way to build digital models of sustainable business?

Adam Jabłoński

Editor
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Abstract: This research study reviews the literature on the participants in the sharing economy (SE)
ecosystem and its impact on the participants, creating and capturing value through increasing the
understanding of the ecosystem’s novel models. The review classifies the participants in the SE
ecosystem into primary and secondary participants. The classification is based on the connection
to the core network/ecosystem and the role of the participants in the ecosystem. The primary
participants are subdivided into groups: customers are subdivided into New Customers (NC)
and Current Customers (CC); providers into Product Providers (PP) and Service Providers (SP);
and mediators are subdivided into Small and Medium Mediators (SMM) and Large Mediators
(LM). The secondary participants are governments sub-grouped into Local Governments (NG) and
National Governments (NG); Theories and methodologies within the academic literature on the
sharing economy ecosystem are also examined. The study also analyses the influence of digital
sharing and explores the value of digital technologies in management strategies and the value of
the integration between participants of SE businesses. Recommended future research directions are
outlined according to the conducted review.

Keywords: sharing economy; digital economy; participants; ecosystem; digital business model; sustainability

1. Introduction

SE is a new phenomenon that is growing around the world. Based on a PWC (Pricewa-
terhouseCoopers) report on SE, the related business will grow by 2133% in 12 years [1]. In
addition, previous studies identified a critical pathway for the participants in the sharing
economy ecosystem. However, to understand the integration between them and the value
that has impacted such integration, there is a need to conduct a conceptual paper to have
a clear vision of the SE ecosystem and the participants’ role within it. Leung et al. [2]
identified the different participants in the SE ecosystem. Although previous studies on SE
have provided valuable insights into its ecosystem and relevance to business disciplines [3],
they have not specified a particular group of participants, such as customers. Instead,
they have been presented as one group without indicating whether they are new or old
customers. As a result, they have not been identified as critical elements in the various
sharing businesses, distinguished by their specific economic, social, and environmental
perspectives [4]. However, understanding the perspectives of a level of subgroups provides
the critical insight needed to enrich the investigations into the participants and the integra-
tion between them in the SE ecosystem. Moreover, the value of each participant has not
been previously explained, even though understanding the importance of the development
of SE platforms is critical to achieving sustainable growth.

SE results in more sustainability within the sharing economy [5]. Digital technologies
have been recognised as critical tools in SE. Sutheland and Jararhi [6] examined technology
as a valuable tool for SE ecosystems. However, its impact on the integration between
participants has not been examined in previous studies, which focus on how the technology
used in one field may differ from that used in another on SE platforms which assured that

Sustainability 2023, 15, 2145. https://doi.org/10.3390/su15032145 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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the technologies play an essential role in the SE ecosystem. Therefore, it is vital to identify
how digital technologies can impact the social and environmental aspects despite the
absence of trust. In addition, Laurell and Sandström [7] discuss market logic and its impact
on business. Furthermore, many studies consider the technological impact perspectives,
providing a better conceptualisation of SE, but without giving a clear understanding of
the value of the technological impact on business sustainability due to the integration
between the participants [8,9]. In some studies, digital technology is described as a leading
factor in developing business [10], while other researchers dispute this, seeing it as a
platform [11,12].

Many articles have also discussed SE-related topics, such as previously mentioned
digital technologies in the SE ecosystem and how SE is presented and used through digital
channels [13]. The debate around the participants in SE has led the researcher in this study
to highlight the value of technology in participants’ integration and sustainability. Many
studies have examined particular participants and analysed them. As a result, there has
been an increase in the awareness and understanding of ecosystems; creating and capturing
value through novel models was the focus of attention [14]. However, these studies do
not understand the value of the participant’s role. For example, is each participant in the
ecosystem playing the same role, or do they play primary and secondary roles within it?
Accordingly, the research has two objectives. The first objective is to understand the value of
technologies in integrating SE participants and their impact on business sustainability. The
second objective is to clarify the role of the participants in the SE ecosystem by subdividing
them into groups and developing a framework to explain the primary and secondary roles
they play in each group.

The research contributes to the sharing economy (SE) ecosystem literature. It first
adds to the debate about SE participants by explaining operationalisation and integrating
multiple participants in economically viable and sustainable urban reconfigurations in
shared mobility. The review contributes to the literature by classifying the participants
in the SE ecosystem into primary and secondary groups based on their role within the
ecosystem, as detailed in the reviewed articles, which specify the role and the value of
each participant in the SE ecosystem. Second, the review contributes to the literature by
subdividing the participants in the SE ecosystem into groups. For example, customers are
subdivided into New Customers (NC) and Current Customers (CC), providers into Product
Providers (PP) and Service Providers (SP), and government into Local Government (NG)
and National Government (NG). Furthermore, Mediators are subdivided into Small and
Medium Mediators (SMM) and Large Mediators (LM). Nevertheless, it helps to highlight
the gap in previous studies that presented participants in general terms. For example,
customers in the reviewed studies are not specified as new or current. In addition, previous
studies do not specify between Local and National Governments. Second, such subdivi-
sions contribute to the literature by further understanding the participants considered in
previous studies. Third, the research presents a framework for understanding the value of
technologies in integrating SE participants and business sustainability. It also highlights the
primary and secondary participants in the SE ecosystem. Fourth, the research develops a
more robust understanding of the potential roles of technology in improving the integration
between the participants in the SE ecosystem. In practical terms, the study develops an
integrative model that can be used by private and public managers for potential expecta-
tions for understanding participants’ performance in the SE business. Furthermore, the
study explains the value of integration over the short and long term for the sustainability
of businesses.

2. Literature Review

This section aims to investigate the participants’ role in the SE ecosystem. The study
starts with a search for a comprehensive definition of SE. Then, it extends the search so that
ecosystem definitions and participants in the SE ecosystem can be identified. The following
section aims to establish definitions of the SE ecosystem participants. These are examined

2
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through an intensive review of the various definitions of the terms “SE” and “ecosystem,”
together with that of the participants.

Who Are the Participants in the SE Ecosystem?

Starting by considering the term SE, which has many definitions, it was found that
various terms are related to it. Dredge and Gyimóthy [15] found 17 such terms, including
collaboration consumption, peer-to-peer, and digital economy. Some of these definitions
were based on the researchers’ understanding of the meaning of SE, which could contradict
each other, as they represent the points of view of the different authors. As Görög [16]
states, “Although sharing economy phenomenon is clear, it has no bright understanding
between academics and practitioners too” [16] (p. 176). The points of view will probably
not come together in one definition [17] (p. 1). One definition could be related to the
economic system: “a comprehensive definition for the SE, an economic system in which an
online platform connects the supply and demand sides to facilitate transactions of giving
temporary access to idle resources” [2] (p. 45). However, the explanation provided by
Lim [5] of the development of the sharing concept combined with the timeline starting from
1900. In the 1950s, the selling concept was introduced, which developed into marketing in
the 1960s. The 1970s was the start of the social market, while the 1980s to the 2000s saw
the collaboration concept. Lim’s [5] definition was more precise: “The sharing economy
is a marketplace that consists of entities (e.g., consumers, organisations) that innovatively
and sustainably shape how marketing exchanges of valuable products and resources are
produced and consumed through sharing, which can occur when entities take part in (e.g.,
divide and distribute) the actual or life-cycle use of a product or resource and communicate
some form of information, which can be scaled using technology”. [5] (p. 7). Belk [18],
also differentiated between the definition of the sharing economy and collaboration con-
sumption. His definition of SE involved “true sharing, entailing temporary access rather
than ownership, no fees or compensation, and the use of digital platforms. Most of the
commercial platforms included in the sharing economy not belong there” [18] (p. 1597).
Moreover, the definition of collaboration consumption involved “people coordinating the
acquisition and distribution of a resource for a fee or other compensation. By including
other compensation.” [18] (p. 1597). However, the definition of collaboration consumption
is still related to the SE framework. Therefore, it could be considered one of the definitions
of SE, as there is no consistent definition.

Ecosystems are becoming increasingly known and understood; new models are being
developed to capture value [19]. The ecosystem has many definitions related to several
elements. For example, Thomas and Ritala [20] defined it as a set of mutual understandings
among ecosystem participants regarding the central, enduring, and distinctive charac-
teristics of the ecosystem value proposition (p. 14). However, Wallace [21] employs an
environmental understanding to define the ecosystem as “the point at which one or more
humans consume the asset [of nature] is the point where the service occurs and should
be evaluated” (p. 240). Danley and Widmark [22] identify ecosystem definitions from the
service and conceptual prospects. They conclude that the Millennium Ecosystem Assess-
ment configured a comprehensive definition of ecosystem services as “the benefits people
obtain from ecosystems” [23] (p. V). Haines-Young and Potschin [24] adopt a definition in
the same direction: “the outputs of ecosystems (whether natural, semi-natural or highly
modified) that most directly affect the well-being of people” (p. 9).

In addition, Peltoniemi and Vuori [25] define the ecosystem as a “system of organisms
occupying a habitat, together with those aspects of the physical environment with which
they interact” (p. 2). Therefore, it is necessary to review several definitions to under-
stand the meaning of the participants’ terms and whether there are differences between
researchers in reaching a definition. For example, Verba et al. [26] define participation as an
“activity that is intended or has the consequence of affecting, either directly or indirectly,
government action” (p. 7). In comparison, Park and Perry [27] identified participation as
“individual and collective engagement in public affairs” (p. 191). However, nowadays,
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participants work digitally, participating online. Lutz et al. [28] define online participation
as “the creation and sharing of content on the Internet addressed at a specific audience
and driven by a social purpose” (p. 881). In addition, Morozov and other auothers [29–31]
considers online participants as affiliation businesses, not peer-to-peer businesses.

3. Review Methodology

According to Cheng [32], the review methodology followed the same guidelines.
Table 1 shows 6 phases of the adapted method. The first phase is to determine the purpose of
the study, the second phase is setting the search strategy to inform the search process for the
review, and then followed by the third phase is the search strings by using keywords such
as “sharing economy”, “consumption of collaboration”, “Participants”, “Ecosystem”, and
“Digital technologies”. Several articles related to SE were found during the initial research.
A combination of keywords was used in the search to identify relevant studies about
participants in SE platforms, such as “sharing economy AND Ecosystem”, “participants
AND Sharing Economy”, and “sharing economy AND Review”. The fourth phase is to use
the above keywords to search in a database for articles with titles, abstracts, or keywords
that contain these keywords. A search on Google Scholar and Scopus was performed, as
well as investigations on ScienceDirect, JSTOR, Emerald, Elsevier, and Wiley. The fifth
phase is the screening and inclusion criteria, and the sixth phase is the exclusion criteria.
The total number of articles selected for further analysis was 70; 27 articles were related
and used. Each is organised by the author, the year of publication, the theoretical lens, the
data sources, and the main findings, and classifying the article based on the participant
role (primary and secondary). The 27 papers provide insight into the relationship between
the participants of the sharing economy ecosystem, in addition to 21 articles focusing on SE
(definition) for the terms of SE, Participants, and the Ecosystem.

Table 1. Systematic review and protocols adopted.

Review Phases Description Focus on the Review

Purpose Aim of the literature review To review the previous studies on the participants of the SE
ecosystem

Search strategy Plan to inform the search process for
the review

Using keywords to search specified databases informed by
screening and exclusion criteria

Search strings Combination of keywords used to
conduct the search for literature

“Sharing economy”, “consumption of collaboration”, “
Participants”, “Ecosystem” “Digital technologies”.
A combination of keywords was used in the search to identify
relevant studies about participants in SE platforms, such as
“sharing economy AND Ecosystem”, “participants AND Sharing
Economy,” and “sharing economy AND Review.”

Databases
Independent online database with
citation data and indexes of scholarly
writings

A search on Google Scholar and Scopus was performed, as well
as investigations on ScienceDirect, JSTOR, Business Source
Ultimate, Emerald, and Wiley.

Screening and inclusion criteria Conditions for selecting and including
review sources

The screening criteria for the review are as follows:

• Empirical and theoretical peer-reviewed journal articles
• Sharing economy studies
• Research on “participants” and “Sharing economy

ecosystem” concepts and challenges

Exclusion criteria Conditions for omitting publications
during the review process

The exclusion criteria for the review are as follows:

• Duplicates
• Master’s theses, doctoral dissertations, textbooks, and

unpublished working papers
• Articles that use the term “Sharing Economy” and

“Collaboration consumption” beyond the scope of
participants of the SE Ecosystem criteria.

Summarises the Studies Reviewed on Participants in the SE Ecosystem

Table 2 classifies the participants in the SE ecosystem into primary and secondary
participants. The classification is based on the connection to the core network/ecosystem

4
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and the role of the participants in the ecosystem. The primary participants are subdivided
into groups: customers are subdivided into New Customers (NC) and Current Customers
(CC); providers into Product Providers (PP) and Service Providers (SP); and mediators
are subdivided into Small and Medium Mediators (SMM) and Large Mediators (LM). The
secondary participant is sub-grouped into governments into Local Government (NG) and
National Governments (NG). Theories and methodologies within the academic literature
on the sharing economy ecosystem are also examined.

Table 2. Summary of the studies reviewed on participants in the SE ecosystem.

Author Theoretical Lens Data Sources Key Findings
Primary
Participants

Secondary
Participants

Martin [9]
Socio-technical
transitions, theory, and
framing theory

Conceptual paper

Economic opportunity,
sustainable consumption, and
sustainability are three
methods used by those
seeking to empower the
niche.

Mediators
(LM)

Government
(NG)

Cheng [32] Tourism Theory
Hospitality theory Conceptual Paper

Researchers organise their
research into five streams or
clusters that help identify
potential new directions

Customers
(CC)

Mediators
(N/A)

Hamari et al. [8] Self-determination theory

Data collected from an
online survey on customers’
attitudes and collaboration
consumption

The gap between attitude and
behaviour is relatively small
in comparison to the studies
of technology adoption in
general

Customers
(CC) N/A

Böcker and
Meelen [33]

Self-determination theory.
Hierarchical needs theory

Data collected from an
online survey on sharing
motivations

It is essential to differentiate
between the various types of
business in SE

Providers (SP) N/A

Laurell and
Sandström [7] Institutional theory Conceptual paper

Tensions create a state of
instability related to SE as a
contemporary phenomenon

Mediators
(LM)

Governments
(NG)

Lan et al. [34] Social identity theory

Data collected from an
in-depth analysis of real-life
factors (a case study of
MOBIK) and interviews
focused on business value
across the SE participants

A sustainable sharing
business must identify and
realise value co-creation
behaviours in SE

Customers
(CC) and
Providers (SP)

Mediators
(LM)

Miralles
et al. [35] Organisation theory

Data were collected from a
comparative case study
across 18 AFNs identifying
five SE models of AFNs
with unique shared
resources and
organisational mechanisms

Participants pool their
resources, including
production, marketing, and
distribution

Mediators
(SMM) Providers (PP)

Ganapati and
Reddick [36] Economic theory Conceptual paper

A harsher form of capitalism
could be considered in the
sharing practice

Government
(LG)

Customers
(CC) and
Providers (SP)

Cheng et al. [12]
Expectancy-
disconfirmation
theory

Data were collected from
294 questionnaires from
Chinese mobile car-hailing
service providers

Competence, empathy, and
information congruency are
key in quality offline services.

Providers (SP) N/A

Jin et al. [37] Neo-Marxist theory Conceptual paper

There is a close relationship
between the digital divide
and the intelligent city
concept in SE

Providers (SP) Customers
(CC)

Sutherland and
Jarrahi [6] Design Theory Conceptual paper

There are two types of SE
organising models:
centralised and decentralised

Customers
(CC) N/A

5
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Table 2. Cont.

Author Theoretical Lens Data Sources Key Findings
Primary
Participants

Secondary
Participants

Boons and
Bocken [38] Transition theory Conceptual paper

Increasing the level of
protection increases the
chances of a successful niche
in social engineering systems

Mediators
(LM) Providers (SP)

Mauri et al. [39] Social theory; signalling
theory Conceptual paper

Sharing platform managers
could reduce transactional
uncertainty by helping sellers
understand what additional
features they should include
in their profiles

Customers
(CC)

Mediators
(LM)

Ma et al. [40] Self-determination theory
and production theory

Data were collected from 50
stakeholder interviews with
representatives of sharing
mobility businesses in
China

Changing consumption
patterns and the growth of
supply chains in the new SE

Mediators
(SMM)

Government
(NG)

Leunget al. [2] Tourism theory.
economic theory Conceptual paper

SE should take steps to
manage its external impacts
through collaboration

Providers (SP) Government
(LG)

Eckhardt et al. [3] Social theory and theory
of social production Conceptual paper

SE can be used to understand
all facets of marketing,
including consumer
behaviour and culture

Customers
(CC) Providers (SP)

Simon and
Roederer [41]

Lifespan theory and
Self-determination theory

Data were collected from an
online questionnaire with
customers interested in flat
sharing

The presence of other sharers
directly and robustly impacts
customer satisfaction in flat
sharing

Customers
(NC) N/A

Pies et al. [4] Social theory Conceptual paper

Business models with SE
hybridity face three
challenges requiring
managerial governance and
communication abilities

Mediators
(SMM)

Government
(NG)

del Mar
Alonso-Almeida
et al. [42]

Social theory

Data collected from surveys
conducted during various
events with 384
postgraduate students
regarding the level of
consumer awareness

Through SE participation,
consumers become more
aware of their consumption
habits, creating new
materialism

Customers
(CC) N/A

Govindan
et al. [43] Iterative theory

Data were collected from
in-depth interviews and
workshops conducted with
38 industrial managers

The barriers to industrial SE
can be attributed to a lack of
trust and transparency, a lack
of business models, or an
absence of technology
platforms

Mediators
(SMM) N/A

Hossain [44]
Diverse theories;
self-determination theory,
Economic theory

Conceptual paper
Difficult tasks are often
involved in emulating SE
firms

Mediators
(LM)

Government
(NG)

Sands et al. [45] Social exchange theory
self-determination theory Conceptual paper Provides an overview of the

types of SE actors Providers (SP) Mediators
(SMM)

Lim [5] Marketing Theory Conceptual paper
By enabling consumers to
become producers, SE leads
to greater competition

Providers (SP) Customers
(CC)

Song et al. [46] Economic theory Conceptual paper

Peer-to-peer trading has more
economic advantages than
pure producers and consumer
models

Providers (PP) Customers
(NC)

6
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Table 2. Cont.

Author Theoretical Lens Data Sources Key Findings
Primary
Participants

Secondary
Participants

Shen et al. [47] Social exchange theory Conceptual paper
Prosumers are now being
considered when evaluating
brand value in SE

Providers (SP) Mediators
(LM)

Pereira and
Silva [48] Institutional theory

Data were collected from
seven interviews with
public and private agents
(socio-technical actors)

There is a potential conflict of
interest between public and
private agents as a
consequence of the
integration of these several
initiatives

Mediators
(LM)

Government
(NG)

4. Results

This review examined valuable insight into the participants of the SE ecosystem. It
classifies the participants in the SE ecosystem into primary and secondary participants. The
classification is based on the connection to the core network/ecosystem and the role of the
participants in the ecosystem.

4.1. Primary Participants vs. Secondary Participants

The primary participants are subdivided into groups: customers are subdivided into
New Customers (NC) and Current Customers (CC); providers into Product Providers (PP)
and Service Providers (SP); and mediators are subdivided into Small and Medium Media-
tors (SMM) and Large Mediators (LM). The secondary participant is sub-grouped into local
government (NG) and National Government (NG).

4.1.1. Customers (Primary)

Customers are the beneficiaries of the products or services from producers or providers
through mediators. The review subdivides customers into New Customers (NC) and Cur-
rent Customers (CC). As shown in Table 2, customers are among the primary participants
in the SE ecosystem, according to most of the reviewed articles. Furthermore, Current
Customers (CC) were associated with the National Government (NG) and the Local Gov-
ernment (LG) [36]. In contrast, NC is not associated with any government in the reviewed
articles. Furthermore, NC was linked only to Product Providers (PP) [46], while CC was
attached only to the Service Providers (SP) [5,34,37]. Moreover, CC was connected to both
the Large Mediators (LM) and the Small and Medium Mediators (SMM) [34].

4.1.2. Mediators (Primary)

Mediators are the platforms that mediate the provider’s services or products. The
review subdivides the mediators into Large Mediators (LM) and Small and Medium
Mediators (SMM). As shown in Table 2, the mediators were the primary participants in the
SE ecosystem in most of the reviewed articles [9,44]. Furthermore, the LM and the SMM
were only associated with the National Government (NG) [4,7,9,40]. In addition, the LM
was only linked to the Service Providers (SP) [34,38]. In contrast, the SMM was related to
both Service Providers (SP) [45] and Product Providers (PP) [35].

4.1.3. Providers (Primary)

Providers are the producers of products or provide services to customers. Therefore,
the review subdivides them into Service Providers (SP) and Product Providers (PP). As
can be seen in Table 2, the providers were the primary participants in the SE ecosystem in
most of the reviewed articles. Furthermore, the SP were the leading group in the reviewed
papers and was mainly linked to the LM and SMM [34,38,45]. In contrast, the PP were only
connected to the SMM [35]. Moreover, they were associated with NC [46]. Furthermore,
the SP were only related to the CC [5,34,37] and the LG [2].
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4.1.4. Government (Secondary)

The government is the authority that manages the relations between the ecosystem partic-
ipants through regulations to organise and protect their commitments. Therefore, the review
subdivided government into the National Government (NG) and Local Government (LG). As
shown in Table 2, the government was a secondary participant in the SE ecosystem in most of
the reviewed articles. Furthermore, the NG was the leading group in the reviewed papers
and was mainly linked to the LM and the SMM [4,7,9,40]. In addition, the NG and the LG
were linked to the CC [36]. At the same time, LG was only connected to the SP [36].

In addition to the above findings, others are related to the SE ecosystem participants
and their relevance, including different elements of all the marketing and management
domains, such as consumer behaviour, empirical modelling, and strategy [3]. These
elements are linked to the different business models, characterised by specific economic,
social, and environmental perspectives, resulting from the value creation adopted by SE
initiatives [4]. Furthermore, development in SE platforms is essential to achieve sustainable
growth and compromise through the required sacrifice of business profits. However, SE
leads to more sustainability in the concept patterns of sharing industries [5]. Sutherland
and Jararhi [6] focused on technology as a reliable tool to connect the participants of the SE
ecosystem. They highlighted the significant variation in the technologies used from one
field to another on SE platforms. Technologies play an essential role in the SE ecosystem.
“The technologies studied under the sharing economy vary significantly, from ride-sharing
services to distributed currencies to freelancing platforms. Research perspectives vary
similarly, including tourism, governance, design and digital gig work” [6] (p. 24). Moreover,
Laurell and Sandström [7] discuss the market and non-market logic tensions.

Furthermore, many studies considering the technological impact perspectives are
due to SE research variation across many fields, providing a better conceptualisation of
SE technologies and mediation [8,9]. Therefore, sharing is considered a distinctive con-
sumption preference [13]. Furthermore, online business and mobile applications help
to facilitate modern SE transactions driven by the sharing purpose [8]. The review also
provides valuable insights into the study participants’ roles. First, it divides the functions
into primary and secondary groups inside the same ecosystem, which is helpful in un-
derstanding the participants’ impacts through the previous studies, as it shows that the
mediators, customers, and providers are primary participants inside the SE ecosystem. At
the same time, the government is a secondary participant in the ecosystem.

Generally, the main findings are that the participants have a common focal point:
they work under the concept of the system’s organisms. Moreover, interactions between
all participants in the SE ecosystem improve the sharing business’s performance and
sustainability [49]. In the summaries of their main findings, most of the previous literature
has focused on different participants in the SE ecosystem. However, in these studies, the
ecosystem participants were not fully integrated, although sharing business remains more
sustainable, and sharing still leads to more sustainability related to the ability of platforms.

4.2. Methods Used in the Reviewed Articles

The methods used in the reviewed articles were varied, although conceptual papers
constituted 32% of the overall reviews. Interviews constituted 29%; online surveys 21%;
and online questionnaires and case studies 13%. In addition, 68% of the studies in the
review adopt a non-empirical approach versus 32% that adopt the empirical approach, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methods used in the reviewed articles.

4.3. Theories Used in the Reviewed Articles

This section highlights and explains the most frequently used theories related to
the study participants. Furthermore, Table 3 presents previous studies’ most frequent
theories and examples. First, the social theory focuses on the different challenges for social
business. An example of the use of theory is Pies et al. [4]. They used this theory to explain
the challenges of hybrid business models. Moreover, del Mar Alonso-Almeida et al. [42]
presented the social theory in their study to clarify how customers became more aware of
consuming habits. The second theory in Table 3 is the self-determination theory which is
focused on participation and is not linked directly to sustainability unless positive attitudes
also accompany it. An example of the use of a view is Böcker and Meelen [33]. They used
this theory to explain the essential differences between the various business types in SE.
Sands et al. [45] and Andonopoulos et al. [45] refer to this theory to explain the providers
and mediator relationship. The third and final theory in Table 3 is the economic theory. It
explains the lack of regulation and policies impacting SE business. Song et al. [46] used this
theory to explain why peer-to-peer trading has more economic advantages.

Table 3. Most frequently used theories.

Theory
Number of
Articles

Explanation Examples of Previous Studies

Social theory 5 Different challenges for social business.

Mediators (SMM) and Government (NG):
Pies et al. [4]
Customers (CC):
del Mar Alonso-Almeida et al. [42]

Self-determination theory 4
Participation is not linked directly to
sustainability unless positive
attitudes also accompany it.

Providers (SP):
Böcker and Meelen [33]
Providers and Mediators: Sands et al. [45]
Customers (CC):
Hamari et al. [8].

Economic theory 4 The lack of regulation and policies
impacts SE business.

Providers (PP) and Customers (NC):
Song et al. [46]
Mediators (LM) and Government (NG):
Hossain [44]

4.4. Consequences of the Technologies Value on the Participants

In addition, the framework in Figure 2 highlights the consequences for participants. It
explains the value of the technologies presented in Table 4. Starting with the mediators as
they obtain value from the technologies as they improve business sustainability. Next, the
providers value the technologies as they support engagement with market needs. Finally, the
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customers obtain value from the technologies as they increase customer satisfaction. Finally, the
government obtains value from the technologies as they enhance the economy’s performance.

Figure 2. An integrated framework of the sharing economy ecosystem.

Table 4. Consequences of the technologies value on the Participants.

Participants Consequences

Mediators

Mediators obtain value from the technologies:

• Improve the business sustainability
• Growth of the business revenue
• Adopt the innovative business model

Providers
Providers obtain value from the technologies:

• Support engagement with market needs
• Improve the market standers due to the competition

Customers

Customers obtain value from the technologies

• Increase customer satisfaction
• Improve the quality and the prices of the products and services
• Provides varieties of services and products

Government

Government obtains value from the technologies

• Enhance the economy’s performance
• Enhance the government’s services
• Enhance the government’s influence

5. Discussion

The research has two objectives. The first objective is to understand the value of
technologies in integrating SE participants and their impact on business sustainability. The
second objective is to clarify the role of the participants in the SE ecosystem by subdividing
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them into groups and developing a framework to explain the primary and secondary roles
they play in each group. The findings indicate that the primary participants are mediators,
providers, and customers, and the secondary participant is the government. In addition,
the framework presented in Figure 2 explains the needs for the technologies in the SE
participants. Therefore, SE has grown as an alternative to traditional business forms of
ownership, provided by digital entities that allow users to connect [50].

Consequently, markets can be created that compete with traditional businesses [51]. Fur-
thermore, the social factor in sharing business adds flexibility and freedom to SE models [18].
Again, digital transformation and the increase in the use of the internet help to mediate
transactions between providers and customers [52], increase trust between strangers [51],
and significantly reduce the cost of transactions [53]. Although, many kinds of research
focus on Service Providers and consumers in the SE ecosystem and on several topics related
to these participants. For instance, the challenges they face, including the impact of the
trust-based concept on commercial sharing [54] and how this could be treated by improving
business communication. The research also considered how organisations understand their
need to innovate their SE business model, which is essential for their continuity and to cope
with SE market changes. In addition, the recognition of the debate around several topics
related to SE mainly explored the role of the SE participants. For example, recent research
has mentioned digital technologies in the SE ecosystem and how the SE impacts the eco-
nomic and social aspects [32]. The researchers provide deep insights into the value of actors
in the SE ecosystems, which is a significant element in the sharing practice. Nevertheless,
using digital platforms often requires contributions from various parties [55]. Moreover, it
represents a fundamental challenge inside the SE platforms [48]. It is crucial, considering
that the actors are empowered to establish marketplaces even in the smallest communities
and change the price policy in a specific industry. However, they need to integrate their
management strategy with the dynamic nature of SE, not by creating a direct value [56].
Furthermore, actors in SE will lead to more sustainability [45], which is a significant element
in any business model. As a whole, the outcomes of an ecosystem depend directly on the
participants’ behaviour. Lutz et al. [57] agree with Morozov [29] and claim that online par-
ticipants are quite passive. In addition, Andreotti et al. [30] focus on participants” behaviour
and claim that “personal values and attitudes can be assumed to affect the relationship
be-tween motives and (non-)participatory behavior. Again, socio-economic variables may
be associated with distinct attitudes or value sets” (p. 15).

5.1. Theoretical Implications

The theoretical implications of this study highlighted the value of integrating the
different SE theories, digital sharing, and participant behaviour. In addition, it classifies the
participants into primary and secondary participants. It divides them into groups to help
better understand their role in the SE ecosystem, leading to the potential development of
the current theories. This study helps understand the SE ecosystem participants and their
impact on their interactions. The research builds a stronger foundation between theories
and practice. The review supported institutional theory (the discursive institutionalist
approach). The review contributes to the theory by employing the theoretical perspective
used in the reviewed articles on the participants in the SE ecosystem. Furthermore, it
presents and identifies the knowledge by extending the findings and the discussions
of the review into a holistic view of the participants. The research also contributes by
understanding the impact of the integration of the participants on the business model. As a
whole, the outcomes of an ecosystem depend directly on the participants’ behaviour.

5.2. Managerial Implications

From a managerial standpoint, the analysis of the elements of the SE ecosystem
provides insights into dealing with the sector. The review has considered the current needs
of the SE business, covering many sectors, such as hospitality, transportation, information,
education, food, energy, and fashion. Furthermore, SE and collaborative consumption
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were shown to be connected. They digitally support businesses’ connection with the
communities, which have grown exponentially in recent years. The growth of digital use
helps to explore further opportunities and integration with SE businesses, which could
lead to massive changes in the services and goods provided by the participants in the SE
ecosystem [58–61].

Nevertheless, by exploring the roles of participants at multiple levels of the SE ecosys-
tem, this study sheds light on developing new business models that can significantly impact
SE businesses in both their current and new contexts [62–64]. It is beneficial for govern-
ments to create a regulatory atmosphere that fosters a more friendly business environment
to create conditions for the growth of businesses in order to create more job opportunities.
Furthermore, the study enhanced the understanding of the needs of small and medium
businesses and the expectations of governments. Moreover, governments played a sec-
ondary role in the SE ecosystem. Therefore, governments must strengthen, develop, and
enforce small and medium businesses to play a primary role in the SE ecosystem.

Accordingly, connectivity has increased, with the commercialisation of ownership and
the agency of technology identified as the main trends. While the SE concept has been
long-established, digital technologies in this field have only recently been developed. Many
SE researchers have discussed the SE ecosystem and how it is more efficient in generating
new business and opens up many networks to consumers, providing them with needed
goods or services. Furthermore, some recent studies have explored and explained the roles
of the participants in SE, which has helped to increase business size, which is predicted to
grow by up to USD 3.5 billion by 2025 [5,65]. Therefore, this paper intends to contribute
by providing a condensed review of the SE ecosystem to explain the future impact of new
social and economic configurations and the development of the SE platform and business
model elements.

6. Conclusions

We conclude that classifying participants into primary and secondary helps business
leaders understand each participant’s current role and develop the secondary participants
in the ecosystem to improve SE business in the future. Furthermore, the subdivision of the
participants into groups sheds light on each participant type. In addition, the improvement
in digital technologies positively reflects the integration between the participants in the SE
ecosystem, which leads to more business sustainability. As shown in Figure 2, a framework
is suggested that explains the value of the technologies to improve the integration between
the participants and the impact on business sustainability. Moreover, the framework
describes the role of the participants inside the SE ecosystem by classifying them as primary
and secondary and subdividing them into groups to provide a clear understanding of
which groups are considered in previous studies, as shown in Figure 2. More insights are
needed into these types to understand how specific groups perform in SE and develop
strategies according to SE business needs.

7. Directions for Future Studies

This paper found answers for a few future studies recommended in some reviewed
articles. As shown in Table 5, some key themes from the review were explored. However,
there remain unanswered questions. The table highlights the key themes in the thought,
what has been learned from it, and what we still need to know.
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Table 5. Key themes and directions for future studies.

Participants What We Know What We Need to Know

Mediators Integrating the private and public sectors
contributes to the stability of SE.

Could the integration between the private and public sectors
affect the efficiency and cost of the sharing practice? [48]

Providers Prosumers are more motivated to share business
than providers.

Advanced technology impacts the services providers’
business positively (increases the awareness of their
business) or negatively (increases the value of negative
online reviews) [12].

Customers Current customers are braver in exploring services
and products than new ones.

What technology could impact the new customers of the
sharing business? [8]

Government The government’s role in the SE ecosystem is as a
secondary participant.

Can policymakers help to enhance the influence of the
government in becoming a primary participant in the SE
ecosystem? [36]

This study highlighted that it is worth considering the value of the technologies
in integrating the participants in the SE ecosystem, together with business performance
and sustainability. This research helps to highlight the significant influence of digital
technologies on the integration between participants in the studies conducted in the last
five years. Based on the review, the theoretical and managerial implications focused on
the value that returns to the business from integrating the participants in the SE ecosystem.
There is, however, no evidence for this point. Therefore, it would be helpful for future
research to consider more values of the integration of the SE participants.
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Abstract: Digitalization plays a major role in contributing towards the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. Without transformation of existing businesses, both economic and environmental
challenges of the future cannot be solved sustainably. However, there is much confusion on
interrelationships and terms dealing with digitization or digitalization: Digital business model, digital
transformation, digital entrepreneurship. How do these terms interrelate with and to digitalization,
and how do they support firms to grow sustainably? To answer this question, we identified seven core
digital-related terms based on a structured literature search within the management and economics
domain, namely: Digital, Business Model, Digital Business Model, Digital Technology, Digital
Innovation, Digital Transformation, and Digital Entrepreneurship. Thereafter, we analyzed prior
literature for deriving a common understanding and definition as a basis for interrelations within
a conceptual framework. Definitions were presented in a case study setup with twelve innovation
and research and development (R&D) managers from various business units of a German high-tech
company. Based on these insights, we propose a conceptual framework on how Digital Readiness,
Digital Technology, and Digital Business Models might sustainably relate to Innovation, moderated by
a Digital Transformation Process. With this approach, we aim to equip practitioners and researchers
alike in handling and addressing change through digitalization sustainably.

Keywords: digitalization; business model; digital business model; digital technology; digital innovation;
digital transformation; digital entrepreneurship; sustainable business model

1. Introduction

As digitalization or digitization has been gaining momentum in recent years, it is here to last [1].
This is supported by impressive numbers: Around 39.1 million results on Google for the search
term “digital transformation”, 818 thousand for “digital business model”, 311 thousand for “digital
entrepreneurship”, and, altogether, 7.3 billion results for the search term “digital” (Google search query,
performed with the respective search terms on May 10th, 2020). Apparently, digital whatever is not only
a dominant topic in industry and academia, but especially when talking about transforming business
models into a sustainable and circular economy. There is no conference, no new business model,
and no political discussion that lacks a reference to “digital” or its often-used siblings, Innovation
4.0 or Industry 4.0. However, a common understanding of the various terms is lacking, especially in
academia. Confusion is paramount (as with other contemporary concepts, like Artificial Intelligence),
and “digital” risks deteriorating into a mere buzzword [2]. Further complicating the digital conundrum,
digital terms and interrelations are not only perceived differently between the various fields of study,
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but also within specific research fields, like social sciences or engineering. The same applies to different
constructs of “digital”: How these can be understood if they comprise new ways of identifying and
addressing consumers or if “digital” is simply about technology, or about framing a new business
model—it all remains opaque.

Without a common understanding and interrelations, roots, applications, effects, and, ultimately,
sustainable measures are hard to build, develop, and discuss [3]. Without these interrelations,
the academic discourse lacks the basis upon which to build. Therefore, it is key to have a common
understanding of these interrelations, as this is a prerequisite for exchanging and building knowledge
and, ultimately, applying “digital” to sustainable economic and environmentally friendly activities [4].
This entails the necessity for a common understanding of the most prevalent terms of the digital
environment and their relations.

With this paper, we aim at addressing this necessity. In a multi-method approach, based on a
review of current literature, we identified seven core digital-related terms within the management and
economics literature, namely: Digital, Business Model, Digital Business Model, Digital Technology,
Digital Innovation, Digital Transformation, and Digital Entrepreneurship. Through the analysis of
prior literature, we derived a common understanding and definition of these terms, as well as their
potential interrelations. We scrutinized these interrelations in a focus group on digital business models
with innovation and research and development (R&D) managers from various business units to derive
a common understanding. Based on this, we developed a conceptual framework, connecting these
previously unconnected digital terms. With this conceptual framework, practitioners and researchers
alike are better equipped in handling and addressing change through “digital” sustainably.

2. Background: Mapping the Academic Confusion

The most basic forms of digital terminologies, often employed synonymously, are digitization and
digitalization. Digitization refers to a technical process, i.e., “the integration of digital technologies into
everyday life” [5]. Seeing this technical process through the lenses of information technology on coding
and programming, digitization describes analog information that is transformed into a digital format,
for example, through making physical products programmable or communicable [6,7]. Contrastingly,
digitalization is depicted “ . . . as a socio-technological process of applying digitization techniques to
broader social and institutional contexts that render digital technologies’ infrastructures” [8,9].

Analyzing firms in terms of their respective industries and industry-specific knowledge sources,
the industry taxonomy counts digital firms in the field of science-based firms [10–12]. This field covers
electronics, chemicals, and related sectors. This is fostered through recent advances in integrating
external knowledge, for example, through platforms [13]. Hanelt et al. [14] nonetheless refrain from a
distinction of digitization on industry level. To them, digitization has to be analyzed on the product
level, thereby differing between and within industries. Three archetypes are distinguished by the level
of digitization, ranging from no digitization to fully digitized: (1) Purely physical products, (2) digitally
enhanced physical products, and (3) fully digitized products [14]. Reflecting on the industry and
product level, these differing views on “digital” in firms raise the question of if these are not affected
by firms’ underlying business models or, specifically, digital business models.

Firms’ business models can be seen as “ . . . a system of interconnected and interdependent activities
that determines the way the firm “does business” with its customers, partners, and vendors” [15].
This view also accounts for the necessary activities to fulfill these needs and their interdependencies,
and the benefits reaped for the firm [15,16]: It is “ . . . the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers,
and captures value” [17]. As a structural template, business models identify firms’ value proposition,
the associated network, cost as well as revenue sources, and other key differentiators [18–20].

The “digital” in the digital business model can be seen as enhanced resource optimization
through digital technologies, like with Uber-like mobility-sharing schemes or Software as a Service
(SaaS), interacting between entities and systems [21–23]: “A business model is digital if changes in
digital technologies trigger fundamental changes in the way business is carried out and revenues are
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generated” [24]. These changes are epitomized in the distinction between place (i.e., before internet
business models) and space (i.e., digital world) [25]: “[I]t was a world that was tangible, product-based,
and oriented toward customer transactions. Today, many industries—all moving at different rates—are
shifting toward a digital world of ‘space’: More intangible, more service-based, and oriented toward
customer experience” [25]. Weill and Woerner [25] present three components that, to them, are
at the center of a digital business’s value proposition: Platform, content, and experience. Further
characteristics of digital business models identified by prior literature comprise: Their intangible nature,
implying a potential unlimited re-usability of data collected over multiple functional conditions [26],
amendments to classical product architecture [6], increased reciprocal exchange between information
and telecommunication technologies and digital business models [27], and software-based capabilities
that enhance existing functionalities [6,28,29]. However, efficiency advances might come at the cost of
an increased complexity beyond comprehension compared to previous product architectures [30,31].

As “digital” comprises deep technology aspects, digital technology forms the basis of innovations
in platform and digital environments [13,22,32,33]. To shed light on the underlying definitions of
digital technologies, the EU Commission proposes four main categories: “Mobile, social media, cloud,
and data analytics” [34]. As they form technology ecosystems, new innovations supersede their
predecessors by evolving from them [35]. This can be understood as a transformative change to
how business is being conducted [36]. Digital technologies are highly interconnected, enabling and
enhancing information processing capacities [37,38]. This integrated engineering fostered through
digital technology drives adoption along all elements of the value chain, rendering existing process
less important: “ . . . all participating entities can be supplied with access to real-time information
and control is distributed to the shop-floor level” [39]. In this way, digital technologies become the
orchestrators of innovation, with differing effects and outcomes depending on purpose and context [31].

Applying and building upon existing, well-known technologies can lead to digital innovations
like the GoPro or FitBit [40]. In the Schumpeterian thinking (e.g., [41]), digital innovations can be seen
“ . . . as the carrying out of new combinations of digital and physical components to produce novel
products” [7]. These digital innovations are often characterized by radical change and their disruptive
nature, thereby overcoming barriers to enter previously closed markets [7,42]. Participation in digital
innovation is not limited to very few, since access to digital technology is the only hindrance [43].
Widespread deployment of digital technology, fostered through rapid price declines and ever-increasing
digital performance, provided this access and opened the diffusion of unbound digital innovation to
the masses [43,44]. “Given the above conceptualization, digital innovation management refers to the
practices, processes, and principles that underlie the effective orchestration of digital innovation” [31].
Thereby, innovation becomes faster, with an increased lack of control [2]. “Accordingly, every digital
innovation process can be viewed as a constant discovery, manifestation, and combination of one or
more design patterns wherein each pattern identifies a new and different relationship between at least
two components of the digital technology functions” [31].

These new and different relationships also characterize digital transformation, however, on a
different level: Digital transformation ”[brings] together firms from previously unrelated industries“ [7].
Data exchange, data generation, data analysis, and data adaption to processible information are seen
as necessary and important competences in mastering this process of digital transformation [20,45].
With these abilities at hand, the inevitable organizational change by digital technologies and digital
business models might lead to an improved business result [46]. The digital transformation does not stop at
the often-referenced process level [47]: It bears profound implications for all business aspects, like business
models, services, products, etc., and involves the actions of all participants, like customers [20,48].
Consequently, Kaltum et al. [49] argue that “ . . . digital transformation is a profound change and
accelerates business activities, processes, competencies, and models to fully exploit the changes and
opportunities in digital technology and its impact on society in a strategic and prioritized way”.

This impact on society has not been neglected by politics, claiming the ever-growing significance
of digital activities in entrepreneurship. “Digital entrepreneurship embraces all new ventures and
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the transformation of existing businesses by creating and using novel digital technologies” [34].
Here, digital technology and digital artifacts are distinctive characteristics of venture creation [50,51].
With new platforms, networks, and systems, further development and enhancement of existing
infrastructures are the aims [8]. By means of “digital”, the pursuit of opportunities offers significant
potential for previously excluded groups, enhancing the democratizing nature of entrepreneurship [52].
Within the group of digital entrepreneurs, digital technology entrepreneurs actively engage in digital
technology and services to create their ventures, moving digital entrepreneurs’ borders beyond existing
ecosystems [40]. Their drive to success is grounded in science and an understanding and application
of technologies [40].

Reflecting on prior literature relating to “digital”, as outlined above, motivated us to derive
a framework for further analysis. However, before deriving a framework of digital interrelations,
the findings of our analysis of relevant literature on “digital” are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Findings on digital terms.

Term Findings from Literature

Business Model Firms ‘interaction with suppliers, customers, and partners as rationale
of firms’ value propositions

Digital-Digitization A technical process where analog information is transformed into a
digital format

Digital-Digitalization Application of digitization techniques as socio-technological process

Digital Business Model Augmented resource optimization, characterised by intangibility, and
centering around experience, platform, and content

Digital Technology Highly interconnected orchestrator of innovation with transformative
change to business

Digital Innovation Innovation process as constant discovery through new combinations
of physical and digital, opening participation for a wider access-base

Digital Transformation Enhanced (data) exchange with (unrelated) partners encompassing
profound changes and implications for all business aspects

Digital Entrepreneurship Embracing new ventures and transformation in pursuit of
opportunities by opening up entrepreneurship for the excluded

Starting from the more abstract and general digitization and digitalization to digital formats
incorporated within digital business models [6,7], this provides a first glance on how the digital constituents
of a conceptual framework might interact and interrelate (see with Figure 1). Thereby, the enhanced
resource optimization for more sustainable businesses is driven through digital technologies [21–23],
forming the basis of digital innovations in platforms and digital environments [13,22,32,33]. These digital
innovations inevitably result in organizational change through digital technologies and digital business
models, paving their way to digital transformation of organizations, bearing profound and sustainable
implications for all business aspects [20,46,48]. This also affects the way new ventures interact, laying
ground for digital entrepreneurship [8], and, more specifically, by moving digital entrepreneurs’
borders beyond existing ecosystems to digital technology entrepreneurship [40]. This development is
reflected in the conceptual framework, as presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed basis for a conceptual framework.

This forms the basis for our empirical examination in the next step.

3. Materials and Methods: A Case Study Approach

For new phenomena where no prior literature is available, qualitative research can help to
found patterns and propositions for future research. In this understanding, it is important to find an
appropriate case that fits as a first empirical indication to derive generalizable results. Yin [53] uses the
term “unique case” for that challenge. This implies that such a chosen case must be specific regarding
the underlying research problem on the one hand, and generic to be applicable for many other research
subjects on the other hand.

Hence, our single-case analysis was conducted at a high-technology firm that was affected by the
process of digitalization in a special way. Predominately active in business-to-business (B2B) ventures,
the firm is a so-called traditional German Mittelstand hidden champion (<20.000 employees), active in
various business fields (see the main business activities in Table 2). The industry is rather traditional,
but major changes were also observed in recent years in terms of digitalization, both in internal and
production processes, as well as in external customer demand. “Digital” became a constituent of nearly
every meeting and initiative. Even though our level of analysis is a single firm, the business fields are
diverse, stemming from the firm’s development over time (see with Table 2), and enable a broader
view and varied insights.

Table 2. Characteristics of the case study firm.

Industry/Branch Employees No Participants

Aviation 5500 2
Controls/Appliances 3600 1

Corporate Departments 200 1
Defence 2500 1

Metal 3500 5
Metering 1700 1

We conducted a twofold analysis (see with Figure 2): First, before the focus group, we conducted
a pre-assessment of digital taxonomies through an online questionnaire. We then presented and
discussed the results from the preliminary online questionnaire and the interrelated digital literature
derivation in a focus group workshop onsite. Focus group workshops are appropriate to further reflect
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on and challenge the findings from literature and the questionnaire-based pre-assessment of digital
taxonomies, as opportunities for different views of participants and clarification of responses emerge,
which enables one to evaluate and value opinions and positions [54–56]. Thereby, the literature-based
findings on “digital” were presented as a starting point. Based on that, a moderated discussion took
place about if and how the suggested relationships are perceived in the individual firm branch setup.

 

Figure 2. Methodology.

The online questionnaire was distributed anonymously to fifteen innovation managers from
seven different business divisions of the above case-study firm. In the questionnaire, we presented
participants with the following: In addition to assessing personal and firm-related information, two
questions, each with seven sub-categories, were asked: (1) “Please define the following terms in your
own understanding” (terms: Digital, Business Model, Digital Business Model, Digital Technology,
Digital Innovation, Digital Transformation, Digital Entrepreneurship), and (2) “Does your firm provide
a definition of the following terms and, if so, please include the respective definition” (terms: Digital,
Business Model, Digital Business Model, Digital Technology, Digital Innovation, Digital Transformation,
Digital Entrepreneurship). Thirteen managers participated, whereof eight managers answered all
questions presented.

During a half-day workshop, the focus group workshop was performed with twelve innovation
managers from eleven different business divisions of this firm, following the steps outlined by [56].
All participants were male, predominantly aged between forty and fifty years, and with an average
firm tenure of between two and twenty-seven years.

4. Results

4.1. Online Questionnaire

The preliminary online questionnaire revealed unconcise answers: Participants did not reveal
a common understanding of the different digital terms, understanding the digital terms in various
ways. To present an overview of and graphically depict the understanding of the different terms asked
during this pre-assessment, we created a summarizing word-cloud, highlighting the key words from
the most commonly mentioned answers, as seen in Figure 3:

As can be seen, identified key topics were related to financial terms (“earn”, “money”, “value”),
as well as terms commonly used to represent the antagonism of the digital and the pre-digital business
landscapes, like “platform”, analog, or “x . . . ”. Other key terms were distributed evenly, both digital-related
(like “processing”) and unspecified (like “innovations”).

In detail, “digital” was described by one respondent as “IT-based, acquired and transmitted via
electronic systems”. The opposite of analog, computer-based, or the combination of “0” and “1” were also
named commonly, grounding the overall definition in machine-applied settings. Contrarily, the business
model itself was more compatible in the economic and business realm: “Concept to generate economic value
out of a solution.” It was mainly described as a (business-related) process to generate revenues by investing
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and exchanging resources with the aim of value creation, or, put simply: “How do I earn money with what
and how I do it?” The convergence between the two was mentioned as a “concept to generate economic
value out of a solution that is based on electronic data processing.” In addition to a business model
focused on data collection, processing, or data management through digital technologies and media,
illustrations “of components required to earn money by using digital platforms” were highlighted.

Figure 3. Word-cloud summarizing the digital terms.

This also transfers into the definition of Digital Technology as a ”segment of technology that
is based on electronic data acquisition, processing, or analysis.” This digital component view has
been prevalent in respondents’ answers, also extending to digital values or innovations. In turn,
Digital Innovations are understood as a “novel concept that is economically viable and based on
electronics/data.” Building on the prior definitions of Digital Business Models, Digital Innovations are
seen as new, market-ready ideas incorporating optionalities stemming from digitalization, successfully
transforming inventions (i.e., execution) into the digital world. These new Digital Innovations are also
seen as being on the brink of replacing existing methods and solutions.

This idea of replacement leads into respondents’ answers to Digital Transformation: “Significant
change of an existing environment due to transferring major processes to digital solutions.” Change is
the predominant response associated, as a “way from the analog world to the digital world.” Industries
are consequently adjusting to adapt to the continuous usage of data, digital technologies, and digital
platforms, eventually re-shaping products, work environments, and the economy. This is also fostered
through the entrepreneurship active in Digital Business Models. “The culture and spirit around digital
innovation” are seen as fundamental to Digital Entrepreneurship. Thereby, new firms are being set up
to bring Business Models relating to Digital Innovation and Digital Transformation to the market and
add value. They show a high intensity towards optimization, customer interaction, and utilization of
Digital Technologies.

Compared to the individual views of the respondents above, solely four out of 12 respondents
were able to provide answers to their firm’s view on all of the above discussed “digital” topics.
From these four firm-related responses, the following could be disseminated: “Digital” is seen as being
‘”based on sensors, controls, and electronics” and automating manual processes. This resembles the
Business Model, described as the “concept of generating economic value with a solution”, supported
by tools that model Business Models. With a digital component, these become Digital Business
Models, generating economic value through a digital solution (however, following the same principles).
For Digital Innovation, one respondent mentioned that, in the future, every innovation is digital,
whereas other respondents specified it more as an electronics-based (hardware, software) innovation.
Contrary to those, one respondent treated Digital Innovation as any other innovation. These Digital
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Technologies rapidly and increasingly change industries through Digital Transformation, with one
respondent claiming that each transformation is digital in the future. In this wake, digitalization
increases up to every firm being digital in the future, with Digital Entrepreneurship harming existing
businesses. This is fostered by enlarging the business bases through its digital potential.

4.2. Focus Group Workshop

The results from our literature review and the responses from the preliminary online questionnaire
formed the basis for the focus group workshop, revealing the following results: First, different
frameworks were discussed, starting from the original derived framework (Figure 1). As with the
results of the preliminary online questionnaire, no common definitions and understandings could
be agreed upon. The following two figures (Figures 4 and 5) condensed the different variants of
relationships being discussed.

Figure 4. Framework development part 1.

Figure 5. Framework development part 2.
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As a first step of the focus group workshop, participants eliminated the terminologies of Digital
and Digital Entrepreneurship presented before. As one participant framed it, these terminologies are
already included within the remaining terminologies and lack any inherent distinction. Furthermore,
the Business Model was shifted aside as the top term. Then, the framework was extended by the
following mitigating factors: Client/user influence, know-how, intermediary, organization, digital
readiness, and external collaboration. Digital Technology, grounded in know-how, and Digital Business
Model directly influence Digital Innovation, whereas intermediaries affect Digital Technology (direct
effect) and Digital Innovation (direct and indirect effect).

Digital Transformation is not only seen as the outcome of the interplay between Digital Technology,
Digital Business Model, and Digital Innovation, but is also influenced by the organization, its digital
readiness, and external collaborations to foster the Digital Transformation. “External collaborations
are a crucial factor in managing the digital transformation”, as one participant noted. “Without
digital readiness, implementing digital technologies, digital business models, or mastering digital
transformation is impossible”, mentioned another participant, reflecting one of the main concerns that
surfaced during the focus group workshop. However, discussions within the focus group workshop
led participants to further adjustments of their redefined framework, leading to Figure 5.

“Which innovations aren’t digital anymore and why should digital innovation be different from
innovation itself?” one participant asked, leading the focus group to strip the Digital Innovation of the
Digital. Furthermore, some of the above newly included factors were extended to success-enabling
components: The factor of know-how, influencing Digital Technology, is reliant on speed, which, in turn,
is reliant on being sustainable and fast to market, to eventually influence Digital Technology’s success.
Transparency is a major component, both of chance and concern, in enabling successful intermediary
roles in Digital Technology and Innovation. Client and user involvement is important to eventually
foster the Digital Transformation, especially as these digital solutions need to be implemented with
speed, but still provide a sustainable future for the respective business.

Finally, the following key factors were revealed: Everyone is affected by “digital”, though not
everyone needs to act. (Digital) Innovation is double-edged: Even though most processes need to be
digitalized, a platform conversion of businesses and clients does not always provide a viable option
and does not make economic sense for all applicable cases. This is advanced by the constant need to
innovate and to keep track of novel developments, which are required by constant change in business
activities and pressure to innovate.

Business activities most threatened by “digital” are those of low-margin and commodity businesses.
Successful business lines should be continued as before, and should not be amended to “digital” per
se. For example, one of the participants mentioned a fully functional, non-digital ecosystem between
suppliers, customers, and the firm itself. Shifting to a platform-based digital business model might
not only render the old business model obsolete within the functioning ecosystem, but also open
the gates for new competition that previously had no viable market access in the existing ecosystem,
driving down margins with no additional value to the firm. Throughout the focus group workshop,
participants understood Digital Transformation overwhelmingly as an underlying process affecting all
other instances and terminologies of “digital”. The Business Model itself encompasses all terminologies
of “digital”, leading eventually to Digital Transformation.

5. Discussion: A Conceptual Framework for Research and Practice

Not only in academia, as was posited in the introduction, is confusion paramount when it comes
to addressing a common understanding of the various “digital” terms. As introduced earlier, it is
key to have a common understanding as a prerequisite for exchanging and building knowledge
sustainably [4]. Our literature review, the results from the questionnaire, and the focus group workshop
revealed that a common understanding is not prevalent, but needs to be developed. In particular,
the answers to the questionnaire revealed that even though the respondents had their personal views
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on the different digital terminologies, only four could reply and provide answers with regards to their
employers’ view.

This uncertainty and confusion indicates that definitions of digital terminologies are necessary,
but might be sufficiently defined if centered on a limited number of key terms. However, the difficulty
persists in universally agreeing on common definitions: Digital Innovations might not be a term
necessary to be defined, since the way of deciding between a “digital” or “normal” innovation seems
unclear and unreasonable. Is not any innovation being characterized by similar preconditions and
“digital” just a result of constant innovative developments? Digital Business Models, however, depend
on the underlying business and core values [57] and would need to be defined individually, depending
on each firm’s unique value propositions and leadership character [58,59]. Digital Transformation
is influenced by various factors like customer focus, customer proximity, margin pressure, speed of
change within respective business activities, or—as put by our focus group—by Digital Readiness and
external collaboration.

Even though no common understanding of “digital” could be agreed upon, the above findings are
condensed in Table 3 to offer a proposition of the definitions and interrelations of the different digital
terms for future discussions.

Table 3. Proposed definitions and interrelations.

Term Proposed Definitions and Interrelations

Business Model Top term encompassing all terminologies of Digital interacting the pathway to
Digital Transformation of firms’ value propositions

Innovation Constant discovery through new combinations and interdependent on economic
viability, while opening participation for a wider access-base

Digital Readiness Basis as organizational necessity for implementation of anything Digital

Digital Technology Highly interconnected orchestrator of know-how-influenced innovation, enabling
transformative change through speed and sustainable market activities

Digital Business Model Enhanced resource optimization, characterised by intangibility, businesses’
uniqueness, and core values, centering around experience, platform, and content

Digital Transformation
Outcome of Digital interplay as underlying process, contingent internally

(organization) and externally (cooperation), while embracing profound change
and implications

The results helped to reshape the interrelation of digital terms that was first derived from the
literature and the proposition for a conceptual framework (as in Figure 1). Incorporating these thoughts
and results from the questionnaire and the focus group workshop led to a refinement of the proposed
conceptual framework (Figure 6).

 

Figure 6. The conceptual framework of “digital”.
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Embedded within the firm’s overall business model, the different digital terms and innovations
thrive to eventually master the Digital Transformation [20,60] sustainably. Rather than being a
step-in-process to Digital Entrepreneurship, Digital Transformation spans all relations within the
digital framework. In the same view, Kaltum et al. [49] argue that Digital Transformation is the means
to capitalize on everything related to “digital”. This extends the work of Yoo et al. [7] in that Digital
Transformation does not only enable distinct firms to come together, but also all activities within
firms relating to digitalization and, eventually, innovation within their respective business models,
transcending previously defined inner-firm organizational boundaries, as agile methods upended
previously fixed innovation approaches [61]. Innovation in itself lies at the center of Digital Technology
and Digital Business Models [62], with Digital Readiness surfacing as an organizational enabler
within the conceptual framework of “digital”. The results also demonstrate that, independent of any
“digital”-related activities, activities need to be closely aligned and adjusted according to each firm’s
individual business model [2,15,17,63]. In this way, it is ensured that digitalization and, ultimately,
Digital Transformation are sustainable and not only for digitalization’s sake and without any effect or
reasoning for firms’ underlying (Digital) Business Models.

In this way, Figure 6 supports managers in understanding and navigating the digital terminology by
handling the intensity of customer interaction, the intensity of the respective competitive environment,
and the level of digital technologies present within each respective industry. One key factor revealed
by the focus group was that the loss of direct access to clients should be avoided by all means and not
handed over to intermediaries inconsiderately. Digitalization should not be ignored, but also not be
approached with panic or blind rushes into things—it is not a revolution [64]. For instance, if your
current non-digital business is performing, it might make sense to continue with it if this is a special
market area where no one else is expected to enter. If you make it digital too early, this might lead to
cannibalizing your own business, in case the margins in the new setup are lower.

This refers back to the established discussion about the innovator’s dilemma [65]. An example in
this context is the publishing industry. With the changing ecosystem, it becomes apparent that a new
business model is needed, but the question is of when it will be the right time to move from print to
digital [66]. With the new digital approach of emerging technology companies, it might leapfrog a
whole business in a short period of time, which will be challenging for companies that are not prepared
for it [67].

Business models need to be analyzed as to their future readiness and sustainability impact, as both
economic and environmental sustainability are an intertwined challenge for businesses that cannot
be tackled in isolation [68,69]. In doing so, “digital” plays a vital role in contributing towards the
goals of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, where economic and environmental
issues are at the heart of solving the challenges of the future [70]. For firms to be able to navigate
these complex challenges, transforming their existing business models into Digital Business Models,
with short- and long-term effects for resource allocation and reduced resource utilization towards a
circular economy, becomes paramount for sustainable market activities [69,71]. The concept of a circular
economy supports firms in operationalizing sustainable developments, which can be fostered through
“digital” [72,73]: Through digital business models, potentially alongside intermediary integration
where unavoidable, supply chains are enabled to reduce parts needed and to avoid waste, as well as to
digitally transform the business model for sustainable value capture and value creation beyond mere
resource consumption, while also being able to strengthen and deepen customer interaction [72,74,75].
Businesses can grow sustainably without increasing their environmental footprint. In other words:
“I don’t think digital is very different from other stuff, in that we still think the brick and the play
system is at the core of what we do [ . . . ] But digital is an opportunity for us to enhance that”—Niels
Christiansen, CEO of The Lego Group [76].

So overall, is there a sustainable digital after all? The answer is, as in many cases, it depends;
apparently, there is no automatism. So for instance, if a new digital approach saves resources like in
cases of virtual conferences instead of onsite conferences with participants from all over the world,
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the answer would be a straight yes. However, in other contexts, the answer might even be a straight
no; for example, if a new digital offer leads to high negative effects on the environment, like in the case
of cryptocurrencies with a very high energy demand all over the world.

6. Limitations/Further Research

This research is based on a case study of a single firm in Germany. Further research might want
to expand this to other European companies. Beyond that, results might differ in the Asian or US
contexts. Another limitation is the fact that this firm was an established traditional Mittelstand firm
with a certain size. An analysis of SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) in this context will offer
further interesting insights and differences. We chose a multi-method approach primarily grounded
in qualitative research. Our online questionnaire and the focus group workshop have limitations of
their own, which are inherent within the respective research methods. However, at this exploratory
stage, the findings revealed should also spur future discussions and research on this topic. Building
on these preliminary findings, a longitudinal study with different employee levels would pose an
interesting option to gain more detailed and validated insights, preferably towards a taxonomy of
“digital”. Future research on digital might operationalize sustainability even further, for instance in the
context of different individual sustainability levels and actions [77]. Finally, it would also be interesting
to analyze failure cases of digital strategies, e.g., in terms of bad timing. This would also offer key
insights into the dynamics of digitalization.
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Abstract: This research investigated influential factors on changes in networks of startups through a
qualitative exploratory case study approach. Based on interviews with founders in Germany and
selected stakeholders in entrepreneurial networks combined with a network mapping approach, we
developed a framework of influential factors on network changes. In essence, this framework cate-
gorizes factors into sustainable resource acquisition, knowledge and skill acquisition, interpersonal
factors, and interorganizational factors. Overall, our research contributes to a better understand-
ing of factors that impact network changes by providing a construct with potential for theoretical
standardization. In addition, this research offers important managerial implications.

Keywords: startup; entrepreneurship; entrepreneurial firm; network; network changes; influential
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1. Introduction

Networks have received increasing attention as contributors to sustainable entrepren-
eurial success since they benefit entrepreneurial capacity in terms of finances, technologies,
marketing, and social aspects [1]. Since Aldrich and Zimmer [2], the observation of net-
works has developed from static approaches to dynamic ones because scholars considered
that this matches the characteristics of startups as their needs for various resources, like
technological capability or investments [3], are constantly changing [3,4]. Besides these
resources, which served as a factor for network changes [3,5–9], additional factors have
only been researched in a very fragmented manner and through varying network per-
spectives. For instance, Kocka et al. [10] elaborated influential factors on changes of the
overall network of one industry. Additionally, the factors of network change have also
been investigated by observing the egocentric network of one firm [1], since changes within
this network also affected changes in the overall network of an industry [10]. Furthermore,
networks were investigated on different levels defined as interpersonal, interunit, or in-
terorganizational networks [11]. Even though these three levels could be defined separately,
it has been difficult in entrepreneurial research to examine them independently [12]. This is
because, as Johannisson and Mønsted [13] noted, entrepreneurs who acted on the interorga-
nizational level as representatives of their startup still influenced all decisions and actions
of the startup by their personal intention and conviction. In addition, the categorization of
the identified factors consisted of different constructions. Soetanto et al. [3], for example,
used a classification according to internal and external factors, while Larson [8] analyzed
the factors according to the different stages of development of the ties.

It is evident that it has been challenging to merge all the existing methodologies into
one comprehensive framework. To address these shortcomings in the current literature, we
study what factors influence network changes in entrepreneurial firms at the interpersonal
and interorganizational level. To fully exploit the initially mentioned positive impact
of entrepreneurial networks on sustainable entrepreneurial success as, for example, was
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investigated by Brüderl and Preisendörfer [14], it is important to provide a comprehen-
sive overview of factors which impact entrepreneurial ties and hence the entrepreneurial
network as a whole [15].

This paper provided a comprehensive framework for the categorization of influential
factors, thereby addressing the applicability of the factors already elaborated in the litera-
ture and investigating new influential factors. This was accomplished through a qualitative
exploratory case study approach. In the following section, the theoretical background
of networks and their dynamic nature is introduced. Afterwards, the methodological
approach of the paper is presented, including data collection and analysis. Based on the
data analysis, the findings are presented and discussed afterwards. Finally, theoretical
as well as practical implications are demonstrated and suggestions for further research
are derived.

2. Theory

2.1. Definitions

Over the last decades, two distinct research streams developed within the research
of entrepreneurial networks [16,17]. One stream investigated networks as an inde-
pendent variable influencing the performance of startups [14,18–26]. The other, less-
researched stream considered networks as a dependent variable, i.e., why and how
networks evolve [3,6,8,11,15,27–29].

In general, Brass et al. [11] p. 795 defined networks “as a set of nodes and the set of ties
representing some relationship, or lack of relationship, between the nodes”. Although this
definition made clear that a tie always consists of at least two nodes, in the past researchers
as, for instance, Birley [22], Martin et al. [6], or Soetanto et al. [3,30] considered only one side
of the tie. Turning to the main components of networks, Hoang and Antoncic [16] divided
them into three main terms: network content, network structure, and network governance.
The main purpose of networks was to exchange resources, including information, ideas,
advice, emotional support, and knowledge [14,22]. In addition, ties could be especially
helpful for startups to build their own reputation [31]. To access those different kinds of
content, it was important to take position within the network. This position within the
network was characterized by the pattern of direct and indirect ties to certain actors, which
was defined as network structure. This second component could be measured both by
means of network size, which was defined as the number of direct ties of the investigation
unit, and network density, which was defined as the number of interconnections between
the network partners [16]. In terms of the network governance, trust played a critical
role. This was because trust in the mutual fulfillment of expectations could replace legal
contracts and, thus, create cost advantages for both partners [16]. This aspect could in
turn be associated with the network content component, as failed network governance
could lead to reputation loss [32]. Trust could also influence the depth of cooperation since
partners who trusted each other were more likely to share strategically relevant assets [23].

2.2. Patterns of Network Change

To identify changes within networks, it is necessary to clarify different change pat-
terns. They can be divided into the structural and the relational dimensions [3]. These
dimensions are closely linked to the main components of networks explained above. First,
structural network change can be defined by tie creation and tie deletion since the structure
of networks is measured by the network size [10]. Second, based on network governance,
changes within the relational dimension are measured by the strength of a tie, which
Granovetter [33] p. 1361 characterized as “the amount of time, the emotional intensity,
the intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services”. Strong ties provide mutual
trust, defined as a part of network governance, and, thus, access to more confident infor-
mation [34]. On the contrary, weak ties provide more diverse information because these
ties link partners that would otherwise be disconnected through bridging holes [33,34]. In
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sum, we build on these change patterns, that are, tie creation, tie deletion, and changes in
the strength of the tie [11,35,36].

2.3. Process Theories

The ability to observe these patterns of network changes comes with understanding
of change processes. Thus, different process constructs defined as life-cycle, teleological,
evolutionary, and dialectic process theories investigated by van de Ven and Poole [37]
came into use within entrepreneurial research. The approach applied by most authors, for
instance Hite and Hesterly [38] or Lechner and Dowling [21], was the life-cycle process
theory. This theory divides the business cycle of firms into different phases such as
the startup birth or growth and therefore benefited the analysis of process data in a
structured way.

2.4. Factors Identified in the Literature

Turning to the already-identified influential factors (see Appendix A) on network
changes, some authors chose networks of firms in general as the unit of investigation [5,7,11],
while others specifically investigated networks of startups [3,6,8,9]. The first factor that
was widely known both in entrepreneurial and overall organizational literature was the
procurement of critical resources to survive as a firm [3,5–9,39].

Regarding factors investigated within the overall organizational research, Galask-
iewicz [5] summarized other factors in his study that affected tie creation of a firm and,
consequently, changes in networks. One factor that drives firms to collaborate with others
is uncertainty [5]. Decisions must be made based on fragmentary information about the
environment. Therefore, firms rely on network partners to achieve a better information
flow and, thus, to reduce the uncertainty they faced in the environment [5]. The next factor
determined by Galaskiewicz [5] was the improvement of legitimacy. Firms must assert
themselves on the market and demonstrate compliance with various standards and regula-
tions. This pressure motivates them to cooperate with other recognized firms to improve
their legitimacy [5]. Brass et al. [11] argued that firms with network experience tended to
expand their network with new and diverse partners. Thus, learning is another factor that
can influence the approach of networking and therefore the networks themselves [11,40].
Ahuja et al. [7] also contributed with additional factors influencing tie creation. They stated
that, on the one hand, added value, defined within their paper as agency, was important to
develop a new tie [7]. On the other hand, convenience in terms of geographical proximity
or identity-based similarity was an influential factor [7].

In the field of entrepreneurial research, Soetanto et al. [3] made a significant contribu-
tion to influential factors on networks of startups. They elaborated several factors, which
they divided into internal and external obstacles [3]. Internal obstacles were defined as the
lack of marketing knowledge and sales skills, managerial and financial skills, technological
capability, access to research and development facilities, and investments [3]. External
obstacles were defined as the lack of knowledge about customer or market demand, dealing
with technological change, with the competition, and industrial structure, with regulations,
standardization and bureaucracy, and with the lack of market demand [3]. In summary,
there were a lack of resources, knowledge, and skills in areas critical to success. Larsons’ [8]
paper also contributed to network research in the field of entrepreneurship. She exam-
ined three phases of forming new ties, “preconditions, conditions to build the exchange
structures, and the final phase of integration and control” [8] p. 98. Factors that positively
influence the precondition phase are prior relationships and personal reputations [8]. This
suggests that the social context can form a solid basis for economic relations, as trust is
already present on a personal level [8]. Another factor enhancing tie creation is the firms’
reputation, since ties are more likely to be established with companies that offer high
quality products [8]. In terms of conditions to build the exchange structures, trust and the
development of reciprocity enhance the tie creation and strengthening process [8]. Trust
grows with the successful iteration of action and reaction, defined as the development of
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reciprocity [8]. Another influential factor for tie creation is mutual economic advantage,
where Larson [8] found that it was not the economic value, per se, but growth that was
important. Within the last phase of tie formation, it is important that operational and
strategic integration take place to strengthen the tie [8]. Operational integration enhances
the communication between the two firms [8], whereas strategical integration increases
the interdependence of the firms in terms of joint projects or processes [8]. Martin et al. [6]
also identified trust as an influential factor for tie creation. In line with Soetanto et al. [3],
they also argued that obstacles influenced network changes [6]. Furthermore, they took
characteristics of the founder into consideration by identifying the educational level and
the level of intrinsic motivation of the founder as influencing factors [6]. Thus, educated
and intrinsically motivated founders are more likely to form ties [6]. Another new factor
that Martin et al. [6] elaborated in terms of the founders’ characteristics, in line with Danso
et al. (2016), was that risk-taking propensity was positively related to the creation of new
ties since new ties always provide some sort of risk. The next factor that enhances tie
creation is joint innovation projects, which can enhance the technological capability of a
startup [6]. The last factor that was identified by Drummond et al. [9] was social media,
which serves as a new way to create ties within the network of startups.

3. Methodology

3.1. Qualitative Exploratory Single Case Study Approach

Based on a qualitative research approach, we aimed to develop a better understanding
of factors that influence network changes in entrepreneurial firms at the interpersonal and
interorganizational level. Qualitative work is suitable to gain deeper insights providing first
conceptualizations to stimulate further theory constellations [13,16,41,42]. Furthermore,
especially in the field of network research, many authors such as Hite [15], Jack et al. [1],
and Steier and Greenwood [27] have also applied the case study approach and, regarding
the research question, Yin [43] proposed that “what” questions, which are of an exploratory
nature, could be answered with an exploratory case study approach. Specifically, this
paper applied a single-case approach. On the one hand, the individual ties within the
interpersonal and interorganizational subunits of the startup can be investigated as an
embedded single-case study [43]. On the other hand, the selected case, which is described
below, is a common case, which made it possible to capture the everyday life and dynamic
actions of startups [43].

To conduct this exploratory single-case study, the startup movelab was chosen as the
research unit. Movelab has developed a specific line of nutritional supplements primarily
for tennis players and, thus, they sell their products currently only within the tennis in-
dustry, which Hoang and Antoncic [16] determined as favorable for valid study results.
Movelab launched their product line in Germany in 2017. All of their products are also
produced in Germany, which was an important strategical aspect for them. To better
connect their customers, products are sold under the brand name ‘dropshot’. In addition,
the strategy of movelab is to grow with little capital and without external investment. To
extend their brand’s reach, they wanted to penetrate the national market in the tennis
industry first before expanding into other niche sports and international marketplaces.
Therefore, networking was an important resource for them. These factors rendered move-
labs’ network approach perfectly suitable for an investigation on the interpersonal and
interorganizational level. Interunit networks were not analyzed as movelab did not yet
have separate units.

3.2. Data Collection

We began by gaining a detailed understanding of the current literature on our re-
search objective. Then, in line with Soetanto et al. [3], two semi-structured interviews in
combination with a network mapping approach of movelabs’ network were conducted
with one founder of movelab to generate the broadest possible database. In general, net-
work mapping approaches enhanced the experience of the data collection for both the
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interviewer and the interviewee [44]. Coviello [44] also stated that it helped to capture
important information about each tie, the content, for example, in a more structured way.
Network maps also help frame the change processes that occur in the network in a more
systematic manner [38]. Soetanto et al. [3] used this visualization technique themselves
to identify influential factors on network change. One network map was created for each
interview session with the founder, in accordance with the life-cycle process theory of
van de Ven and Poole [37]. The first map represented the network of the startup phase of
movelab. The second one represented the growth phase, which movelab had reached. Both
network maps were accompanied by semi-structured interviews about the network and
the development it went through in the respective phase. The founder himself is a tennis
player and tennis coach. He is responsible for all the network activities of the startup since
is already embedded in the tennis industry. Thus, within each interview of approximately
one hour, he provided deep insights into the network activities of movelab. In addition to
and after the interview sessions with the founder of movelab, eight of movelabs’ network
partners were interviewed. They come from different areas of the tennis industry, including
startups that organize events or manufacture tennis products, and also established firms
that provide a digital platform for tennis players or award scholarships to college to young
tennis players. The length of the interviews varied from nineteen minutes to almost two
hours and they were all tape-recorded. An overview of all interview partners is provided
in Table 1.

Table 1. Chronological list of the interview partners.

Interviewee Firm Industry Sector Date of the Interview Length [hour:min]

B1 movelab
National startup

Distribution of nutritional supplements
primarily for tennis players

13.08.2020
15.08.2020

1:03
1:38

B2
Internationally established firm

Mediation of sports scholarships in
the USA

24.08.2020 0:26

B3
Tennis Coach

Coaching of tennis players at national and
international level

24.08.2020 0:28

B4
National startup

Provider of fitness events as a
complement to other sporting events

26.08.2020 0:19

B5
Nationally established firm

Internet platform for tennis players
in Germany

25.08.2020 0:30

B6
National startup

Upcycling of old tennis tarpaulins
into accessories

25.08.2020 0:26

B7
Internationally established firm
Distribution of sportswear for

different categories
31.08.2020 1:04

B8
Tennis school

Tennis training and distribution of
tennis products

31.08.2020 0:42

B9 International startup
Sale of merchandise for tennis players 26.08.2020 0:39

The questions of the semi-structured interviews with the network partners were based
on their collaboration with movelab. Thus, the statements made by the founder could be
verified and the partnerships were illuminated from two sides. In addition, the network
partners could report on their own network experiences with other companies to generate
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further information. Therefore, the interview guideline (see in Appendix B) for the network
partners was divided into four blocks of questions, such as ‘how did you get in touch
with movelab’ or ‘what are the goals of the partnership with movelab and how did they
change over time’. The questions were intended to clarify changes in movelabs’ network.
Therefore, both the three-network components content, government, and structure and the
different change patterns served as support for the interview guidelines. The questions
were also phrased following the guidelines by Soetanto et al. [3]. Larson [8] also worked
with a similar interview approach to collect data for the antecedents of network changes.
The data collection took place over one month and all interviews were conducted via Zoom
or via telephone.

3.3. Data Analysis

After the interviews were conducted, they were transcribed verbatim using MAXQDA
software. Using the framework of Mayring [45], the interviews were then subjected to a
qualitative content analysis, also utilizing the MAXQDA software. To extract the factors
taken from the literature as well as additional recognizable factors from the interviews, the
structuring approach was combined with the inductive category formation of Mayring [45].
At first, the transcripts were reduced to passages that described network changes. After this
data reduction, a coding guide (Table 2) was created, which served as the comprehensive
framework to clearly categorize the various influential factors. An additional category was
created for the coding of new aspects, from which new influential factors were subsequently
defined inductively. Before the encoding was completed, a test run was conducted to refine
or change the categories if necessary. After finishing the data analysis, a second person
coded the interviews, and any differences were discussed and solved jointly.

Table 2. Coding Guideline.

Main Categories Subcategories Explanation

Resource acquisition
Soetanto, Huang, & Jack (2018)

Technological capability Support for the development of new
products is needed.

Access to research and development facilities Appropriate facilities are needed to develop
innovative products.

Investments Financial means are needed to survive.

Market demand Generation of reach and awareness of
potential new customers/ existing customers.

Knowledge and skill acquisition
Soetanto, Huang, & Jack (2018)

Knowledge about customer demand/ market
The product must meet the needs of the

customer and it must be sold in the
right marketplaces.

Technological change The startup must keep pace with
technological development.

Competition and
industrial structure

Startups must be able to stand up to other
companies within the industry.

Regulations, standardization,
and bureaucracy

To increase efficiency, processes are
standardized, or bureaucratic hurdles are

overcome together.

Marketing knowledge
and sales skills

Startups must know how to promote their
products properly, increase the reach and

increase the sales volume.
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Table 2. Cont.

Main Categories Subcategories Explanation

Managerial and
financial skills

Structured organization within the startup
and solid financial plans are necessary.

Interpersonal factors
Martin et al. (2019)

Trust Trust enhances closer collaboration.

Development of reciprocity norms An unwritten balance of actions and
reactions between two partners.

Educational level The educational level tends to be directly
proportional to networking skills.

Intrinsic motivation Intrinsic motivation can have a positive effect
on the search for new opportunities.

Prior relations and personal reputations
The good reputation/ prior relation of a

person can increase the tendency to
cooperate with that person and vice versa.

Learning Experiences can shape the process
of networking.

Reduction of uncertainty Founders tend to collaborate with each other
in uncertain situations.

Identity-based similarity Two founders with similar mindsets or
situations tend to collaborate.

Main categories Subcategories Explanation

Interorganizational factors
Martin et al. (2019)

Risk-taking propensity The risk that a new tie entails must be taken.

Joint innovation projects The implementation of innovation projects in
isolation can be challenging.

Added value Ties must generate added value.

Improvement of legitimacy Startups must assert themselves within
the industry.

Geographical proximity The partners are in the same
geographical area.

Mutual economic advantage Both partners profit economically from
the tie.

Firm reputation
The good reputation of a firm/ startup can

increase/ decrease the tendency
towards collaboration.

Operational and strategic integration Joint processes or strategies are developed.

Social media Digital platforms that enable to represent the
firm/ startup.

Additional category
Mayring [45]

Text passages that cannot be assigned to any
category above.

4. Findings

At first, movelabs’ network development was briefly explained using the two network
maps. Figures 1 and 2 show that the network of movelab has changed significantly from
the startup phase to the growth phase. As shown, the number of network partners and
the density of the network increased, even though some ties of the startup phase were
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dissolved. The second noticeable aspect was that the partners, with whom they were
strongly connected, represented through the red borders, have changed over time.

Figure 1. Network of movelab in the startup phase.

Figure 2. Network of movelab in the growth phase.
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Transferring to the results of the encoded interviews, tie creation was the most fre-
quently observed change pattern. This was followed by network changes through changes
in the tie strength. Tie deletion was the least-mentioned change pattern. After this short
introduction to the different networks of movelab, the findings of the interviews, as shown
in Table 3, were discussed. The factors that could not be confirmed were not mentioned at
all or only mentioned up to four times in the interviews.

Table 3. Applicability of factors from the literature and newly investigated factors.

Occurring Factors from Literature Non Occurring Factors from Literature Newly Identified Factors

Market demand Investments Financial means

Technological capability Access to research and
development facilities

Versatile and new content/offers for
new or existing customers

Managerial knowledge and financial skills Regulations, standardization, and
bureaucracy Time constraints within the startup

Marketing knowledge and sales skills Competition and industrial structure Unfulfilled expectations

Knowledge about customer demand/market Technological change Events

Identity-based similarity Reduction of uncertainty Common target group

Learning Educational level Firm development

Prior relations and personal reputations Operational and strategical integration Potential for further ties

Intrinsic motivation Geographical proximity Short communication channels and
decision processes

Development of reciprocity norms Risk-taking propensity

Trust and friendship

Social Media

Mutual economic advantage

Improvement of legitimacy

Added value

Joint (innovation) projects

4.1. Resource Acquisition

Within the first main category, resource acquisition, the factor market demand was
most frequently mentioned and strongly associated with tie creation. To increase market
demand, it was important to extend the reach and to generate awareness among the
customers. Therefore, the interviewed startups created ties to combine their reaches as
stated by interviewee B9: ‘Then, of course, give each other reach (...) and, as a final
aspect, the sales idea that we can perhaps use cross-selling aspects through the sales of
the bars. That maybe the person who buys the bar from us will spontaneously buy a
shirt from our collaboration partner with it.’ Technological capability is also a factor, and
was often included in the transcripts and caused tie creations. On the one hand, movelab
created several ties to outsource the production of their products. On the other hand,
due to their increasing experience, they were asked by a network partner to develop a
product themselves as interviewee B9 explained: ‘[ . . . ] they are absolute specialists in the
development of such products, where we have no clue.’

The first newly identified factor influencing tie creation was the provision of versatile
content or offers for new or existing customers. For instance, interviewee B5 relied on this
concept as one reason for the collaboration with movelab, as he explained: ‘And on the
other hand it is always interesting for us to provide new content for our tennis players and
to keep our target group busy.’ Another new factor, that was mainly related to tie creation,
was financial means. On the one hand, ties were created to save financial means since
those collaborations were not based on cash flow. On the other hand, ties were created
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to increase the financial means of the startup. The last aspect was the startups’ shortage
of financial means, which either was a reason for new tie creation ‘to combine the power
of two startups’ as stated by interviewee B6 or tie deletion, because the budget was not
sufficient to maintain a collaboration.

4.2. Knowledge and Skill Acquisition

The factors of managerial knowledge and financial skills, marketing knowledge and
sales skills, and knowledge about customer demand/ market were all mentioned several
times throughout the interviews. One example that was given by interviewee B1 was the
entry of the two shareholders of movelab who joined in the growth phase of the startup
and provided new knowledge: ‘When they joined, we changed our whole store system.
We automated everything a lot more, so that the company could really grow faster, and
processes were simplified.’ Additionally, movelab contacted its marketing-experienced
manufacturer regarding correct health claims on the packaging of its products and, thus,
their tie strengthened. To gain knowledge about the customer demand, movelab integrated
tennis players such as interviewee B7 into the product development process to acquire
feedback from a potential end customer, which enhanced the strength of the tie: ‘Plus, that
I was able to test it actively on the court. It is all about things like whether I get very thirsty
when I eat the bar, or things like that.’ There were no new factors identified within this
main category.

4.3. Interpersonal Factors

Prior relations and personal reputations significantly drove new tie creation, as af-
firmed by interviewee B1: ‘That was really an advantage, which I still notice, that this tennis
niche or every other sports niche, if you are embedded you really get a lot of advantages
from it [ . . . ]. And that is how a network is built, because you are recommended to others
and [ . . . ] contacts automatically increase.’ Another influential factor on tie creation that
was mentioned by half of the interviewees was identity-based similarity. Interviewee B9
explained: ‘[ . . . ] [T]wo young brands or two young companies, that basically fits.’ The
development of reciprocity, trust, and the newly added component friendship or intrinsic
motivation all benefited the strength of ties. Additionally, learning both caused decreases
and increases in the strength of ties. Furthermore, a newly identified factor defined as time
constraints within the startup only had an adverse effect on the strength of ties. Interviewee
B5 summarized it as follows: ‘This is mostly due to us, however, because we sometimes do
not have the resources to take care of all partnerships properly.’

4.4. Interorganizational Factors

The most outstanding factor within the last main category was the social media factor.
Social media represented a new way to get to know partners, as claimed by interviewee
B6: ‘That has become common practice via Instagram in our case, [ . . . ] it works via
messages there, [ . . . ].’ It also provided new opportunities for collaboration and, hence,
strengthened ties. Other factors from the literature mainly drove tie creations such as
improvement of legitimacy, added value, and the firm reputation. Firm reputation could
be expanded on the new aspect quality of products, since good quality of products drove
other startups to collaborate with this startup, as expressed by interviewee B4: ‘Movelab
is official nourishing partner of a German internet platform for tennis players. [ . . . ] this
is not a garage dealer, but there is a brand behind it. And the product has a really high
quality.’ A newly identified factor that drove tie creation was a common target group of
both partners. The second newly identified factor driving tie creation was the potential for
further tie creation. The tie of movelab to a magazine in the tennis industry helped them to
reach out to further contacts, as explained by interviewee B1: ‘This tennis magazine cup to
which numerous companies were invited, some of which are now here on the network card.
You could really maintain the contacts there and find new contacts, like our shareholders,
like the provider of the German internet platform for tennis players.’
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A factor that drove changes within the strength of a tie was joint innovation projects,
which was renamed for this paper as joint projects, because many of the interviewees had
non-innovative joint projects. For instance, joint product development strengthened the
tie, especially in the phase of product launch and advertisement. Both tie strength and tie
creation were driven by mutual economic advantage, but also by the new factors defined
as events and short communication channels and decision processes.

Unfulfilled expectations emerged as a factor associated with tie deletion. Nearly all
the interviewees have mentioned this factor as a reason for tie deletion. Another new
aspect that served as an influential factor for tie deletion, tie creation, and well as changes
in the tie strength was firm development. On the one hand, startups tended to collaborate
with other firms to grow further. On the other hand, existing ties decomposed if the two
partners developed in different directions in terms of goals, strategies, and mindsets. These
findings are discussed below.

5. Discussion

In the following, we discuss our findings in light of the current literature. We then
explain our theoretical contributions and managerial implications, and conclude with our
study’s limitations and future research.

5.1. Confirmed Factors from the Literature

The influence of social media on tie creation and tie strength elaborated by Drummond
et al. [9] was strongly confirmed by the interviewees. While Drummond et al. [9] focused on
the platforms Facebook and Twitter, the platform most frequently used by the interviewed
firms and startups was Instagram, as explained by interviewee B7: ‘Because I think I get all
the information I need from Instagram, because you can see how this startup works at a
glance. They have a certain language, a certain appearance to the outside.’

An interesting aspect that interviewee B7 added was that the presence of a profile on
the platform LinkedIn could provide a more professional appearance of startups. This,
in turn, could encourage new tie creations since such a profile could represent a higher
level of respectability. Furthermore, for movelab it is strategically important to build ties
with influencers on social media platforms, as explained by interviewee B1: ‘But we are
also in constant contact with influencers and many micro-influencers, as I like to call them,
sometimes they bring us more than someone who has twenty thousand followers, but you
know that of the twenty thousand, eighteen thousand follow only because they somehow
find the pictures beautiful and not the real content behind them.’

Thus, the network of movelab could be expanded by social media to include a further
type of network partners. Consequently, the social media factor benefits both creation of
awareness and expansion of reach among customers, which are characteristic components
of the next influential factor on tie creation: market demand. This can be associated with the
work of Brüderl and Preisendörfer [14], in which they researched the impact of networks
on the success of a startup and found that, in order to survive as a startup, it is necessary
to attract enough customers [14], consistent with interviewee B1: ‘Through a German
internet platform for tennis players we have now a reach of over two hundred thousand
tennis players, to whom we reach out via the newsletter and that is [ . . . ] the largest tennis
network in Germany.’ In summary, nowadays, it is very important for startups to expand
the market demand through ties with the help of various digital solutions.’

Another factor driving the creation of the tie to the provider of a German internet
platform for tennis players was prior relations and personal reputations, as the stakeholders
of movelab already knew the managing directors of the provider of a German internet
platform for tennis players. Many of the interview partners such as interviewee B5 stated
that ‘the tennis industry is a very, very small niche. Nearly everyone knows each other.’
Hence, this factor, evaluated by Larson [8], could be confirmed. Another reinforcing aspect
about this factor was provided by interviewee B1. Even though movelabs’ initial approach
was to also contact tennis coaches via cold calls, they quickly noticed that this type of
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networking was not as effective as contacting already-known tennis coaches. This, in turn,
refers to the learning factor [7,11]. The founder of movelab learned from the experiences
within the existing ties. However, rather than forming new and diverse ties in the network
as claimed by Brass et al. [11], movelab adapted the intensity, and consequently the strength
of certain ties strategically [35]. Interviewee B5 explained, for example, that the tie between
their firm and movelab intensified when they realized that isolated actions were not having
the desired effect.

In contrast, movelab weakened their tie to tennis coaches when they experienced
that the promotion of their products through this tie was not as successful as they initially
thought. Staying within the main category of interpersonal factors, the assumption of
Larson [8] that trust affected increases in tie strength was confirmed by the interviews. For
instance, interviewee B6 mentioned: ‘For example, before the first event, where we did not
know each other, this was of course a different way of talking to each other than it is today.
You somehow exchange views on some topics more openly or you exchange difficulties
you face.’ Not only does trust drive the exchange of success-critical assets as Uzzi [23]
already assumed, it also furthers the exchange of strategical information. In some ties, this
trust developed into friendship between the founder of movelab and the network partner,
which is why the factor of trust was expanded to include friendship.

Besides this, the level of identity-based similarity also drove tie creations, as expressed
by interviewee B6: ‘I think that especially when it comes to two startups. That means
that neither of us have a huge [amount] of people or budget.’ Therefore, it is less the
social or ethnic background, as described by Ahuja et al. [7] or by Zelekha and Dana
(2019), but much more similar problems and similar goals that create such ties. Thus,
the factor identified by Ahuja et al. [7] is applicable in this paper, even if not to the full
extent. The interviewees mentioned the term added value several times throughout the
interviews. Ahuja et al. [7] stated that this added value serves as a reason for all kinds of
network changes, such as tie creation, tie deletion, tie strengthening, and tie weakening.
The interviewees, however, most frequently stated that added value was an important
factor for the creation and strengthening of ties, but only one interviewee B9 mentioned that
added value was a motivating factor for tie deletion as well: ‘Personally, I do not think it is
bad or even quite good that ties dissolve and then you do something new. [ . . . ] Because
you create space for new ideas again.’ In line with the observations of Galaskiewicz [5], an
important aspect for the interview partners in terms of tie creation was the improvement of
legitimacy. However, an interesting aspect was that for the startup movelab this factor was
more important in the startup phase, as explained by interviewee B1: ‘Before that we were
not known at the very beginning. And that is when [ . . . ] we were happy to be surrounded
by big brands. [ . . . ] And now we are slowly becoming a brand, people know us better
and better and then you do not have to surround yourself with other big brands anymore.’
Therefore, this factor was particularly influential in the startup phase.

5.2. Unsupported Factors from Prior Literature

Besides the findings supporting the literature, there are also results contrary to the
literature. An outstanding aspect is that reduction of uncertainty was not mentioned by
any interviewee, even though it is widely known in the entrepreneurial literature that
entrepreneurs face a greater degree of uncertainty than established firms [46]. The reason
for this could be that interview partners are more likely to share goals and visions with
unknown interviewers than uncertainties, as these may contain strategical information.
The factors of access to research and development facilities and technological change
determined by Soetanto et al. [3] could not be confirmed by the interviewees. This can be
explained by the fact that movelab and most of their network partners do not provide highly
technology-based products whose development requires significant technical knowledge or
is influenced by technological change. Due to movelabs’ strategy to grow with little capital
and without external investments, the factor investment assumed by Soetanto et al. [3]
could not be identified in this paper.
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Furthermore, contrary to Martin et al. [6] the educational level of any network partner
was not mentioned at all by the interviewees, although many of the interview partners,
for instance the founder of movelab, have a university degree. Only two of the network
partners of movelab contributed to the factor regulations, standardization, and bureaucracy,
and therefore it was not considered as applicable. For instance, interviewee B7 mentioned
that movelab might have created the tie between the startup and the firm to evade regula-
tions, standardization, and bureaucracy, since they did not sign any contract. This brings
up the new aspect that startups not only need partners to help them deal with regulations
and standards, as Soetanto et al. [3] already stated, but also that explicitly informal ties are
established to avoid these standards and bureaucratic hurdles. The last factor which could
not be confirmed within the paper was geographical proximity, which is probably linked
to the fact that, nowadays, the digital tool landscape and different social media platforms
serve as an efficient basis for digital collaboration [9]. Only one aspect was mentioned
that limited the flexibility of a collaboration, expressed by interviewee B8: ‘The fact that
Bamberg and Haßfurt is not a long distance. This is not something that I have to order from
the catalog, but I call, and if necessary, I can pick it up quickly by myself.’ For the delivery
of physical products, geographical proximity can therefore be advantageous. In summary,
not all factors found in both the overall organizational and entrepreneurial literature could
be confirmed in this paper.

5.3. Newly Identified Factors

Finally, after evaluating the applicability of the factors identified in previous literature,
the new factors investigated within this paper will be discussed. Especially in times
of digitalization and social media [47], the interviewees stated that it is becoming more
important to continuously provide customers with new, varied content and worthwhile
offers. Additionally, this was driven by new digital business models in which new added
value must be communicated to the customers, as interviewee B5 described: ‘But you can
also become a premium member for a fee. [ . . . ] You get shopping vouchers from other
partners, for example Tennis Warehouse and we are always looking for new offers for our
premium members.’ This was the reason for the firm entering a tie with movelab.

Consequently, provision of new and versatile content and offers for new or existing
customers can be identified as a factor influencing the creation of ties and, sometimes, also
the strengthening of ties since even existing ties initiated new projects to generate new
content. Another reinforcing aspect for this influential factor was the COVID-19 pandemic,
as expressed by interviewee B9: ‘And then [ . . . ] movelab once again came to my mind.
Simply because, I think it was also during COVID-19. [ . . . ] The tennis market was dead
then too because nobody played. And I was looking for content.’ Even though Kuckertz
et al. [48] argued that startups could adapt to such crisis situations much faster, they still
suggested that they should actively use their network to deal with the special situation.
However, even in an offline world, it is becoming increasingly important to present one’s
own brand in a harmonious environment, which mainly drove the interviewed firms and
startups to include movelab as a new partner into their events.

This finding complemented the work of Drummond et al. [9], in which they stated
that ties were only strengthened through joint events. Especially with regard to the organi-
zation of joint events, short communication channels and decision-making processes had a
positive influence both on the strength of ties and tie creations, as stated by interviewee
B9: ‘Young brand, which is also open for collaboration and [ . . . ] also because it is very
important that we have brands with whom we can implement such a project quickly and
easily. This is often difficult in larger firms. Because it takes ages to get through all the
authorities.’ Thus, this serves as an influential factor that is particularly applicable within
entrepreneurial research.

A factor that impacts both tie creations and tie deletions is financial means. This is
a key factor in sustainable business development [49]. Startups are often constrained by
their budget, which drives many of them to look for new investments [3,50,51]. Since
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movelab aims to grow without external capital, they found another way to reach their
goals. They created ties with other startups or firms that were not purely based on cash
flow. Of course, many of their ties were also aimed at increasing the financial means,
as interviewee B1 explained: ‘So one thing at the moment is clearly the provider of a
German internet platform for tennis players (...), because it (...) has created completely new
possibilities for us to reach our end customers. [ . . . ], they have a platform with over two
hundred thousand tennis members and are well known in Germany. Therefore, it was
extremely important for us and has almost tripled our current revenue since the start of
the collaboration.’

Finally, financial means also caused tie deletions due to the above mentioned budget
constraints, as interviewee B9 suggested: ‘They were too expensive. [ . . . ] We kind of had
a special welcome startup deal or something for the first eighteen months and then the
contract ran out.’ Another factor that caused tie deletion was unfulfilled expectations. This
factor occurred in situations such as missing deadline compliance, one sided commitment,
dissatisfaction of the customers, and unsuccessful joint projects. Deadline compliance is
an important aspect in terms of collaboration, since the partner relies on it, as expressed
by interviewee B6: ‘And that is one of the most important things, when someone sets a
deadline, that you are finished by that date and there was, for example, a tie where [ . . . ] at
the beginning there was of course trust [ . . . ]. Of course, this has decreased, because you
cannot work on such a basis [ . . . ]. ’Besides this reliability, it is also relevant that both sides
put effort into the tie, as explained by movelabs’ network partner B7: ‘It all sounds great,
but of course if the implementation is not done by both sides, then it is just bad. [ . . . ] If one
side does not commit to the partnership it is always bad.’ She explicitly mentioned, that
for startups which are very open-minded and work in a less bureaucratic way, reliability
and constant commitment was even more important to maintain a tie successfully. An
overview of the influential factors discussed in the sections above is given in Table 4.

Table 4. Influential factors on the different types of network changes from the discussion.

Influential on Tie Creation Influential Factors on Tie Strength Influential Factors on Tie Deletion

Social media Learning Financial means

Market demand Trust and friendship Unfulfilled expectations

Identity-based similarity Added value

Prior relations and personal reputation Short communication channels and
decision-making processes

Improvement of legitimacy Joint events

Financial means

Joint events

Short communication channels and
decision-making processes

Provision of new and versatile content

6. Conclusions

The results of this research provide both theoretical contributions and managerial
implications centering on factors that influence network changes for sustainable business
development. These are discussed in the next sections.

6.1. Theoretical Contributions

Whereas previous research focused on the factors that influence tie creation and the
strength of the tie, this paper also investigated factors for tie deletion. Thus, for a compre-
hensive evaluation of network changes, all three patterns should be taken into consideration
in future research. Furthermore, previous papers used different categories to cluster the
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influential factors on network changes. As can be seen, the four main categories defined
in this paper, namely resource acquisition, knowledge and skill acquisition, interpersonal
factors, and interorganizational factors also cover all new factors investigated within the
research. This implies that the four main categories are comprehensive and could serve
as a first standardized framework for future theoretical work. Apart from that, this paper
included the network partners of the investigated startup into the interviews in order to
generate a broader database. This approach provided multi-layered and multi-perspective
insights. The methodological approach of mapping the networks of movelab, also applied
by Soetanto et al. [3,30], was helpful for the founder to memorize the network of their
startup phase and as well as helpful for the data analysis to perceive the changes within
the network immediately.

6.2. Managerial Implications

Besides the theoretical impact of this paper, the first managerial implication should
be to use more renowned social media platforms to network with other firms since this
strengthens the startups’ professional reputation and, thus, has a positive influence on the
creation of new ties. In general, the social media representation of the startup is important
for the attraction of potential network partners. Thus, startups should try to be constantly
present in social media and use posts to market their values and convictions strategically.
Another factor that drove partner firms of movelab to collaborate with the startup was the
short communication channel and decision path. Therefore, startups should try to keep
these short and simple processes despite team expansion and growth.

Furthermore, startups often seek additional investments to grow further. As can be
determined using the case of movelab, another way to grow is to create open-minded and
diverse ties with different partners to reach the startup’s goals without external investments.
Creating new ties is also a satisfactory way to offer the existing or potential customers
new and versatile content to build up a reputation. However, besides new tie creation,
a focus for startups should also be to maintain already-existing ties since this factor was
indicated as influential for the changes in tie strength up to tie deletion. In addition,
startups should follow deadlines within the tie to meet the expectations of the partner and
avoid tie deletion. This, of course, applies to both partners. The last factor causing tie
deletion that startups can actively tackle is one-sided commitment. The amount of effort
invested into the tie is directly linked to the satisfaction of both partners. Consequently,
for startups, it is important to discover a maintainable number of network partners with
whom they can actively achieve their goals at the same time.

6.3. Limitations and Further Research

This paper had certain limitations. First, this paper investigated the factors based on
the single case of the startup movelab. Due to certain characteristics of movelab, such as
growing on low capital, a generalization of the findings is challenging [43]. Therefore, a
next step could be to replicate this study based on a multiple-case study approach using
startups of different industries with varying growth and business strategies. Regarding
the unconfirmed factors of investment and technological change, especially in high-tech
industries, a renewed execution of the study could provide interesting results. Furthermore,
the database only covered the startup phase and the growth phase of movelab since
movelab is currently in this second stage. Future literature could assess the applicability of
the factors within later phases of startups, such as in the maturity stage. Moreover, it would
be especially interesting whether the factors causing network changes within unsuccessful
startups are directly linked to their decline or death.

Besides that, the impact of external shocks, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, on
network changes for sustainable business development should be investigated in greater
detail [52]. Additionally, as already postulated by Soetanto et al. [3], interpersonal fac-
tors should be further investigated since the educational level [6] and the reduction of
uncertainty [5] could be more important in startups embedded into other industries.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Framework for influential factors on network changes.

Main Categories Subcategories

Resource acquisition
Soetanto, Huang, & Jack (2018)

Technological capability

(Access to research and development facilities)

(Investments)

Market demand

Financial means

Knowledge and skill acquisition
Soetanto, Huang, & Jack (2018)

Knowledge about customer demand/market

(Technological change)

(Competition and industrial structure)

(Regulations, standardization, and
bureaucracy)

Marketing knowledge and sales skills

Managerial and financial skills

Interpersonal factors
Martin et al. (2019)

Trust and friendship

Development of reciprocity norms

(Educational level)

Intrinsic motivation

Prior relations and personal reputations

Learning

(Reduction of uncertainty)

Identity-based similarity

Time constraints within the startup team

Main categories Subcategories
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Table A1. Cont.

Main Categories Subcategories

Interorganizational factors
Martin et al. (2019)

(Risk-taking propensity)

Joint innovation projects

Added value

Improvement of legitimacy

(Geographical proximity)

Mutual economic advantage

Firm reputation and quality of products

(Operational and strategic integration)

Social media

Unfulfilled expectations

Firm development

Events

Potential for further tie creation

Common target group

Short communication channels

Appendix B. Interview Guidelines

Interview Questionnaire—Founder
Startup Phase
Structural questions:

• Please draw a sketch of your network during the concept generation phase.
• Please draw lines between the contacts that are connected.
• Please draw arrows that represent the direction of the connection.

Relational questions:

• Please use red color to circle the strong ties.
• What was the content/main goal of each tie?
• How often do you communicate with the certain partner?
• Which tie was the most important one within this phase?
• What was the content of this tie?
• Why was it the most important tie?
• Where did you meet this partner?
• When and why was this tie established?

Questions about network changes

• Which partner helped you to generate your business idea?
• Where did you meet your initial partners? Did you contact them for economic reasons,

or did you know them personally?
• Which benefits provided each tie for the startup?

Questions about motives and goals

• Which tasks or problems were solved in the startup phase?
• How were these problems solved?
• Which partners were involved in the solution process?
• Which goals did you have for the startup in the startup phase?
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• Were there any partnerships within your network that inspired you to move on to
other directions?

Growth Phase
Structural questions

• Please draw a sketch of your network during the growth phase. You can refer to the
previous sketch of the network from the first phase.

• Please draw lines between the contacts that are connected.
• Please draw arrows that represent the direction of the new connection.

Relational questions

• Please use red color to circle strong ties.
• What is the content/ main goal of each new tie?
• How often does the startup communicate with the new partners?
• What is the most important tie in the growth phase?
• What is the content of this tie?
• Why was it the most important one?
• Where did you meet this partner?
• When and why was this tie established?

Already established ties

• Can you tell me about goals or contents that changed within ties? Why did they change?

Deleted ties

• Why was this tie deleted?

New ties

• In which situations did you look out for new partners?
• Where did you meet your new partner?
• Why did this tie occur in this phase?
• Can you tell me about failed tie creation approaches?

Questions about motives and goals

• Which tasks or problems are you trying to solve in the current phase?
• How are you trying to solve these problems?
• Which partners are involved in the solution process?
• Which goals do you currently have for the startup? If the goals changed in contrast to

the startup phase, why did they change?
• Are there any partnerships within your network that inspired you to move on to

other directions?

Interview Questionnaire—Network partner
Key data

• How and where did you meet movelab?
• Who initiated the tie?
• How long did you work and collaborate with movelab?
• Why was the cooperation with movelab approved initially?
• How regularly do you have contact with movelab? Has the regularity changed during

the collaboration (daily, once a week, more than once a week, monthly, yearly)?
• Can you tell me about contacts to companies that also have contact with movelab? If

so, how have they developed over time?

Questions about the tie to movelab

• What aspects does your tie to movelab include? How and why has the content of your
tie to movelab changed?

• What are the goals of your tie to movelab? How and why have the goals of your tie
changed compared with the beginning?
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• Which tasks or problems have you already been able to master together with movelab?
• What benefits does the tie to movelab have?
• Which aspects of the tie to movelab do you find particularly good and why?
• How has the basis of trust with movelab developed over time and, above all, why has

it developed in this way?

Questions about the own network experiences

• Can you tell me about goals or content of other ties (with startups) that have changed
over time? Why have they changed?

• Can you tell me about weak ties that have evolved into strong ties (or vice versa)?
Why have they developed in this way?

• How has the basis of trust developed over time with the longer ties?

New ties

• Why are new ties added to the network?
• Where do you get to know these partners?
• What advantages do new ties offer?
• What are the reasons why ties in the network disappear? Can you tell me about your

own experiences?
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Abstract: As the popularity of K-pop grows, the industry is contributing to the positive perceptions
of South Korea’s overall national brand value. This has led to it being considered a strategic industry
worth cultivating. However, many people are unsure of its sustainability. To address this, our study
investigates the factors that are key to the industry’s success—K-pop industry success factors—and
their relationship with sustainability (SNS citizenship behavior and tourist behavioral intention).
The study surveyed 1247 global viewers (eight countries) who listen to K-pop via TV, radio, and
the Internet, watch K-pop videos on YouTube, and search information related to K-pop on SNS.
The collected data were analyzed using two statistical techniques: structural equation model (SEM)
analysis and fuzzy set-quality comparative analysis (fsQCA). (1) According to the SEM analysis, of
the K-pop success factors, three factors demonstrated a statistically significant positive influence on
SNS citizenship behavior: casting, producing/promotion, and content. (2) SNS citizenship behavior
showed a statistically significant positive influence on tourist behavioral intention. (3) According to
the fsQCA results, casting, training, social media, content, and SNS citizenship behavior were com-
monly derived at least three times, indicating that these are key factors impacting tourist behavioral
intention. (4) In summary, results confirmed that, with the exception of producers, the five K-pop
success factors, casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and content, are crucial to
sustainability and to increasing tourist behavioral intention.

Keywords: success factors of K-pop; sustainability; eight countries; global viewers; structural
equation model analysis; fuzzy set-quality comparative analysis

1. Introduction

K-pop, or Korean pop music, refers to popular music that has gained mainstream
popularity in South Korea, also simply referred to as gayo (歌謠). Popular music from
the Anglosphere is called pop in Korean, and popular music from countries outside the
Anglosphere are named by attaching the country’s initial to “pop.” Thus, the term “K-pop”
was born [1,2]. As Korean pop songs have gained popularity overseas, K-pop has become
widely recognized and consumed in other countries [1,2].

In the past, K-pop’s overseas expansion was concentrated only in Asia [3]. Today,
however, K-pop has developed a following of loyal fans around the world, across several
nationalities [4]. Similar to pop genres borne in the U.S. and Europe, K-pop has been able
to extend beyond Asia and become a new type of global pop [5].

Today, K-pop idols’ singing and dancing are no longer unfamiliar in the U.S., Canada,
Europe, South America, and even Africa [4]. However, there are still many questions
regarding the sustainability of South Korea’s K-pop industry [5]. Although it has clearly
won the adoration of many fans around the world, it is inaccurate to say that it has
risen to the top of the global music market [6]. As much as K-pop is consumed at high
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levels in many countries, the industry must work to eliminate obstacles to become truly
sustainable [6].

The primary source of K-pop’s sustainable power is word of mouth via social network
services (SNS) [7]. Through the internet, global K-pop fans frequently recommend and
comment on SNS, such as Facebook and Instagram, spreading information and positive
word of mouth about K-pop idols (i.e., SNS citizenship behavior). Such fan commentary
continuously improves the genre’s reputation. These activities have led to an explosive rise
in fans [8–10]. Korean Entertainment agencies see the voluntary SNS citizenship behavior
of K-pop fans as a means of providing maximum publicity at a minimal cost. From a
marketing perspective, the use of SNS is considered the wisest move in the industry [11].

In fact, K-pop promotion and distribution based on social media (e.g., YouTube) have
grown large enough to be considered important activities in the content market [12,13].
As K-pop’s popularity skyrockets, researchers have pointed out the need for the industry
to form contracts with multimedia platforms and establish and implement promotional
strategies in overseas markets [14,15]. In addition to pop music from the U.S. and the UK,
K-pop is now released under official global licenses. Consequently, it has been a long time
since K-pop created a sensation purely through live performances rather than through
marketed events [16].

This K-pop craze has created a huge fervor in the traditional global music market as
well. However, its most vital component remains the voluntary SNS citizenship behavior
of its fans on Facebook, Instagram, and the like, as well as its dissemination through
YouTube [7–13]. Indeed, the effect of social media on the K-pop production environment is
significant. For example, entertainment agencies invest heavily in music videos and devote
extensive effort to such content [16], as this content is the first to spread through SNS [17].
Among its most popular stars, the group BTS (Bangtan Sonyeondan) can amass over one
million views in a single day for a music video [16,18].

The music videos of K-pop performances and these stars’ unique visuals have served
a crucial role in attracting fans [18–21]. High-quality music videos that showcase various
concepts along with catchy music are the gateway for captivating overseas fans [18,21]. In
addition to music videos, agencies produce a variety of content customized for different
regions and countries while making use of the language caption feature to provide it in
many languages. It is no surprise that these companies also use extensive data analytics
on the inflow of local fans on different platforms as the basis for future promotional
plans [22–24].

Beyond its current success and expansion, K-pop’s popularity has contributed to
improving South Korea’s overall national brand value [25]. This fact has led scholars to
consider K-pop a sustainable national strategic industry worth cultivating [26]. Specifically,
under its national brand image, the overseas expansion of the K-pop culture has had
the derivative effect of increasing goodwill toward Korean products, language, food,
fashion, and other industries such as medical care and tourism [25,27–29]. To support its
sustainability, the internal and external conditions and success factors facing the K-pop
music industry need to be investigated to find ways to enhance its competitiveness and
promote its growth [25,27–29].

As of yet, however, the research on K-pop has failed to determine its success factors
and perform empirical evaluations linked to sustainability, that is, sustainable behavior
(e.g., SNS citizenship behavior and tourist behavioral intention). To fill this gap, the
objective of this study is to first derive the success factors of K-pop and then empirically
test whether they can increase SNS citizenship behavior and increase tourist behavioral
intention. To that end, we established the following two research questions:
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Research Questions

RQ1. What is the influence of K-pop success factors on SNS citizenship behavior, a sustain-
ability variable, as perceived by global viewers?

RQ2. What is the influence of SNS citizenship behavior on tourist behavioral intention, a
sustainability variable, as perceived by global viewers?

2. Literature Review

2.1. K-Pop Success Factors

A key question is: How did K-pop break through language and cultural barriers
to succeed in the global music market? To answer this, we analyze the success factors
of K-pop from the perspectives of production, consumption, and distribution. To this
end, we applied the “cultural diamond” model frequently used when analyzing cultural
phenomena factors in the sociology of art [30,31]. As shown in Figure 1, we developed
a K-pop cultural diamond model, which consists of four points connected by lines to
create the diamond. The points are the derived success factors, which include creators and
content, the consumers, and their SNS citizenship behavior, the sustainability variable.

Figure 1. Cultural diamond model (applying K-pop success factors).

These figure elements can be explained as follows. (1) Producers. These are the key
players in the industry for K-pop’s success in overseas markets. These entertainment
agencies are responsible for systematizing the entire production process of casting, training,
producing, and promotion for overseas markets [6,21,26,32]. That is, entertainment agencies
have systematized the production process and carefully prepared to enter overseas markets
from a long-term perspective. Specifically, many studies have described Korea’s well-
developed system of intense training of possible K-pop idols to pick out just a few stars
to create a differentiated competitive advantage [6,21,26,32]. The implication is that, even
from the planning stage, agencies target the global market and polish the skills of idol
groups. The specifics of the systematization of the entire production process, from casting
to promotion, include the following.

(a) In terms of casting, agencies focus on discovering hidden “gems.” They devote their
efforts to discovering talent, assuming that “half of all quality gems would be successful.”
They also hold global auditions to discover talent overseas [32]. (b) In terms of training,
agencies have looked at the best entertainers as long-term investments. These agencies
act as powerful gatekeepers, cultivating only the best uncovered “gems” from among
many potential idols while pouring money and investment into development training [26].
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(c) In terms of producing, the K-pop industry sources talent globally for its creative needs.
Agencies maximize the quality of K-pop albums by involving the world’s premier experts
in each artistic field. They divide the production stage labor using a wide range of experts
from various nationalities and fields [6]. (d) In terms of promotion, the industry utilizes a
network of local partners. With the aim of ultimately entering the international market,
even at the first planning stage, agencies minimize the uncertainty and risk of overseas
expansion through partnerships with local companies. They also have overcome cultural
barriers in the short term by releasing albums specialized for local markets [21].

(2) Distribution. Agencies have reduced their costs and the time of overseas expansion
by actively utilizing social media, enabling fans to easily and voluntarily spread content.
Namely, agencies use the social media platforms YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter to reduce
their costs and the time required to expand overseas. Notably, entertainment agencies
have recognized social media as the core platform for K-pop consumption. This means
that they use this as their key distribution channel and produce content suitable for this
media [9,14,33].

(3) Consumers. The K-pop consumers are familiar with technology, enjoy the K-pop
culture, and freely express their opinions, allowing its popularity to spread quickly. In
other words, K-pop’s main consumers are social media and technology savvy. They not
only listen to and admire K-pop, but are also part of a new culture of entertainment where
K-pop is the subject. In some European and South American countries where there are no
customized promotions or local expansion, the local consumers have created online fan
clubs on social media to share opinions and comments [15,34,35].

(4) Content. Based on three key factors, namely singing ability, choreography, and
visuals, K-pop idols have transformed and captivated consumers worldwide. The K-pop
industry has fused Western pop styles with easy melodies that suit Eastern sentiments,
which has secured universal mass appeal and gained popularity across nationalities. K-pop
provides showy spectacles through highly synchronized group dances and point dances.
The industry has also continuously changed sensuous fashions and styles whenever new
songs are released [13,16,18,36].

All of the above can be considered the K-pop industry’s important success factors:
the producers, casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and content. The
next question is: How do these six success factors influence SNS citizenship behavior, the
sustainability variable, as perceived by global K-pop viewers? Ultimately, we want to
discover whether tourist behavioral intention can be increased through such behavior.

2.2. Sustainability

Sustainability research is the study of whether nature can maintain diversity, produc-
tivity, balanced ecosystems, and proper functions [37–39]. The exploitation and destruction
of nature, propelled by the development of science and technology, has exceeded the
earth’s capacity to purify itself and has resulted in the destruction of many ecosystems
and other disasters. As a result, sustainability research has emerged to investigate how we
can protect and live in harmony with the natural environment [37–39]. In other words, the
field looks at the balance between the conflicting interests of sustainability and sustainable
development and economic development and environmental protection [40–43].

In 2015, the United Nations proposed 17 Sustainable Development Goals [44]. Under
the promise “leave no one behind,” the plan has been to achieve these goals in both
developed and developing countries by 2030 [45–47]. Looking at these 17 goals, we can
see that sustainability does not only apply to environmental issues. The goals include the
pursuit of balanced development in emerging countries and to create a world free of pain
and discrimination based on gender, region, race, and nationality [45–47]. Table 1 presents
these 17 goals.
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Table 1. 17 sustainable development goals.

No Item Description

1 No Poverty End poverty in all its forms everywhere.

2 Zero Hunger End hunger, improve food security and nutrition, and promote sustainable
agriculture.

3 Good Health and Well-being Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages.

4 Quality Education Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education for all and promote lifelong
learning opportunities.

5 Gender Equality Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.

6 Clean Water and Sanitation Ensure access to water and sanitation for all and sustainable management.

7 Affordable and Clean Energy Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all.

8 Decent Work and Economic Growth Promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth, employment, and decent
work for all.

9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization, and foster innovation

10 Reduced Inequality Reduce inequality within and among countries.

11 Sustainable Cities and Communities Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable.

12 Responsible Consumption and
Production Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns.

13 Climate Action Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.

14 Life Below Water Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development.

15 Life on Land
Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,

sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss.

16 Peace and Justice, Strong Institutions
Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide
access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions

at all levels.

17 Partnerships to achieve the Goal Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership
for sustainable development.

Among these goals, there are three that encompass the success factors for a sustainable
K-pop industry, “Decent Work and Economic Growth,” “Responsible Consumption and
Production,” and “Partnerships to achieve the Goal”; thus, these can be integrated into our
study. In our study, we use SNS citizenship behavior as a parameter and tourist behavioral
intention as the dependent variable for sustainability (sustainable behavior).

2.3. SNS Citizenship Behavior

Citizenship behavior refers to behavior that contributes to the psychological environ-
ment of an organization, such as helping others even when not required [48,49]. Citizenship
behavior is covered mainly in organizational behavior research [50–53]. Such research
covers the voluntary behaviors of the organization’s members that enhance organiza-
tional efficiency, regardless of the official rewards provided by the organization. This
includes behavior such as punctuality, assisting fellow colleagues, and refraining from
arguing [50–53].

Customer citizenship behavior shifts the theory of organizational citizenship to the
customer’s perspective. Customer citizenship behavior refers to behaviors that customers
voluntarily perform in the service delivery process [54,55]. Bettencourt [56] was the first
to study organizational citizenship behavior from a customer perspective in terms of
retail store customers. He explained that customer citizenship behavior includes the three
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concepts of customer loyalty, customer cooperation, and customer participation. Customer
loyalty is customer behavior that demonstrates loyalty to and promotes an organization’s
interests beyond the customer’s individual interests, signifying that the customer acts as
a promoter of the company. Customer cooperation indicates the extent that customers
trust and evaluate the company’s delivery of services as competent, signifying that they
enjoy performing a human resource role. Finally, customer participation is customer
behavior such as active and responsible engagement in a service company’s management
and development activities in the role of consultant [56].

SNS citizenship behavior refers to the prosocial and responsible behaviors of SNS users
who voluntarily engage in activities other than their roles on SNS [57,58]. As discussed
above, this definition applies the basic theory and concept of organizational citizenship
behavior to SNS, that is, behaviors other than work roles for enhancing organizational
performance [57,58]. Here, we define SNS citizenship behavior as the degree that global
viewers who search for K-pop-related information create new information or material
related to K-pop and share it rapidly with others on SNS.

Based on the underlying theory of citizenship behavior in the context of the K-pop
industry, we investigate the applicability of two sustainable development goals: “Responsi-
ble Consumption and Production” and “Partnerships to achieve the Goal.” We hypothesize
that, among global viewers who follow K-pop, when they are satisfied with their expe-
riences, they are highly likely to continue to listen, watch, and talk about K-pop [2,59].
Additionally, sharing and providing information related to K-pop with others on SNS leads
to voluntary SNS citizenship behavior [11,14,35,60–63]. Such activities, like recommend-
ing K-pop to other global viewers or word of mouth, can increase consumer loyalty to
K-pop [20,64]. This means that these behaviors can enable sustainable and responsible
production related to K-pop. Thus, the sustainable global audience for K-pop can be built
and expanded through SNS [9,65,66].

2.4. Tourist Behavioral Intention

Many scholars and social science studies have investigated behavioral intention, an
outcome variable based on customer satisfaction [67–70]. In those, scholars often treat
revisit intention and recommendation intention as the measurement variables [71–73].
Behavioral intention is also recognized as an intermediate variable between individual
attitude and behavior, signifying the individual’s subjective state. This is considered
the individual’s belief and will to engage in a specific future behavior [74–77]. It is also
defined as customer loyalty, consisting of the reuse intention and the word-of-mouth
intention. Specifically, favorable behavioral intention leads to recommendation to others,
accompanying others, positive word of mouth, reuse, promotion of loyalty, and willingness
to pay premium prices [78–81].

Tourism is defined as the act of temporarily leaving one’s home to visit a new place
for pleasure. Tourism is also used within the broader concept of travel, which includes
visiting friends and relatives (VFR) and traveling for business [82]. Tourist behavioral
intention can be defined as the process of searching, purchasing, using, evaluating, and
disposing of products or services that tourists expect to meet their needs [82]. It can also be
described as the internal or external behaviors arising from a tourist’s purchase decision
and final behavior in purchasing and using/consuming a product or service [83]. Tourist
behavioral intention requires potential tourist characteristics and conditions that lead to
tourism travel, such as cost, time, and information, which are essential to establishing
a specific behavior. That is, once conditions related to cost, time, and information are
satisfied, the subject’s desire for a specific tourist behavior may increase. The assumption
is that this increased desire leads to tourist behavioral intention [84,85]. Tourist behavioral
intention also occurs from socialized needs. That is, economic conditions, time-related
conditions, and stimuli from information provided by tourism businesses, which act as
basic conditions for encouraging specific tourist behavior while influencing the desire
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for tourism. This resulting desire is connected to various stimuli and motivates tourism,
ultimately leading to tourist behavioral intention [82,86,87].

In the context of K-pop, we define a tourist’s behavioral intention as the individual’s
desire or plan to travel to South Korea [19,88,89]. Based on the underlying theory of
behavioral intention, we investigate further whether the two sustainable development goals
of “Decent Work and Economic Growth” and “Responsible Consumption and Production”
are applicable to K-pop tourism. As discussed, K-pop has spread widely through SNS,
such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter, with remarkable speed and has impacted the
growth of the Korean Wave [7–13]. Namely, more tourists visit Korea to watch K-pop
performances on SNS [25,90]. Consequently, South Korea’s fashion, beauty, and medical
care industries have been affected by this K-pop craze as well [13,91,92].

To encourage this phenomenon, companies are designing specific performances and
products for overseas tourists that link K-pop content with tourist shopping; and these
are garnering immense popularity [19,20]. The implication is that the K-pop craze can
promote sustainable economic growth in Korea’s cultural industries and culture and arts
sector as well as fuel high-quality jobs [93,94]. Tourists visiting Korea, driven by the K-pop
craze, engage in sustainable consumption in other industries such as K-pop-related fashion,
beauty, and medical care [19,20].

2.5. Current Research

Kim [95] conducted a study on K-pop’s success factors and effective overseas expan-
sion strategies. According to that study, the two factors that led to K-pop’s successful
overseas expansion were (a) competitiveness of K-pop contents (content) and (b) K-pop
media strategy. The competitiveness of K-pop content was divided further into (a) global
localization strategy (producing/promotion), (b) idol development system (casting), and
(c) competitiveness of K-pop stars (training). The most eye-catching aspect of K-pop’s
charm among global fans has been the “idol groups’ performances” (content). Meanwhile,
in terms of “K-pop media strategy,” the study found that the spread of K-pop was acceler-
ated through the adept usage of social media. These success factors give rise to voluntary
citizenship behavior, including sharing information in real time among global fans on SNS,
and play a crucial role in K-pop’s overseas expansion success.

Jun [96] conducted a study on the factors of K-pop’s overseas expansion based on the
“diamond model.” According to that study, K-pop’s overseas expansion factors include
(a) internationalization strategy (targeting overseas markets), (b) evolution of the manage-
ment system (emergence of corporate entertainment agencies, systemization/specialization
of organizations), the training system (star production system through training, open audi-
tion programs by entertainment agencies/broadcasters), and globalization of production
(collaboration with overseas experts for production). In terms of content, the study men-
tioned the following factors as essential in K-pop’s overseas expansion: (a) sincerity in
the idol singer’s lyrics and storytelling throughout the album (creating bonds of sympa-
thy), (b) visual elements such as song and dance (performance), and (c) the idol singer’s
personality (e.g., appearance, talent).

In researching the global K-pop fans as consumers, the studies report a shift from
passive consumers to active ones, indicating that communication and information sharing
between fans and the K-pop idols through SNS is underway. In fact, the influence of the
SNS media such as YouTube and others has shifted the paradigm of K-pop distribution
and led to fans’ active participation. As a result, global K-pop fans share information via
SNS and naturally end up engaging in SNS citizenship behavior.

As noted earlier, citizenship behavior is behavior that contributes to the psychological
environment of an organization, such as helping others voluntarily [48]. It is vital because
it creates common values and enhances efficiency [49–53]. Over time, scholars have begun
to study customer citizenship behavior from a marketing perspective [54,55]. Balaji [97]
described customer citizenship behavior as the voluntary behavior of customers who do
not receive explicit customer benefits. Studies have reported that these behaviors have a
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significant influence on the interests and performance of companies and even improve the
quality of service [55,98,99]. Considering this, we use tourist behavioral intention as an
outcome variable of SNS citizenship behavior, which ultimately relates to the customer’s
loyalty behavior. Based on the above discussion, we posed the following hypotheses.

2.6. Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Producers will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship behavior, a
sustainability variable.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Casting will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship behavior, a sustain-
ability variable.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Training will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship behavior, a
sustainability variable.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Producing/promotion will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship
behavior, a sustainability variable.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Social media will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship behavior, a
sustainability variable.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Content will have a positive influence on SNS citizenship behavior, a sustain-
ability variable.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). SNS citizenship behavior will have a positive influence on tourist behavioral
intention, a sustainability variable.

3. Methods

3.1. Research Model

Underlying our research methodology with the theoretical concepts referenced above
and variables in existing studies, we designed a research model to investigate the per-
spectives of global viewers who listen to K-pop via TV, radio, and the internet, watch
K-pop videos on YouTube, and search information related to K-pop on SNS. To this end,
we developed a questionnaire survey to collect data from K-pop fans. We then empirically
analyzed how the success factors of K-pop as perceived by these global K-pop viewers
influenced sustainability (SNS citizenship behavior and tourist behavioral intention vari-
ables). Ultimately, we investigated how K-pop SNS citizenship behavior influenced tourist
behavioral intention. Our research model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research model.
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3.2. Survey Design and Measurement

To measure K-pop perceptions, our questionnaire survey included variables based
on prior research that we modified and supplemented according to the purpose of this
study. The survey comprised seven variables measured by four items, with the exception
of SNS citizenship measured by five items. The 37 items were each measured on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = Not at all to 5 = Very much). Table 2 shows the operational definitions and
measurements of the variables used in this study.

Table 2. Survey variables and measures.

Variable Operational Definition Measurement Item
Study

(Sources)

Independent
variable

Producers
Degree of systematic processes
and systematization related to

K-pop production

Korea systemized the manufacturing process
for the K-pop craze.

Chang [100]
Kim [101]

Korea carefully prepared to enter the overseas
market from a long-term perspective for the

K-pop craze.

From the planning stage, Korea targeted the
global market and polished the skills of idol

groups for the K-pop craze.

Korea systemized the entire manufacturing
process forming promotion for the K-pop craze.

Casting Degree of various efforts to
discover K-pop talent

For the K-pop craze, Korea fully devoted its
efforts to discovering talent, recognizing that

half of all uncovered gems would be successful.

Chang [100]
Kim [101]
Kim [102]

For the K-pop craze, Korea selected trainees
through various channels, including official

auditions and the recommendations of
acquainted celebrities.

For the K-pop craze, Korea prioritized talent
and hidden potential in its evaluations.

Korea actively discovered overseas talent
through global auditions for the K-pop craze.

Training
Degree of comprehensive
training to develop K-pop

talent

Korean agencies played the role of a powerful
gatekeeper for the K-pop craze.

Chang [100]

For the K-pop craze, dedicated teams of experts
in Korea provided training focused on, for

example, singing, dancing, and English.

For the K-pop craze, Korea trained trainees
intensely in a continuous survival style.

For the K-pop craze, Korea divided roles such
as singing, acting, and choreography based on

the trainees strongest talents and combined
them to create the best synergy.

Producing/
promotion

Degree of production of
high-quality albums and wide

promotions suited for the
global market in relation to

K-pop

For the K-pop craze, Korea maximized the
quality of albums by involving the world’s

premier experts in each creative field.

Chang [100]
For the K-pop craze, Korea overcame cultural
barriers in a short period of time by releasing

albums specialized for local markets.

For the K-pop craze, Korea optimized, for
example, lyrics, music videos, and fashion for

local cultures in album production.
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Table 2. Cont.

Variable Operational Definition Measurement Item
Study

(Sources)

For the K-pop craze, Korea widely utilized
K-pop recorded in the local language for local

dramas, movies, and commercials, among
others.

Social media

Degree to which real-time
information on various K-pop

content is provided or
communicated through SNS

For the K-pop craze, Korea used social media
such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter.

An and
Jeong [103]
Chang [100]

Cho and
Sim [100]

For the K-pop craze, Korea greatly utilized the
infectious nature of social media to enable

quick word-of-mouth for overseas expansion.

For the K-pop craze, Korean idols shared news
about performances and recent updates

through social media.

For the K-pop craze, Korean idols expanded
emotional exchange by directly communicating

with overseas fans via social media.

Content

Degree of additional
originality and efforts to secure

popular appeal after
optimizing a variety of K-pop

content

For the K-pop craze, Korea has fused Western
pop styles with easy melodies that suit Eastern

sentiments.
Chang [100]

Cho and
Sim [104]
Lee et al.

[105]
Wen and
Cha [106]

For the K-pop craze, Korea has secured
universal mass appeal that can gain popularity

across nationalities.

For the K-pop craze, Korea has provided showy
spectacles through highly synchronized group

dances and point dances.

For the K-pop craze, Korea has constantly
changed sensuous fashions and styles when a

new song is released.

Parameter
SNS

citizenship
behavior

The degree to which good
information or a material

related to K-pop is produced
and rapidly shared on SNS

I will share and provide K-pop-related
information to people around me through SNS

sites.

Kim et al.
[58]

I will share positive opinions about
K-pop-related information to people around me

through SNS sites.

I will always think about how to share
K-pop-related information to people around me

through SNS sites.

I will extract, process, and then share the core
content of K-pop-related information to people

around me through SNS sites.

I will always think about whether
K-pop-related information can be helpful to

people around me through SNS sites.

Dependent
variable

Tourist
behavioral
intention

Extent of desire or plans to
actually travel to Korea

I want to travel to Korea even if it is expensive.
Choi et al.

[88]
Kwak et al.

[19]
Meng et al.

[89]

I want to travel to Korea even if there are
cultural differences and a language barrier.

I want to travel to Korea even if transportation
is inconvenient.

I want to travel to Korea even if it is far.
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3.3. Survey Respondents

The study participants were global viewers who listen, watch, and discuss K-pop.
We conducted two rounds of the survey from October 2019 to October 2020 using Entrust
Survey (http://entrustsurvey.com accessed on 23 October 2019) and Netpoint Enterprise
Inc. (http://www.netpoint.co.kr/), global research agencies. The survey was provided in
English or French. The respondents were from eight countries: the Philippines, Singapore,
Australia, the UK, France, the U.S., Canada, and South Africa. From the two global research
agencies, we received valid responses from 1247 participants. Table 3 shows the details of
the collected valid sample.

Table 3. Demographic characteristics (n = 1247).

Item Frequency %

Gender
Male 618 49.6

Female 629 50.4

Age

20 s 308 24.7

30 s 326 26.1

40 s 311 24.9

50 s 302 24.2

Education

High school graduate 313 25.1

Technical college graduate 276 22.1

College graduate 515 41.3

Graduate school graduate 143 11.5

Monthly income(Mean)

Under $1000 270 21.7

$1000–$2000 268 21.5

$2001–$3000 205 16.4

$3001–$4000 155 12.4

$4001–$5000 151 12.1

Over $5000 198 15.9

Nationality

Philippines 150 12.0

Singapore 156 12.5

Australia 161 12.9

UK 150 12.0

France 170 13.6

US 150 12.0

Canada 160 12.8

South Africa 150 12.0

3.4. Data Analysis

We analyzed the data using the programs IBM SPSS Ver. 18.0, SmartPLS Ver. 3.3.3,
and fsQCA Ver. 3.0, as follows. First, we conducted a frequency analysis to examine
the demographic characteristics, a reliability analysis using Cronbach’s alpha to test the
reliability of the metrics, and a factor analysis to test validity. Our procedures also included
a correlation analysis to examine the closeness (i.e., correlation) of the variables. Finally,
we used structural equation model (SEM) analysis to examine causality between the core
variables of the study. We also carried out a fuzzy set-quality comparative analysis (fsQCA).
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4. Results

4.1. Reliability and Validity

We examined the reliability and validity of all variables in the study in relation to
the survey items. The results are shown in Table 4. Based on the analysis, Cronbach’s
alpha for all variables was a minimum of 0.847, indicating very high reliability. In addition,
the loading of each factor was a minimum of 0.802, also indicating high validity, and the
average variance extracted (AVE) was at least 0.686. A multicollinearity analysis confirmed
the properties closely related to the independent variables; the variance inflation factor
(VIF) was 4.019 or less, indicating no multicollinearity problem. Therefore, we were able to
verify the reliability and validity of the variables in the study.

Table 4. Reliability and validity.

Variable Item

Convergent Validity
Cronbach’s

Alpha

Multicollinearity

Outer
Loadings

Composite
Reliability

AVE VIF

Producers

Producers1 0.852

0.921 0.745 0.886

2.271

Producers2 0.869 2.252

Producers3 0.876 2.447

Producers4 0.854 2.242

Casting

Casting1 0.837

0.907 0.710 0.864

2.059

Casting2 0.859 2.239

Casting3 0.850 2.083

Casting4 0.824 1.832

Training

Training1 0.839

0.897 0.686 0.847

1.880

Training2 0.831 1.934

Training3 0.802 1.765

Training4 0.840 1.994

Producing/
promotion

Producing/promotion1 0.839

0.907 0.710 0.864

1.964

Producing/promotion2 0.848 2.109

Producing/promotion3 0.846 2.139

Producing/promotion4 0.836 1.996

Social
media

Social media1 0.852

0.919 0.741 0.884

2.370

Social media2 0.853 2.292

Social media3 0.872 2.402

Social media4 0.865 2.180

Content

Content1 0.806

0.909 0.714 0.867

1.885

Content2 0.866 2.227

Content3 0.846 2.099

Content4 0.861 2.151

SNS
Citizenship

behavior

SNS citizenship behavior1 0.903

0.957 0.816 0.944

3.576

SNS citizenship behavior2 0.902 3.559

SNS citizenship behavior3 0.916 3.985

SNS citizenship behavior4 0.913 4.019

SNS citizenship behavior5 0.883 3.172
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Table 4. Cont.

Variable Item

Convergent Validity
Cronbach’s

Alpha

Multicollinearity

Outer
Loadings

Composite
Reliability

AVE VIF

Tourist
behavioral
intention

Tourist behavioral intention1 0.910

0.947 0.817 0.925

3.341

Tourist behavioral intention2 0.916 3.776

Tourist behavioral intention3 0.879 2.557

Tourist behavioral intention4 0.910 3.493

(Note) Survey items: Likert 5-point scale (1 = not at all, 5 = very much); (Note) Outer Loadings > 0.70; (Note) Composite Reliability > 0.70;
(Note) Average Variance Extracted (AVE) > 0.5; (Note) Cronbach’s Alpha > 0.70.; (Note) Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) < 10.0.

4.2. Correlation Analysis

Table 5 shows the results of the discriminant validity analysis (correlation analysis).
Our results indicated that the AVE square root exceeded the correlation coefficient for each
variable. This verified the discriminant validity of the variables in the study.

Table 5. Correlation analysis.

Variable Producers Casting Training Producing
Social
Media

Contents
SNS

Citizenship
Behavior

Tourist
Behavioral
Intention

Producers 0.863 - - - - - - -

Casting 0.771 0.843 - - - - - -

Training 0.780 0.800 0.828 - - - - -

Producing 0.767 0.807 0.802 0.842 - - - -

Social media 0.723 0.706 0.738 0.744 0.861 - - -

Content 0.726 0.712 0.744 0.766 0.784 0.845 - -

SNS citizenship
behavior 0.402 0.498 0.433 0.483 0.384 0.425 0.903 -

Tourist
behavioral
intention

0.433 0.470 0.447 0.480 0.435 0.446 0.499 0.904

(Note) The bold diagonal lines indicate the square root of the AVE.

4.3. Hypothesis Testing

We tested our hypotheses via SEM analysis using SmartPLS Ver. 3.3.3. For the SEM
analysis, we performed resampling 500 times using the bootstrapping technique (Han and
Kim, 2021; Kim et al., 2019, 2020; Kwak et al., 2019; Lee and Kim, 2020). Bootstrapping
is a non-parametric procedure that can test the statistical significance of various PLS-
SEM model results, including the path coefficient, Cronbach’s alpha, HTMT, and R2

values [19,20,107–109].
As detailed in Table 6, the results of the SEM analysis are as follows. First, among

the success factors of K-pop, casting (β = 0.326, t = 6.241, p < 0.01), producing/promotion
(β = 0.223, t = 3.788, p < 0.01), and content (β = 0.107, t = 1.968, p < 0.10) showed a statistically
significant positive effect on SNS citizenship behavior with casting (β = 0.326) having the
greatest influence on it. In contrast, producers, training, and social media did not have a
statistically significant effect on SNS citizenship behavior. This meant that Hypothesis 2,
Hypothesis 4, and Hypothesis 6 were supported, whereas Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 3, and
Hypothesis 5 were not. Second, SNS citizenship behavior (β = 0.499, t = 19.464, p < 0.01)
had a statistically significant positive influence on tourist behavioral intention. Therefore,
Hypothesis 7 was supported.
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Table 6. Structural equation model analysis results.

Path β Value
Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

t Value p Value Hypothesis

H1 Producers →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

−0.059 −0.055 0.048 1.216 0.225 Not
supported

H2 Casting →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

0.326 0.328 0.052 6.241 0.000 Supported

H3 Training →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

−0.002 −0.002 0.051 0.042 0.966 Not
supported

H4 Producing/
promotion →

SNS
Citizenship

behavior
0.223 0.222 0.059 3.788 0.000 Supported

H5 Social
media →

SNS
Citizenship

behavior
−0.052 −0.060 0.054 0.955 0.340 Not

supported

H6 Content →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

0.107 0.111 0.054 1.968 0.050 Supported

H7
SNS

citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

0.499 0.498 0.026 19.464 0.000 Supported

4.4. Mediated Effect Test

In addition, we analyzed whether SNS citizenship behavior had a mediated effect
in the relationship between the success factors of K-pop and tourist behavioral intention
using SmartPLS Ver. 3.3.3. Table 7 shows the results, revealing that the three factors,
casting, producing/promotion, and content, all had mediated effects in the path of K-pop
success factors → SNS citizenship behavior → tourist behavioral intention. This means that
these three factors increased SNS citizenship behavior, through which tourist behavioral
intention would also increase. In contrast, the three factors, producers, training, and social
media, did not have any mediated effect in the path of K-pop success factors → SNS
citizenship behavior → tourist behavioral intention.

4.5. Fuzzy Set-Quality Comparative Analysis (fsQCA)

To determine the models of the explanatory variables leading to high tourist behavioral
intention, the outcome variable, we set the explanatory variables as the K-pop success
factors (producers, casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and content) and
SNS citizenship behavior and performed the fsQCA. Regarding fsQCA, a standard analysis
was conducted and the results of an intermediate solution were confirmed [110]. Table 8
shows the results.

First, there were three models (Models 1 to 3) leading to high tourist behavioral
intention. The solution coverage was 0.749 and the solution consistency was 0.897. As
these exceed the recommended coverage and consistency levels of 0.2 and 0.8, respectively,
the results were deemed suitable [111].
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Table 7. Mediated effect test results.

Path β Value
Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

t-Value p-Value
Mediated

Effect

1 Producers →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

−0.029 −0.028 0.024 1.212 0.226 No

2 Casting →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

0.162 0.164 0.028 5.831 0.000 Yes

3 Training →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

−0.001 −0.001 0.026 0.042 0.966 No

4 Producing/
promotion →

SNS
Citizenship

behavior
→

Tourist
behavioral
intention

0.111 0.111 0.030 3.688 0.000 Yes

5 Social media →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

−0.026 −0.030 0.027 0.949 0.343 No

6 Contents →
SNS

Citizenship
behavior

→
Tourist

behavioral
intention

0.053 0.055 0.027 1.956 0.051 Yes

Table 8. Fuzzy set-quality comparative analysis results.

Model Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency

1
(high) producers * (low) casting * (high) training * (high)

social media * (high) contents * (high) SNS citizenship
behavior

0.299 0.004 0.941

2
(high) casting * (high) training * (high)

producing/promotion * (high) social media * (high) contents
* (high) SNS citizenship behavior

0.716 0.422 0.935

3
(low) producers * (low) casting * (low) training * (low)

producing/promotion * (low) social media * (low) contents *
(low) SNS citizenship behavior

0.237 0.027 0.837

(Note) Solution Coverage: 0.749; Solution Consistency: 0.897; (Note) Low: refers to a complement set and is interpreted as a low condition.

(a) Model 1: (high) producers, (low) casting, (high) training, (high) social media, (high)
content, and (high) SNS citizenship behavior were confirmed to be important in creating
tourist behavioral intention (coverage = 0.299, consistency = 0.941). (b) Model 2: (high)
casting, (high) training, (high) producing/promotion, (high) social media, (high) content,
and (high) SNS citizenship behavior were confirmed to be important in creating tourist
behavioral intention (coverage = 0.716, consistency = 0.935). (c) Model 3: (low) producers,
(low) casting, (low) training, (low) producing/promotion, (low) social media, (low) content,
and (low) SNS citizenship behavior were confirmed to be important in creating tourist
behavioral intention (coverage = 0.237, consistency = 0.837).

In summary, according to the fsQCA results, casting, training, social media, content,
and SNS citizenship behavior were commonly derived at least three times, indicating that
they were key factors impacting tourist behavioral intention. We also observed based on
the SEM and fsQCA results that with the exception of producers, the five success factors of
K-pop (casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and content) were crucial in
increasing tourist behavioral intention.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Summary of Research

Current research has failed to determine empirically the success factors for the K-
pop industry linked to sustainability, that is, sustainable behavior (e.g., SNS citizenship
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behavior and tourist behavioral intention). To fill this gap, we investigated the success
factors of K-pop (producers, casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and
content) and sustainability (sustainable behavior).

To this end, we surveyed 1247 global viewers (629 females, 50.4%) who listen to
K-pop via TV, radio, and on the internet, watch K-pop videos on YouTube, and search
information related to K-pop on SNS. The survey respondents were from eight countries:
the Philippines, Singapore, Australia, the UK, France, the U.S., Canada, and South Africa.
We analyzed the collected data using two statistical techniques: SEM analysis and fsQCA.

The key results were as follows: first, according to the SEM, of the K-pop success
factors, three factors demonstrated a statistically significant positive influence on SNS
citizenship behavior: casting, producing/promotion, and content. These findings support
those of Jun [96] and Kim [95].

The details are as follows: (a) Entertainment agencies have selected trainees through
diverse channels, such as official global auditions and recommendations by celebrities, and
actively discovered (casting) foreign talent [32].

(b) Beginning in the song brainstorming stage, these agencies have collected various
ideas from external sources and utilized diverse experts from different nationalities and
fields to divide labor in the producing stage [6,20,21,26,32].

(c) Entertainment agencies have established partnerships with local leading enter-
tainment agencies and record labels in target countries; the Korean agencies designed the
overall concepts while the partners have carried out specific local promotions and secured
distribution networks in local markets. They also optimized lyrics, music videos, fashion,
for example, for the local culture, produced albums, and widely promoted the K-pop
recorded in the local language in local dramas, movies, and commercials [6,20,21,26,32].

(d) By fusing Western pop styles with easy melodies that suit Eastern sentiments,
the K-pop industry has ensured universal mass appeal that can gain popularity across
nationalities. The industry also provides showy spectacles through highly synchronized
group dances and point dances and constantly changes sensuous fashions and styles when
new songs are released. The K-pop agencies also actively avoid sexual and violent elements
common in R&B and hip-hop, mainstream genres of pop, emphasizing a differentiated
message of innocence and passion. Thus, K-pop content is perfected based on three key
factors: singing ability, choreography, and visuals [13,16,18,36].

In addition, the influence of new media, such as YouTube and other SNS platforms,
has shifted the paradigm of K-pop distribution and led to fans’ active participation [95,96].
Therefore, the three K-Pop success factors of casting, producing/promotion, and content
maximize information sharing among global K-pop fans via SNS, which, in turn, naturally
increases SNS citizenship behavior.

Second, SNS citizenship behavior also showed a statistically significant positive in-
fluence on tourist behavioral intention. We confirmed that there was a mediated effect in
the path of casting, producing/promotion, content → SNS citizenship behavior → tourist
behavioral intention. These findings support the research of Di et al. [98], Hur et al. [99],
and van Tonder et al. [55]. In looking at the K-pop success factors, we found that the higher
the perceptions of the casting, producing/promotion, and content, the more satisfied the
global K-pop fans were with K-pop. In other words, these factors lead to voluntary SNS
citizenship behavior. As global K-pop fans attach themselves emotionally to their favorite
K-pop idols and search continuously for various K-pop-related information, voluntary
SNS citizenship behavior arises. Thus, among the K-pop success factors, as the level of
casting, producing/promotion, and content increases, fans become more likely to voluntar-
ily engage in SNS citizenship behavior. These global K-pop fans reflect selfless, altruistic
behavior on SNS. Their voluntary SNS citizenship behavior creates positive effects such as
sustainable and responsible production related to K-pop [9,65,66], ultimately leading to
tourist behavioral intention.

Third, according to the fsQCA results, casting, training, social media, content, and
SNS citizenship behavior were commonly derived at least three times, marking them as key
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factors of tourist behavioral intention. In summary, the SEM and fsQCA results confirmed
that, with the exception of producers, there are K-pop five success factors (casting, training,
producing/promotion, social media, and content) that are crucial to increasing tourist
behavioral intention. These findings are described in detail as follows:

(a) Systematic casting/training. Entertainment agencies have systemized processes
such as professionally casting and training trainees, and these idol groups have grown
into differentiated K-pop talent [26,32]. (b) Promotional method. Agencies have reduced
their costs and time in overseas expansion by utilizing social media, which enables fans
to easily and voluntarily spread content [9,14,33]. (c) Active global K-pop fans. Global
K-pop fans are familiar with technology, actively enjoy the culture, and freely express
their intentions [15,34,35]. (d) K-pop content. K-pop content combines three key qualities:
excellent singing ability, choreography, and visuals [13,16,18,36]. The implication is that,
when these K-pop success factors are emphasized effectively, more global K-pop fans will
be motivated to meet real K-pop stars and watch K-pop performances, which will lead to
more fans visiting and traveling in Korea, thereby increasing tourism.

5.2. Research Contributions and Recommendations

This study provides the following theoretical and practical contributions. First, we
analyzed the K-pop success factors from the perspectives of production, consumption,
and distribution. That is, we applied the theory of the “cultural diamond” used when
analyzing cultural phenomena in the sociology of art to support our investigation. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use the cultural diamond model to study
the K-pop industry, consisting of four vertices, then derive success factors and link them to
sustainability, namely, SNS citizenship behavior and tourist behavioral intention.

Second, we looked at all 17 sustainability categories to identify those that would
encompass the K-pop industry’s success factors: “Decent Work and Economic Growth,”
“Responsible Consumption and Production,” and “Partnerships to achieve the Goal.” To
the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to apply “SNS citizenship behavior” as
a parameter and “tourist behavioral intention” as a dependent variable to measure the
industry’s sustainability.

Third, we were able to demonstrate empirically that, as perceived by global viewers,
the K-pop success factors increase SNS citizenship behavior and further lead to tourist
behavioral intention. The implication is that necessary measures should be taken for
sustainable hallyu tourism marketing, promotion, and product planning in connection
with K-pop.

Our recommendations are as follows: (1) to induce consumers to visit or travel to
Korea, support should be provided for enthusiastic fans of sustainable K-pop and foreign
visitors participating in K-pop concerts should be properly managed; (2) further efforts are
needed to build sites that provide K-pop information and integrated tourism information
related to K-pop; (3) the planning of K-pop performances in connection with sustainable
regional festivals and the development of hallyu tourism products related to K-pop, differ-
entiated by target market, should be expanded; and (4) measures should be explored to
promote hallyu tourism in connection with K-pop at a sustainable institutional level.

Fourth, a mediated effect was observed in the path of the K-pop success factors casting,
producing/promotion, content→ SNS citizenship behavior → tourist behavioral intention.
To sustain this, better management is needed among the entertainment agencies that
handle K-pop performances for global K-pop fans. That is, some entertainment agencies
that plan K-pop concerts and idol fan meetings have displayed irresponsible behavior with
recruited customers and in their operations. This then damages global K-pop fans and
erodes trust in the K-pop industry and Korea’s national brand and image. This means that
institutional measures for the management of entertainment agencies that handle K-pop
performances are necessary. Furthermore, the roles and scope of work of these performance
entertainment agencies should be defined, and the Fair Trade Commission should provide
requirements for establishment approval. There is also a need for legal standards that
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clarify interests between sellers and buyers, such as compensation for damages when a
performance is cancelled.

Fifth, over the past decade, Korean pop music (K-pop) has left unprecedented traces
in the global pop market through the digital proliferation of highly-trained K-pop idols. In
addition, English literature on K-pop has steadily increased, and the most recent K-pop
phenomenon is focused on the spread of digital idols. [112]. In particular, the changes in the
K-pop production environment brought by social media, as mentioned in the introduction,
had a great impact. For example, a BTS music video uploaded to YouTube reached more
than 1 million views in a single day. [16,18]. Furthermore, as the results of this study show,
the fsQCA analysis revealed that social media is a key factor that can have a significant
influence on tourism intention. Therefore, entertainment agencies must reduce costs and
time when entering foreign markets by more actively utilizing social media through which
marketing activities can be easily propagated. Furthermore, global viewers, especially
those in their 20 s and 30 s, are familiar with IT and are active consumers. They eagerly
embrace IT pop culture, and express their opinions freely. This suggests that entertainment
agencies need to create a new IT pop culture, or entertainment culture that incorporates
social media, rather than simply leaving consumers to listen to and accept K-pop.

5.3. Research Limitations and Future Directions

While this study provided several theoretical and practical contributions, it has some
limitations as well. First, we investigated only certain K-pop success factors (producers,
casting, training, producing/promotion, social media, and content) and sustainability.
As we looked at only six success factors, more success factors should be investigated in
future studies.

Second, we used “SNS citizenship behavior” as a parameter and “tourist behavioral
intention” as a dependent variable for sustainability. However, as there are likely more pa-
rameters and dependent variables that can be applied for sustainability, more sustainability
variables should be analyzed in the future.

Third, the participants of this study were 1247 global viewers from eight countries.
As K-pop has become a wider global phenomenon, more global K-pop viewers of other
nationalities should be surveyed for specific and generalized investigations. Additionally,
for research accuracy, the model developed here could be improved by comparing it with a
similar one in another country.

Fourth, based on the data collected, we used two statistical techniques: SEM analysis
and fsQCA. However, other statistical techniques may offer differing results.
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Abstract: The aim of the research, the results of which are presented in the article, is to discover new
knowledge allowing for the description and design of business models 4.0 using network effects.
In their research, the authors reviewed the literature, carried out desk research and conducted an
analysis of publicly available documents of selected companies from the Cyfrowy Polsat Group. The
results of the study present the possibility of using the network effect in business models 4.0. The
paper develops a framework for business model analysis from the perspective of Industry 4.0. The
presented research will allow for an indication of the possibility of using a business model from
the perspective of Industry 4.0, based on the theory of the network effect in building the value of
network organizations.

Keywords: business model; Industry 4.0; network strategy; strategic management

1. Introduction

The authors of this publication have been conducting research in the areas of strate-
gies and business models for many years. Their experiences, and a critical review of the
literature on the subject, show that the lack of business models dedicated to companies
operating in Industry 4.0 is a significant research subject. Business models in new technol-
ogy sectors are an attractive research object for management theorists and practitioners.
This can be seen in the number of scientific papers on business models and in the number
of studies related to the impact of Industry 4.0 on management, as well as in the popu-
larity of this issue in business and industry magazines. While so-called business models
4.0, in terms of technology, are constantly enriched with new solutions, in the field of
social sciences—including management sciences—business models 4.0 require continuous
research [1].

The aim of the article is to discover new knowledge which allows for the description
and design of business models from the perspective of Industry 4.0. In particular, the goal
is to identify business models 4.0 that use the theory of network effects that are specific
to network organizations. It is worth emphasizing that the network effect is integrally
related to the basic goals of the organization’s development, referring to the search for
synergy from combining resources. In the case of the network effect, the benefit of using
a good/service increases with the number of users adopting the same or compatible
good/service [2]. It is worth emphasizing that the use of the network effect fits into the
scope of Industry 4.0 in a special way. Without technology 4.0, it is not possible to achieve
all of the advantages of network effects.

The results presented in the article try to indicate the possibility of using a business
model from in the perspective of Industry 4.0, based on the theory of the network effect in
building the value of network organizations. The analysis will use a case study to illustrate
the logic of operation of this type of model in an organization that has been declaring
network activities for many years.
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The authors were trying to answer the following research questions:

1. Which of the 4.0 technologies build the value of the organization in the business
model and how?

2. How does the business model 4.0 increase the possibilities of achieving network effects?
3. How have business models in the communication services sector evolved?
4. How does the media group use business model 4.0 to build its value?

a. Are there events in the study group from the perspective of events enabling the
identification of BM 4.0 operating on the basis of a network effect?

b. Is it possible to identify the size of the network effect in BM 4.0 in the stud-
ied group?

c. Is there any relationship between changes in the group’s business model (from the
perspective of the Cyfrowy Polsat Group) and selected stock market indicators?

Empirical research was conducted based on the case study methodology for the
Cyfrowy Polsat Group (The subject of the case study is Cyfrowy Polsat S.A.—company
listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE: CPS)). The selection of this group resulted
from the assumption that the capital group operating in the media market and other new
technology markets is subject to pressure from technology 4.0 and it already uses network
effects in its activities. The Cyfrowy Polast Group also operates in the energy, banking,
insurance and real estate sectors. Therefore, the proposed case study of the Cyfrowy Polsat
Group will also serve as a study on the possibility of using the network effect in class 4.0
in the description and understanding of the business model. The study will cover the
following areas: the phase of diagnosis of the surveyed organization from the perspective of
events enabling the identification of the business model under study, the phase of analysis,
assuming the study of the network effect in the Cyfrowy Polsat Group’s business model,
and the phase of assessing and verifying the conclusions obtained through the use of stock
exchange indicators. The choice of the Cyfrowy Polsat Group was also dictated by the fact
that it is great example of the BM 4.0 model, using the network effect in organizations from
the sectors, other than just media services.

In their research, the authors reviewed the literature, carried out desk research, and
conducted an analysis of publicly available documents on selected companies of the
Cyfrowy Polsat Group.

2. Business Models 4.0

2.1. Business Model 4.0 and Value Building

A Business Model (BM) is a concept that has been the subject of considerable research
in management and quality sciences. This research was initiated more widely in the
period of domination in the management of the Resource-Based View theory. This was
in the 1990s and in the first decade of the 21st century [3]. It was then that the following
definition of a business model was created, according to A. Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur:
“A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and
captures value” [4]. With this definition, the above-mentioned authors named increasing
value as the goal of building a business model. The original value is described from the
customer’s perspective. Admittedly, in their work “An eBusiness model ontology for
modelling eBusiness”, A. Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur tried to consider newer trends in
business, pointing to: “(1) The products and services a firm offers, representing a substantial
value to the customer, and for which he is willing to pay. (2) The infrastructure and the
network of partners that are necessary in order to create value and to maintain a good
customer relationship. (3) The relationship capital the firm creates and maintains with
the customer, in order to satisfy him and to generate sustainable revenues. And last, but
not least, (4) the financial aspects” [5]; however, their definition of the business model has
remained unchanged and is still the most frequently cited.

The business model in its colloquial, entrepreneurial form is a description of the way
a company earns money, while in science it is usually the same as the means of building
value [6,7].
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A. Jabłoński and M. Jabłoński emphasized several types of business model decompo-
sition and presented almost 40 different definitions of the business models identified in the
literature for the period of 1998–2017, together with the presentation of the main term in
relation to configuration management [8].

The concept of BM has evolved. In the first phase, the value to which BM was sought
was equivalent to gross profit. In turn, in the period of the domination of the Value-Based
Management approach, it was already an economic value, understood as an increase in the
wealth of business owners measured by the increase in the value of shares/stocks. Now,
thanks to the model popularized by A. Osterwalder and Y. Pinquer [4], value is broadly
understood as the utility generated in the company for its stakeholders.

Numerous ways of generating value were identified in economics and management,
and the concept of economic rent is frequently used in the description of these methods.
The most important economic rents indicated in the context of BM include:

• Ricardian rent, i.e., a rent for the right to obtain income from the use of own and
scarce resources;

• Rent due to the economies of scale and scope that allows for an increase in the economy
of production by increasing the scale of production;

• Chamberlin rent, i.e., rent indicating income from taking a monopolistic position;
• Schumpeterian rent, i.e., rent that provides the right to benefit from innovation,

especially from disruptive innovation [9,10].

Aside from the aforementioned types of rent, there are also others [11]. Economic rents
used or implied by the Industry 4.0 concept may be of particular interest (Figure 1). Industry 4.0
allows one to achieve, above all, rent due to the economy of scale, with the difference
that, unlike classical production processes, this rent in Industry 4.0 can be achieved thanks
to a much lower profitability threshold (compare with the Blitzscaling theory [12]). In-
dustry 4.0 is also a provider of network effect, long tail effect and Big Data effect (this
is part of the concept widely described in the article “Scalability 4.0 as economic rent in
Industry 4.0” [13]). The model, presented in Figure 1, shows the relationship between
selected Industry 4.0 technologies, elements of the business model, as discussed by A.
Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur (2010), and the methods of value delivery (Value Proposi-
tion, Value Creation, Value Delivery, Value Capture, Value Communication, and Value
Proposition), as well as economic rents, which make up the Scalability 4.0 concept.

 
Figure 1. The concept of combining technology, BM elements and value proposition; source: own.

In addition to the methods of building the values indicated in Figure 1, in order to
more precisely indicate the features of the business model 4.0, based on Industry 4.0, it is
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worth referring to other business models and characteristics that were created only because
the 4.0 dimension appeared in economy and management.

The analysis of the Industry 4.0 business model should begin with the definition
of revolution 4.0. The research assumed that Industry 4.0 is a set of techniques and
technologies identical to the digital transformation of the economy. The most common
technologies mentioned here are cybersecurity, simulation, augmented reality, system
integration, Internet of Things, additive manufacturing, autonomous robots, Big Data,
artificial intelligence, and cloud computing. The above-mentioned technologies are strictly
engineering categories. Some authors deepen the concept of Industry 4.0, introducing
other tools, issues and concepts that are part of the general domain of the subject, trying
firstly to improve our understanding of it and secondly to link it with topics of interest
on managerial, engineering and information technology level; predominantly, in relation
to resource efficiency, shortening innovation cycles and raising productivity [14]. The
literature on the subject includes research showing that Industry 4.0 also affects changes at
the levels of economy, management systems, as well as cultural and social changes [15]
and others, such as low-cost automation, robotics, 3D printing, smart factory or block
chain [16]. Moreover, it is a necessary tool when it comes to maintaining a competitive
advantage [17,18]. The abovementioned new technologies introduced by Industry 4.0 have
a significant impact on the creation of new and adaptation of existing business models,
e.g., Internet of Things [19], Industrial Internet of Things [20], Cyber–Physical Systems
(CPS) [21,22], Big Data [23]. M. Dobrowolska and L. Knop claim, that “Business model
changes are the expression of companies’ hunger for gaining competitive edge and the
effectiveness of operations”. The Industry 4.0 concept has strengthened changes in business
models, especially in relation to the creation of value based on new technologies, options
for creating unique resources, key competencies and treating business models as networks
of mutually dependent activities and processes [24].

The literature overview conducted by D. Ibarra, J. Ganzarain and J. Igartua-Lopez [25]
presents the main design principles of the Industry 4.0, challenges to traditional business
models and key challenges to digital transformation in global business. The design prin-
ciples allow companies to investigate a potential transformation towards Industry 4.0
technologies. One of these principles is “interoperability”, which means that machines and
people need to be able to communicate through the Internet of Things or “Real-Time Capa-
bility” when smart factories need to be able to capture, store and analyze data in real time
to make immediate decisions according to new findings. Among the other principles that
the authors have included, there are decentralization, virtualization, service-orientation
and modularity [26]. The main challenges related to traditional BM refer to networking,
customized mass production, low price, local production, fragmentation of the value chain
or the decentralization of production. The authors summarized the main prerequisites
to digital transformation: appropriate work organization, availability of products, new
business models, talented workers, investment in R&D or legal framework.

The Industry 4.0 concept offers opportunities to create new, or redesign, existing
business models based on new products and services and ways to serve clients, fulfill
their needs, as well as improving efficiency and integration across the entire value chain.
Tirabeni emphasizes three main research streams that emerged in their analysis: customer
and service centered business models, integrated and networked business models and
sustainable business models, naming them as Innovative Business Models [27].

The most important effects of implementing technology 4.0 in business, based on the
previously mentioned economic rent, include:

• Reduction in transaction costs for signed contracts; thanks to this, it is possible to
widely implement contractual solutions instead of hierarchical solutions;

• Achieving economies of scale on conditions that are previously unattainable, thanks
to the longtail rule, the possibilities of Big Data and Network Effect [13];

• Simplification of business processes by resigning from intermediaries thanks to
4.0 technologies;
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• Obtaining the effects of the continuous generation of innovation through the use of an
open innovation system [28];

• Effects of the “the real-time processing and use of big data for consumer research
and marketing, as well as for security purposes, the rapidly growing importance of
millennials as a customer group, the sharing economy, and direct digital customer
contact from companies without intermediaries” [29];

• Obtaining the effects that are specific to the complexity theory: self-organization,
dependency paths, complex adaptive systems, and the selection context specific to the
complexity theory [30].

From the Industry 4.0 perspective, the business model must be perceived differently.
In the classic canvas model, there was assumed a structural and functional arrangement
of nine business model elements. In the cause-and-effect system, these elements were to
determine the value proposition, but above all, it was the value proposition that was to
influence the shape of these nine elements. In the business model 4.0, the subject of the
analysis is: the network of various connection methods, the effect of servicization, methods
of generating various value streams (standardization in diversity), methods of generating
value based on a uniform communication protocol without transaction costs [31]. It is,
therefore, worth considering such changes in the definition of the business model so that
they better reflect the impact of Industry 4.0.

2.2. Business Model 4.0 Using Network Effects

Business model 4.0 was defined in the previous part of this article. It has features
resulting from the openness of management to 4.0 technologies. To be able to define BM
4.0 additionally using network effects, it is necessary to first adopt a specific definition of
this effect.

The network effect has its origins in the development of telephone services at the
beginning of the 20th century. It was then popularized by the invention of Ethernet and,
for many years, was associated with telecommunication, information and IT infrastructure.
The economic theory of the network effect was advanced significantly from 1985 [2]. There
is not much research conducted on the network effect as the catalyst for a change in the
business models and as a tool to build the competitive advantage. The authors explored
this effect in their previous papers [13,32,33].

Network effect is defined as the phenomenon that the benefit of using a good/service
increases with the number of users adopting the same or compatible good/service [2].
Ch. P. Lin and A. Bhattacherjee (2008) cite M. L. Katz, C. Shapiro, J.M. Gallaugher and
Y.M. Wang “that network effects arise when the utility that consumers derive from the
consumption of a product or service depends on the number of other users of the same
product or service or the availability of complementary products or services that generate
additional value for users of the original product or service” [2,34]. Factors that drive
network effects, such as network size and availability of complementary goods or services,
are called network externalities [35], and products or services exhibiting such effects are
called network goods [36]. There are two types of network externalities: direct and indirect.
“Direct network externalities are based on the number of participants in a given network.
( . . . ) As new participants enter these networks, existing users gain more choice in terms
of trading, communicating, or playing games, and thus gain network utility. In contrast,
indirect network externalities are ancillary benefits accruing to network participants as a
network grows, such as the development of complementary services, standards formation,
and price reduction, but not directly from the number of network participants” [36] (“Since
MIM (Mobile instant messaging) is essentially a communication technology, network
effect should be able to explain the user-perceived values of MIM apps, thus capable of
developing hypotheses herein. That is, users can perceive more value from an MIM app if
more users adopt the same app, because (1) the user can communicate with more peer users
(i.e., the direct network effect), and (2) more value-added features and complementary
offerings will be available from the MIM provider or third-party developers (i.e., the
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indirect network effect). Therefore, if users perceive more network effect from a certain
MIM app, they would perceive more value from that app” [37]). Network externalities
are qualities of certain goods and services that make them more valuable to a user as the
number of users increases [38].

In this form, BM 4.0 using network effects must be composed in such a way that
technologies 4.0 provide it with appropriate feature, specific to Industry 4.0, listed in the
second column (Table 1) and ensure that these features simultaneously positively influence
the creation of the direct and indirect network effects indicated in the third column (Table 1).

Table 1. The concept of combining technology 4.0, BM 4.0 elements, and BM 4.0 plus the network effect.

Technology 4.0 Features of Business Models 4.0 Business Model 4.0 Using Network Effects

• Cybersecurity;
• Simulation;
• Augmented reality;
• System integration;
• Internet of Things;
• Additive manufacturing;
• Autonomous robots;
• Big Data;
• Artificial intelligence;
• Cloud computing;

• They must link value streams (merge transactions) by
eliminating all transaction cost drivers;

• They must combine the existing methods of
generating value on the basis of service;

• They must combine in such a way as to ensure the
possibility of generating different streams of values
and, at the same time, customizing;

• They must combine different methods of generating
value based on a uniform communication protocol;

• They must generate value across the entire
ecosystem;

• They enable the achievement of economies of scale at
a lower level thanks to 4.0 technologies;

• They enable the achievement of the effects of
continuous innovation generation through the use of
an open innovation system;

• They enable the achievement of the effect of the
real-time processing type, and the use of big data for
consumer research and marketing;

• They enable the achievement of SaaS class effects,
sharing economy, or ride sharing.

• Direct network effect occurs when a
user’s benefits result directly from the
number of users of a particular product
or service [36].

• Indirect network effect occurs when the
benefits of using the main product come
from the availability of complementary
products [36].

Source: own.

The analysis (Table 1) shows that direct effects are possible mainly due to the elimi-
nation of transaction costs, the service of the methods of generating value, ensuring the
possibility of generating various value streams and customizing, working in the ecosystem,
and having a uniform communication protocol. In turn, indirect effects are achieved thanks
to the economy of scale, building sharing economy platforms [39], building ride-sharing
platforms [40], creating SaaS sales models, achieving real-time processing, and applying
the principle of service and the classic principle of operational synergy.

The network effect can also be obtained in the course of the development strategy
through mergers and acquisitions. By focusing on making further acquisitions, the com-
pany, on the one hand, is constantly growing its customer base. On the other hand, by
diversifying its portfolio of services and products, it allows for taking advantage of the
so-called cross-selling actions, penetrating the customer base even more. The literature
review conducted by Ch. Öberg on the network literature on M&As showed that research
either focuses on the M&A parties or refers to M&A effects on business partners and
several papers are conceptual, arguing that “M&A effects on business relationships is an
unexplored area” [41].

2.3. Evolution of Business Models in the Communication Services Sector

There are four main types of business models in the Communication Services sector.
They are the following businesses:

• Subscription: the company sells products without advertising;
• Advertising: the product is delivered for free, but is linked with advertising;
• Mixed: subscription and advertising models operate simultaneously;
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• Dual: there are two products—one with fewer ads and better content, and the other
with worse content and more ads [42].

The United States can be mentioned as an example of the evolution of classic business
models for the Communication Services sector companies, where the revenue streams of
traditional Media and Entertainment corporations were based mainly on advertising until
the end of the 20th century, additionally focusing on profit and dividends for shareholders
(value in the meaning of gross profit). However, this has changed with the development of
the ICT industry, especially the Internet. As vividly seen in Table 2. The model switched
drastically towards digital. It was then that Internet advertisers, such as Google, AOL,
and Yahoo, appeared on the Communication Services market. These companies began
to offer their services for free, taking advantage of the low-cost benefits of the Internet
as well as technological development, basing their revenues on mass advertisers. It was
the beginning of the first revolution on this market. To this day, the Internet is the basic
determinant of technology development in this area. Due to the pressure of the Internet, the
traditional sectors that rely mainly on open access advertising, in particular the press, radio,
and television, have been most affected by the changes. Overall, print newspapers and
magazines, alongside with broadcast in radio and televisions ads market share declined
by almost threefold within the last 20 years. Their share was taken by constantly growing
online media presence [43].

Additional acceleration was caused by the digital revolution and the emergence of
new types of Communication Services companies: companies operating as social networks
(Facebook or Twitter) and companies that are social and information services (Buzzfeed),
which began to take over the advertising market share. The next stage is the emergence of
streaming technology and mobile devices. Here, there is also perceptible influence of the
increasingly popular revolution 4.0 services, based on the subscription model (Netflix or
Spotify). These companies offer services on integrated platforms combining an increasing
number of functions. The next stage will most likely be companies providing customized
content and advertising services using selected 4.0 technologies outside the Internet (AI,
Internet of Things, Augmented Reality, Big Data).

Table 2. Business models in the Communication Services sector on selected examples.

Company Name The Company’s Business Model Sector the Year the Company Was Founded

New York Times Mixed media/press 1922

NBC Mixed media/TV 1926

CBS Mixed media/TV 1927

ABC Mixed media/TV 1943

HBO Subscription media/TV 1972

AOL Advertising ICT/internet 1985

Google Advertising ICT/internet 1988

Yahoo Advertising ICT/internet 1994

Netflix (DVD) Subscription ICT/TV 1997

Metro Advertising media/press 1999

Pandora Dual ICT/radio 2000

Facebook Advertising ICT/internet 2004

Huffington Post Advertising ICT/internet 2005

YouTube Advertising ICT/TV 2005

Spotify Dual ICT/radio 2006

Buzzfeed Advertising ICT/internet 2006

Netflix (streaming) Subscription ICT/TV 2007

YouTube (Premium) Subscription ICT/TV 2018

Source: own.
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Changes in the BM of companies from the Communication Services sector resulted
in pressure from traditional Communication Services companies and their search for new
business models, as well as better reaching the consumer with their content or starting
more dedicated advertising activities [44]. This led to the development of completely new
business models referring to the proposals contained in Section 2.1. This will particularly
apply to models using network effects. Therefore, the market in which the Communication
Services sector companies operate must consider models referring to service, combining
different value streams and value streams based on a uniform communication protocol,
to generate value across the entire network of network effects, to innovation, and to other
benefits of complexity theory.

3. Research Procedure

The research procedure proposed in this work is based on the classic case study
method [45]. The case study is a research method that allows for identifying the tested
object, taking into account, e.g., cause and effect events. It is a qualitative research method.
Its main goal is to understand the given phenomenon—in this case, to learn about BM
4.0 using network effects. This will provide the basis for generalizing the results of the
research on Cyfrowy Polsat Group to the level of general knowledge. This is unique case
and company on the polish market. In these cases, where there are no other cases available
for replication, the researcher can adopt the single-case design [46,47].

The choice of Cyfrowy Polsat Group for the case study analysis was dictated by the
assumption that the group operating on the Communication Services market, which is
heavily explored by technology and technology 4.0, probably leverages the network effect
in its value-building strategy. Cyfrowy Polsat is a group that is at the forefront of many
new business solutions in the Communication Services sector and is a leader in terms of
innovation and speed of adapting to new operating conditions. The group is also making
strides in the ICT sector. Due to the frequent mergers and acquisitions, scale of operations,
and business innovations based on the network effect, the group was selected to help
discover ways to describe and design business models in the Industry 4.0 perspective.

The study of this capital group, and more precisely the study of BM 4.0 used by this
group, will enable the expansion of knowledge in the field of business models based on the
network effect characteristic of companies operating in Industry 4.0. The study will include:

• Diagnosis of the studied group from the perspective of events which enable the
identification of BM 4.0 operating on the basis of a network effect (mergers, acquisi-
tions, significant decisions regarding internal development); use of desk research and
white interviews;

• Analysis assuming the identification and analysis of the size of the network effect in
BM 4.0 in the study group; use of desk research;

• Assessment and verification of the obtained information using an analytical tech-
nique based on the study between changes in the group’s business model (from the
perspective of the Cyfrowy Polsat Group) and selected stock market indicators;

The survey was conducted in the first half of 2020. The following literature databases
were used in the study: Scopus, Science Direct, JSTOR and Google Scholar.

4. Results of Own Research of a 4.0 Class Business Model Using Network
Effects—Cyfrowy Polsat Group Case Study

Cyfrowy Polsat Group is currently the biggest media/ICT conglomerate in Poland.
Established in 1992 as a Polish commercial TV station, it developed between 1999–2003 to
create Cyfrowy Polsat—a satellite TV platform. Cyfrowy Polsat offers broadcast satellite
subscription television services in Eastern and Central Europe. The company offers a
variety of television and radio channels and distributes signal decoders. Since 2013,
Cyfrowy Polsat has been listed on the Polish Warsaw Stock Exchange, while the majority
of ownership still belongs to its first owner—Zygmunt Solorz-Żak (Zygmunt Solorz-Żak’s
holding as of 02.01.2021—56.95%). The year 2009 was used as a baseline year for the
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analysis due to the substantial growth of the company, and the public availability of the
data. Since then, Cyfrowy Polsat Group has also been exceptionally active in the mergers
and acquisitions market, growing mostly through programmatic takeovers of companies
from media, ICT, and energy/sustainability sectors [48]. This was in line with its strategy
of distributing the content on the widest possible scale, using the most modern devices
and technologies.

An in-depth analysis of press releases, company notes and commentaries allowed us to
identify key reasons for M&A activities, which prove the systematic realization of network
effects, and the combination and creation of different value streams and innovations,
aligned with the BM 4.0. strategic approach. Among the core business premises of Cyfrowy
Polsat’s M&A activities are:

• Client base expansion;
• Sales channels expansion;
• Operational and financial synergy;
• Market consolidation;
• Product portfolio diversification;
• New resources acquisition;
• Economies of scale.

Each element was outlined in the Table 3 below, alongside the type of transaction,
value, shares acquired and key assets/client base captured.

Table 3. M&A activity of Cyfrowy Polsat S.A. between 2009–2020.

Date of Final
Agreement

Target
Transaction
Value (mln

USD)

Shares
Bought (%)

Shares Before
Transaction (%)

Business Reason
Client Base/Key Assets

Captured

2009 Sferia S.A. 14.79 11 0
Client base expansion, product

portfolio diversification (Sferia SA
is an Internet provider)

89.9 B2C and 27 thousand
B2B clients

2010 mPunkt Polska S.A. N/A 100 0 Sales channels expansion
Over 200 brick and mortar

stores and locations in
150 cities

2011 Telewizja Polsat Sp.
z o.o. 1301 100 0 Operational and financial synergy,

market consolidation TV Station, shows, brand

2011 INFO-TV-FM Sp. z
o.o. 9.24 61.23 0 Operational and financial synergy,

product portfolio diversification
Radio and TV frequency

acquisition

2012 Ipla 47.95 100 0
Market consolidation, economics

of scale, product portfolio
diversification

1.4 million active users

2013 Polskie Media
Amer.com S.A. 99 100 0 Operational and financial synergy,

market consolidation
Books and newspaper

publishing group

2014 Metelem Holding
Co. Ltd. 180.91 83.77 0

Operational and financial synergy,
market consolidation, economics

of scale, client base expansion,
product portfolio diversification

8 million new users

2014 Metelem Holding
Co. Ltd. 303.95 16.23 0

Operational and financial synergy,
market consolidation, economics

of scale, client base expansion,
product portfolio diversification

8 million new
users—transaction

completion

2014 Polkomtel Sp. z o.o. N/A 100 0

Operational and financial synergy,
market consolidation, economics

of scale, client base expansion,
product portfolio diversification

8 million new
users—transaction

completion

2015 Muzo fm Sp. z o.o. 1.3 100 0 Product portfolio diversification 400 thousand daily listeners,
radio frequency

2015 Redefine Sp. z o.o. N/A 100 0
Market consolidation, sales

channels expansion, product
portfolio diversification

1.4 million active
users—transaction

completion

2016 Litenite Ltd. 197.3 100 0
Operational and financial synergy,

economics of scale, market
consolidation

Acquisition and debt
cancellation

2016 Midas S.A. 81.74 27.24 65.99
Operational and financial synergy,

economics of scale, market
consolidation

LTE frequency acquisition
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Table 3. Cont.

Date of Final
Agreement

Target
Transaction
Value (mln

USD)

Shares
Bought (%)

Shares Before
Transaction (%)

Business Reason
Client Base/Key Assets

Captured

2016 Midas S.A. 20.53 6.76 93.24
Operational and financial synergy,

economics of scale, market
consolidation

LTE frequency
acquisition—transaction

completion

2016 Netshare Sp. z o.o. N/A 100 0 Operational and financial synergy
LTE frequency

acquisition—transaction
completion

2017 Eileme 1,2,3,4 AB N/A 199 0
Operational and financial synergy,
sales channels expansion, product

portfolio diversification

1.4 million active
users—transaction

completion

2018 Netia S.A. 195.04 33 0
Client base expansion, product

portfolio diversification,
operational and financial synergy

1 million client base
acquisitions, over 800 of the
biggest business clients in

Poland

2018 Netia S.A. N/A 33 0
Client base expansion, product
portfolio diversification, market

consolidation

1 million client base
acquisitions, over 800 of the
biggest business clients in

Poland—transaction
completion

2018 Eleven Sports
Network Sp. z o.o. 44.58 50 0

Product portfolio diversification,
operational and financial synergy,

client base expansion

2 million active paying users
and subscribers, licenses

2019 Vindix Sp. z o.o. N/A 0 0 Operational and financial synergy 77 debt portfolios, worth over
PLN 90 million

2019 Asseco Poland S.A. 312.05 21.95 1.05 Operational and financial synergy ICT software development
company and know-how

2020 Alledo Sp. z o.o. N/A 0 0
Product portfolio diversification,

new resources acquisition,
operational and financial synergy

Solar panels and LED light
producer and know-how;

cross/up-sell opportunities

2020 Grupa Interia PL Sp.
z o.o. N/A 100 0

Product portfolio diversification,
operational and financial synergy,

market consolidation
16 million daily active users

2020 Bcast Inc 1.66 69 0
New resources acquisition,

operational and financial synergy,
economics of scale

ICT software development
company and know-how

2020 Interia.pl N/A 100 0

Operational and financial synergy,
market consolidation, client base

expansion, product portfolio
diversification

16 million daily active
users—transaction

completion

2020
Spektrum TV

Kozep- Europai
Musorkes zito zrt

N/A 50.52 49.48

New resources acquisition,
operational and financial synergy,

economics of scale, market
consolidation

TV Channels and shows

Source: own, based on press releases, company reports.

As seen above, Cyfrowy Polsat Group consecutively expanded its client base, ensuring
the acquisition of core assets, enabling horizontal and vertical integration. For instance,
the acquisition of the Ipla.tv on-demand streaming platform, previously a satellite-based
TV service, moved towards digital to strengthen the market position of Cyfrowy Polsat as
an aggregator and content distributor. Another example is the acquisition of Polkomtel
or Netia—Telco and broadband providers, allowing Polsat to obtain synergy effects from
convergent offerings to their B2C clients, i.e., TV, Internet and phone in one bundle. Those
acquisitions significantly expanded its customer base. In 2020, Cyfrowy Polsat Group
had around 17 m regular users or clients, of which 25–30% are so-called “multiplay”
clients, using more than two products at once [49]. The monetization of acquired client
base, supported with 4.0 technologies, enables Cyfrowy Polsat Group’s growth, despite
the relatively low dynamics of the media industry trajectory. Another example is the
acquisition of Vindix, a debt collection company—instead of selling unprofitable clients to
other companies, Cyfrowy Polsat Group can manage the liabilities of their clients more
easily and efficiently. Until 2020, Cyfrowy Polsat Group had held an established position
on Telco, TV and radio market; however, digital media content had not been penetrated.
By acquiring Interia, Cyfrowy Polsat integrated vertically, and has every type of media
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company in their portfolio. Cyfrowy Polsat Group also moved towards becoming the first
integrated media devices company, as they also operate in the utilities and energy sector.
Cyfrowy Polsat Group bought Alledo—light and photovoltaic energy producer—and ZE
PAK—lignite power plant energy producer. As evidenced above, Cyfrowy Polsat Group’s
strategy has remained unchanged for the last 10 years. Through mergers and acquisitions,
at the beginning it established a large group of customers in the Polish market. Then,
it moved into portfolio diversification and offered its clients more and more complex
products and services, deriving from the achieved network effect. This was also often
communicated by management in the press releases, justifying the acquisitions.

The company board confirms this strategy, especially after the acquisition of Polkomtel
(Plus GSM), when KPI reporting has changed. Instead of reporting basic average revenue
per user numbers, as most subscription-based companies do, Cyfrowy Polsat Group started
to focus on revenue-generating unit saturation, which meant how many active services
one client has. Between Q1 2018 and Q3 2020 (last reported period), the RPU grew by 13%
to 2.72 points, proving that the strategy of leveraging effects of scale, monetizing the client
base, and diversifying product portfolio works [50].

Moreover, when announcing new acquisitions, the Cyfrowy Polsat board commu-
nicates the operational and financial synergy externalities, presenting a conscious under-
standing of its multi-level BM 4.0 strategy. During the acquisition of Netia, a broadband
provider, Cyfrowy Polsat published: “the synergy effects of the acquisition for revenue,
costs, CAPEX are estimated at 800 million of PLN between 2018 and 2023” [49].

Another example of network rent realization is the acquisition of Interia. From the user
perspective, the ads for Polsat TV shows are displayed as pop-up ads on Interia, delivered
over the Netia fiber-optic Internet; clients see shows on Polkomtel provided smartphones
through Ipla or Cyfrowy Polsat satellite TV, while also receiving an opportunity to install
solar panels on their roofs. Average revenue per user of the whole group grows by 5–7%
yearly and is one of the key performance indicators reported by the group.

Among M&A, we can also find examples of buying new technology 4.0 businesses.
These are i.a. acquisitions of LItenite LTD., Midas S.A., NetShare sp. z o.o., Vindix sp.z
o.o., Asseco, Bcast Inc. According to the owners’ declarations (reports for shareholders),
these acquisitions had an impact on reducing transaction costs (minimizing), accelerating
customer service processes, increasing the use of AI in reducing human work and increasing
the speed of customization of services and building scalable customer service systems.
It is also worth emphasizing that, in the strategies of M&A, Cyfrowy Polsat S.A. tries
to take over businesses with mature business models (Ipla, Netia S.A., Polkomtel S.A.)
and advanced technology. Among the group’s recent acquisitions, there are no insolvent
businesses or companies that do not add a certain value in the field of technology.

The analysis, explained in details in Table 4., was carried out independently for years
2015–2019 as this period was the only one fully available due to the change in IFRS 15—
Revenue from Contracts with Customers reporting standards. In general, Cyfrowy Polsat
manages to retain over 30% EBITDA margins throughout the years, despite their constant
decline of 15%. Despite worsening sector profitability, revenue per client increased by
30% from PLN 194.78 to 253.49, while subscription client base remained relatively flat,
increasing by only 1%. If we take under the consideration that Cyfrowy Polsat lies in the
intersection of ICT/Media business and competes with other TV broadcasters and Telco
operators, Cyfrowy Polsat stays strong in benchmark comparisons. The group’s biggest
private competitor in the TV sector is the TVN Group, which regularly publishes negative
bottom-line reports, while Polsat maintains at least 10% profit throughout the years. When
it comes to Telco operators, the market is consolidated between four players: T-Mobile,
P4, Orange, and Polkomtel (Plus) belonging to Cyfrowy Polsat. According to the Office of
Electronic Communications in Poland, the market shares changed due to strong pressure
from T-Mobile, and Orange, but Polkomtel managed to retain most of its customers base,
while P4 suffered the most. As seen in Table 5. Polkomtel network, belonging to Cyfrowy
Polsat, still remains stable telecom market shares, despite strong market competition.
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Table 4. Financial and KPI results of Cyfrowy Polsat between Q1 2015 and Q4 2019.

Quarter and
Year

Subscription
Clients (mln)

Revenue (bn
PLN)

Net Profit (mln
PLN)

EBIDTA (mln
PLN)

EBITDA
Margin

Revenue per
Client (PLN)

1Q2015 11.957 2.329 170.9 896.6 38.50% 194.78

2Q2015 11.933 2.469 305 977 39.60% 206.91

3Q2015 11.939 2.415 502.5 930 38.50% 202.28

4Q2015 11.934 2.61 186 891 33.80% 218.70

1Q2016 11.936 2.364 179 846 35.80% 198.06

2Q2016 11.971 2.443 231 935 38.30% 204.08

3Q2016 11.822 2.11 270 957 40.10% 178.48

4Q2016 11.679 2.535 342 902 35.60% 217.06

1Q2017 11.382 2.389 271 929 38.90% 209.89

2Q2017 11.381 2.47 282 964 39.00% 217.03

3Q2017 11.464 2.391 235 851 35.60% 208.57

4Q2017 11.498 2.579 157 873 33.90% 224.30

1Q2018 11.52 2.346 292 890 37.90% 203.65

2Q2018 11.611 2.603 231 946 36.10% 224.18

3Q2018 11.723 2.735 227 920 33.60% 233.30

4Q2018 11.712 3.002 66.1 941 31.40% 256.32

1Q2019 11.752 2.792 300 1038 38.20% 237.58

2Q2019 11.913 2.923 269 1076 36.80% 245.36

3Q2019 12.09 2.892 236.5 1021 35.30% 239.21

4Q2019 12.107 3.069 311.9 1062 32.70% 253.49

Source: own elaboration based on company reports, only for fully available years with new IFRS 15 reporting standards.

Table 5. Share of mobile phone operators based on revenue generated in Poland in 2018 and 2020.

Revenue 2018 2020 Change (p.p.)

T-Mobile 21.10% 24.30% 3.20 p.p.

P4 26.10% 20.20% −5.90 p.p.

Polkomtel 25.10% 24.90% −0.20 p.p.

Orange 24.50% 28.30% 3.80 p.p.
Accessed on 2 September 2021; Source: Office of Electronic Communication.

Cyfrowy Polsat as a group needs to utilize network-based strategy as the communi-
cations sector is already saturated. In 2020, the penetration rate of phones and internet
connection consecutively reached 140% and 90% leaving limited opportunity for growth
(Office of Electronic Communication). Similarly, the infrastructure costs, mostly due to data
consumption and 5G investments, increased by 55%. The Polish IT Chamber projections
suggest exponential 5–7× growth, creating stronger cost pressure on providers.

When it comes to prices, we observe a pricing pressure on Polish peers. For instance, a
US or Western European citizen pays more for data charges, and rarely enjoys an unlimited
data plan, while in Poland this is part of the regular packaging. Annual revenue per user
decreased at −24% CAGR between 2015–2020; however, the bundled offerings began to be
far more important, and they are the main revenue drivers for both Cyfrowy Polsat and
Orange. In fact, these two players changed their reporting to emphasize the importance of
bundle sales model, in which one customer receives a multiproduct offering: from fiber,
through TV, ending with a telephone plan for a four-person family. As seen in the Figure 2
below, we observe over 5–7× revenue differences between one offering and convergent
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ones. This allows for retaining profitability as customer acquisition cost remains similar in
any case.

Figure 2. Average monthly revenue per user from bundled telecommunication services (ARPU) in
Poland from 2018 to 2020. Source: Office of Electronic Communication.

This proves that network effects were leveraged to fully monetize the customer base,
which otherwise would remain stagnant. By acquiring new companies, the Cyfrowy Polsat
Group manages to increase its client base, overcoming organic growth obstacles, and
realizing synergies of cross/up-sell opportunities within product portfolio.

In 2019, the Cyfrowy Polsat Group bought a minority stake in Asseco Poland. It
was a signal to the market, that the Group was looking for solutions to strengthen its
IT infrastructure. For the Cyfrowy Polsat, Asseco started to be the main technological
partner supporting the development and maintenance of IT systems. The commercializa-
tion of 5G networks, artificial intelligence used for customer data analytics 4.0 industry,
cyber security or big data are just a few examples of areas where both companies could
achieve synergy. On top of that, Asseco is a leading software hub in Poland, being the key
technological partner of Cyfrowy Polsat. Despite the purchase of only 21.95% of Asseco
shares, it was the second largest investment of Cyfrowy Polsat (USD 312.05 million) which
clearly emphasized the strategic importance of this investment. Investment in Asseco
was important because of two aspects: creating a technological advantage, and to capture
value. Previously, Asseco was key technological partner of the biggest Telco competitor,
Orange Polska. According to Rafal Kozlowski, VP of Asseco: “The most important part is
to increase level of customer service. The 5G aspects are the next technological challenges,
which are currently analyze” [51].

Thanks to its intense M&A activity on the Polish market, the Cyfrowy Polsat Group
acquired entities from various areas of activity: broadcasting and production of televi-
sion, Internet media, telecommunications, pay TV, online video and integrated services.
Although they coincide, the key factor for Cyfrowy Polsat Group was the effective and
efficient integration of the acquired resources in order to search for the synergy effect that
would guarantee the creation of added value, primarily for its shareholders. Cardiam
et al. emphasized that resource integration is an embedded process of matching (fitting
of available resources and primarily concerns interaction), resourcing (resource creation,
integration and resistance removal) and valuing (assessment of value in the social context,
the determination of positive or negative outcomes from the enactment of resourcing) [52].
Those concepts have been seen in Cyfrowy Polsat Group’s successful strategy: precise
assessment of the potential target of the acquisition (Metelem Holding), creation of the
new content (Telewizja Polsat), its further distribution through the distribution channels
(mPunkt Polska or Ipla), supported by constant resource development (Asseco Poland).
The measurable effect of this success is reflected in its the share price.

Since its IPO in 2013, the Cyfrowy Polsat stock price grew from PLN 17 to PLN 29,
maintaining healthy profitability, and stable growth rates, outpacing the WIG stock index
by 72% within the last ten years, which was presented in the Figure 3. The Beta coefficient
of Cyfrowy Polsat S.A. to WiG for the last 10 years is 0.843 according to the financial
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data published in the Company’s reports. A beta coefficient can measure the volatility of
an individual stock compared to the systematic risk of the entire market. A beta value
that is less than 1.0 means that the security is theoretically less volatile than the market.
Including this stock in a portfolio makes it less risky than the same portfolio without the
stock. The outperformance is especially visible from early 2013 when Cyfrowy Polsat
started to regularly acquire other companies, realizing its programmatic M&A strategy.
The group is also a main vehicle of wealth growth for main owner, Zygmunt Solorz-Żak,
who is consecutively the richest Pole, in various rankings.

Figure 3. Cyfrowy Polsat stocks performance vs. main Warsaw Stock Index (WIG) vs. M&A activity of Cyfrowy Polsat S.A.,
between 30.11.2010 and 30.11.2020. The baseline is 100%; Source: own elaboration based on stooq.pl.

5. Conclusions and Discussion of the Results

The aim of the study, the results of which are presented in this article, was to indicate
the possibilities of using a business model from the perspective of Industry 4.0 based on
the theory of the network effect in building the value of network organizations.

The main objective of the study, the results of which are presented in the article, was
to indicate the possibility of using a business model from the perspective of Industry 4.0
based on the theory of the network effect in building the value of network organizations.
It is worth emphasizing that the network effect was first used by Jeffrey Rohfls. He
investigated the telecommunication sector. The utility that a subscriber derives from a
communications service increases as others join the system. He conducted his research in
the 1970s. A lot has changed since then. Mainly due to the development of technology, the
network effect can also be found in other sectors. However, a completely new impetus
was given by the development of Industry 4.0, thanks to which possibilities of creating
network effects apply to most sectors [53]. The conducted research allows one to conclude
that, especially 4.0 technologies, such as AI, Cloud Computing, big data and IoT have an
impact on the shaping of a new business model in the telecommunication sector (the first
research question). The new model offers qualitatively different possibilities of achieving
the network effect without incurring excessive transaction costs and with new possibilities
of building economies of scale. The impact on the reduction, elimination of transaction
costs and new possibilities of model scalability are the main features of the method of
increasing the possibility of obtaining network effects (second research question). Thanks
to business models 4.0, organizations in the telecommunication sector can (as was shown
in the case study) move from a classic subscription business model to a model based on
the network effect [53]. In the future, the development of this model will be a business
model containing the features of the business ecosystem [54] with elements of complexity
theory [55]. G. Parker, who in his research proves that “platform ecosystems rely on
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economies of scale, data-driven economies of scope, high quality algorithmic systems, and
strong network effects that typically promote winner-take-most markets” [56].

The presented case of a media group with its M&A confirms that 4.0 technologies
implemented in the business model can change not only quantitatively (the number of
customers), but also qualitatively (new monetization schemes—the way of operation).

The results of the study of a class 4.0 business model using network effects presented
in the article meet the requirements for the study. It presents the way technology 4.0
influences building the value characteristic of business models and the impact of these
categories on the possibility of using direct and indirect network effects. The case report of
the Cyfrowy Polsat Group contained in the article helps to facilitate an understanding of the
mechanisms of this impact by identifying the key direct effects of the relationship between
building value and the increase in the number of customers, the value measured by the size
of the markets served. The results of the study carried out in accordance with the case study
method can be generalized only to cases with similar properties. This is a fundamental
limitation of the case study. Nevertheless, the analyzes and prepared conclusions allow us
to confirm the usefulness of researching business models that refer to the concept of the
network effect and are technologically supported by innovations from Industry 4.0. The
research used the analysis of the IFRS index is characteristic of organizations providing
services to clients and groups of clients and measuring the effectiveness of management
in this type of activities. Of course, the authors know the limitations of this indicator.
Nevertheless, in the situation of the network effect analysis, it is important to include
the entire effect of interactions, and the continuous analysis is able to strengthen the
credibility of the result obtained. To some extent, the conclusion of the authors of the study
is confirmed by comparing the company’s results with the general stock market trend. In
subsequent studies, it is worth subjecting the rigors of the research method to a wider
representation of companies, also in other sectors, and in this way to comprehensively
check the usefulness of 4.0 business models based on the concept of the network effect.

The presented case study also allows for the indication of the formation of indirect
effects resulting from the use of SaaS services, sharing economy platforms, and ride
sharing platforms. Acquisitions of companies increasing the possibilities of servicing IT
infrastructure is an opportunity to ensure in the long term an increase in the number
of serviced customers at a lower transaction cost [57]. The indicated example can also
be treated as a form of organizational synergy analysis [58]. It is also an example of
focusing on building an organization focused on meeting the needs of a diverse group of
stakeholders [59].

Rebound changes in the Cyfrowy Polsat group “we want to be the leader of the
entertainment and telecommunications market in Poland, we want to do so using the best
and most modern technologies in order to provide high-quality integrated services, and
the overriding goal of our strategy is sustainable, long-term value growth” [60] indicate a
consistent strategy of building value based on an increase in the number of customers and
an increase in Revenue from Contracts with Customers.

In the communication services sector, the network effect has been the main motive
of integration for many years. However, it was not called a network effect, and was
often referred to as a strategy of building new markets [61], a strategy of horizontal
diversification, strategies of resource diversification [62,63]. This was mainly the case
of earlier research. Analyzing very broadly, it was mainly a problem of some kind of
diversification. In this way, the building of this type of organization in industry analysis
and resource-based management was analyzed. In these approaches to the strategy, the
main emphasis was on building the organization’s revenues by increasing market shares
or increasing the value of the organization as a result of M&A itself. Only the network
school in strategic management pointed to other possibilities of building the value of the
organization, emphasizing the relational resources of various groups of stakeholders and
their impact on building specific feedbacks in the system of supporting income streams.
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The next stage, symbolically marked in this article, will be an attempt to interpret network
effects as the basis for shaping the ecosystems of an organization [64].

The theory of business models and the development of 4.0 technologies providing the
basis for the definition of new 4.0 business models (as presented in the case of Cyfrowy
Polsat in the Figure 4), in the opinion of the authors of the article, confirmed by the literature
research and case study analysis, will probably be the main factor accelerating the transition
to the interpretation of network as the basis for shaping management ecosystems in the
spirit of complexity theory.

Changes in the perception of the network effect in management evolve similarly to the
already historic outsourcing. Both of these categories first appeared in informatic sciences
and only later were adopted by management sciences. Similarly, it has also evolved in the
management as the concept of economic platforms [65].

It also emphasized the importance of the value creation from the resource integration
in and resource interaction across the Cyfrowy Polsat Group’s. The efficient integration
of the resources acquired through many of its M&As was crucial to meet shareholder’s
high expectation. Its strategy clearly represents some of the key concepts of the Resource
Interaction Approach, described by Baraldi et al. as channelling the newly acquired services
through the same interface, resource combinations across the Group’s entities, innovations
and technical developments [66].

 

Figure 4. Meta network of network effects for Cyfrowy Polsat; source: own.

It is worth mentioning also that further acquisitions and building network with users
and product and services will have impact on network effect. Network effect, in this case,
is measured by IFRS 15—Revenue from Contracts with Customers. This metric, according
to the authors, may be a good indicator to show the potential advancement of the network
effect in a given organization. In this case, if the Contracts with Customers indicator is
growing in the proper period, that can mean that the network effect is stronger, and it is
more intense. This indicator is most often used in analyses of organizations that build
value by adding new customer groups (M&A) and by adding new services or products for
existing customer groups (also through M&A).

Of course, the increase in value in the organization may be the result of many factors,
dependent and independent of the company. However, the purpose of the study presented
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in this article was for those factors that were associated with the expansion of the customer
base and the increase in Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The results obtained for
the studied group should be treated as reliable, not only because the data were obtained
from public documents of the organization and processed in accordance with the logic of
this indicator, but also because they are consistent with the strategic goals and strategic
motives of the by them M&A.

The presented model does not exhaust all the possibilities of the impact of technology
4.0 on the nature of the business model, nor does it exhaust all possible variants of network
business models. However, it is noteworthy that class 4.0 solutions allow for building new
and more efficient business models, and often also lead to a change in the general concept
of running a business.

As presented within the case study, by leveraging 4.0 business models, including SaaS,
sharing economy, and IT infrastructure, alongside with increased volume of clients served,
the Cyfrowy Polsat Group realizes a network rent. The company does it mostly through
programmatic M&As of selected ICT/media companies, which complement their business
model. With that, Cyfrowy Polsat Group monetizes its otherwise-stagnant subscription
customers base by adding more connections of products towards customers. Moreover,
it does this despite worsening conditions, constantly outperforming the market. It uses a
similar integration strategy as a top technology company in the world, including Alphabet
(Google), Amazon or Facebook. In this sense, it is an outstanding example of modern BM
4.0 within Central Eastern Europe.

The obtained results can be the basis for changes in the management of organizations.
If indeed the transaction costs in the business model 4.0 using network effects can be
reduced to zero, then hierarchical organizations so far dominant in management will be in-
effective and will lose competition with organizations built on contracts. Then, it will also
be possible to fully use the theory of complexity to define the organization’s strategy [56].

Until then, managers in organizations can effectively use the concept of including new
customer groups and new products for these customers in the organization, counting on
the growth of Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The theory of network effects used
in the strategies of Google, Facebook, the Netflix group and others has so far proved its
advantage over other classic strategies from the concepts of I. Ansoff or M. Porter. However,
it differs from the Google, Facebook and Netflix strategy in that it is implemented in a
company that deals with media and telecommunications, but also operates in the energy,
banking, insurance and real estate sectors. All these sectors operate using the described
business model, showing that network effects can also be used cross-sectorally. The closest
to this is Alphabet’s development. Many other organizations, especially in the service
sector, are already consciously moving in this direction.
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Abstract: There are a number of voices who blame digitization for having a number of negative effects
on the music industry including a decline in album sales, copyright infringement, unfair royalty
payments, and competition with foreign multinationals. Yet, the global emergence of Korean
pop music or K-pop suggests a different narrative, particularly given that its growth was largely
unexpected among industry experts. Understanding the key to its international breakthrough can
thus produce meaningful lessons for the music industries of other countries for their own further
take-off. This constitutes the focus for this paper. Digitization has influenced various sectors of
the Korean music industry such as business, society, and consumers. It has also transformed the
management focus of the industry from analog to digital, from offline to online, from albums to songs,
from specialization to integration, from domestic providers to international suppliers, from audio
sound to visual images, from possessing to accessing, and from limited integration to synergistic
network. This signifies that embracing technology advancement can enhance the competitiveness of
cultural industries.

Keywords: digitization; digital transformation; K-pop; Korean music industry; Hallyu; Korean wave;
cultural industries

In recent years, a number of voices in the music industry have blamed online streaming services
like Spotify (Stockholm, Sweden) and YouTube (San Brino, CA, USA) for having a negative effect
globally on the music business. In fact, several well-known singers such as Adele, Beyoncé, and Taylor
Swift have criticized these streaming platforms as posing a threat to their livelihoods [1,2]. While many
have been quick to criticize, few have sought to really understand how technological advancement
and digitization have changed culture to this extent; a way of thinking in the industry that has led to
few effective approaches being adopted in response to this challenge. However, an alternative path
that has proven to be successful exists. Korean pop music or K-pop and its global emergence suggest a
narrative on how to fully take advantage of these changes in the music industry (Although the term
“industry” generally refers to production and related activities, in this paper it is used to have a broader
concept that encompasses production and related activities, as well as consumption).

For this reason, there has been noticeable growing interest in K-pop around the world over the
past decade [3–6]. Since its emergence, K-pop has been one of the driving forces behind Hallyu or the
Korean wave which has translated into the rise of Korean (pop) culture. It covers a diverse range of
genres from traditional Korean music to hip hop (rap) and electronic dance music (EDM). Among its
many artists, K-pop can be characterized by its “idol” culture with boy and girl bands coupled with its
iconic synchronized group dance and mixture of Korean and English lyrics. It is also widely known that
K-pop has been extensively diffused by the Internet and its platforms. To provide a sense of its scale,
two examples can demonstrate clearly its rising global popularity. The first is the singer PSY’s viral hit
“Gangnam Style” which came out in 2012 and for several years was the most-watched video of all time
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on YouTube. The second is the recent success of the K-pop boyband BTS or Bangtan Boys who won
the Billboard Award for Top Social Artist for the third year in a row in 2019, beating well-established
singers such as Justin Bieber and Selena Gomez [7]. Furthermore, this band recently achieved its first
number 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 with the song “Dynamite”.

These landmark achievements stand in stark contrast to the situation that the Korean music
industry was faced with in the period before the 1990s. Throughout this time, observers pointed
out a wide number of factors that hindered its development, such as the dominance of Japanese
music styles, Western influences, government censorship, international pressure to open its market,
plagiarism, piracy, and negative domestic market conditions (refer to Parc and Kawashima [8] and
Parc, Messerlin, and Moon [9]). In particular, Korea was for a long time regarded as existing outside of
the “core countries” in the cultural sector. This would then suggest that the emergence of K-pop in
the global market needs to be understood better in terms of the key factors behind its international
popularity and their implications that can be useful for other music industries (Some consider this
as a result of the Korean music industry’s continuous efforts since the 1970s to achieve international
popularity, particularly in Japan. In this regard, there were a few scattered cases of artists making
a breakthrough: Lee Sung-Ae in the late 1970s, Cho Yong-Pil from the late 1970s to the early 1980s,
and Gye Eun-Sook in the 1980s and 1990s. However, they are very different from today’s popularity
in terms of geographical coverage and the level of impact. It should be noted that other countries,
such as Japan and a number of European countries, have also undertaken similar efforts toward the US
market. Hence, simply mentioning sporadic moments of going abroad is not enough to explain the
international popularity of K-pop).

So far, most analyses on K-pop have drawn upon insufficient explanations such as hybridity and
cultural proximity, which are elaborated further in the literature review, or have highlighted aspects
that have little meaning elsewhere such as cultural uniqueness or superiority (refer to Otmazgin [10]).
Moving away from such approaches that often lack true logic, candidate factors should be carefully
analyzed by distinguishing changes that have happened ex ante or ex post for the international
emergence of K-pop. Among many explanations, internet-related factors such as the influence of social
networking services (SNS) hold some weight but are not specific to Korea.

In order to better understand the emergence of K-pop, an analysis on changes in the Korean music
industry should be considered. Thus, this paper links digital technology to the music industry and
focuses on identifying the key elements that have fostered the digital transformation of the Korean
music industry, which has resulted in the global emergence of K-pop. To support such an approach,
a comprehensive and systematic analytical tool based upon Michael Porter’s diamond model is utilized.
We first review critically the literature that has examined the factors behind K-pop’s international
coverage. Following this, Porter’s diamond model and its logic in this situation is applied. We then
analyze the reciprocity between technological advancement and the Korean music industry, coupled
with its impact on digital transformation of the industry. Next, we discuss how evolution became
generalized along with guidelines for cultural policies in an era of digitization. The paper concludes
with a summary of implications to be drawn from the analysis and suggests areas for further study.

1. Critical Literature Review

While K-pop has been around for some time (in this case, when K-pop began is debatable.
Some view it as emerging after the Korean War, thus in the 1950s when American songs had a
significant influence on Korean music [9,11]. Others argue that the beginning of K-pop was with Seo
Taiji and Boys, a boy band that debuted in 1992 (see Oh and Lee [12] and Howard [13]). However,
these different views do not change the analysis and findings of this paper), its international popularity
only became more visible in the 2000s. Given these recent developments, an analysis of K-pop’s
growing international popularity would be stronger if it were focused on more timely variables.
In looking at the existing studies on this topic, they can be categorized into five elements that reflect
their approach: (1) cultural proximity, (2) hybridity, (3) state cultural policies, (4) fandom, and (5) SNS.
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Cultural proximity. Kim and Ryoo [14] and Sung [15] have noted that Korean cultural products are
mostly consumed in East and Southeast Asia. In earlier times, it seemed that the export of Korean
products enjoyed more popularity in countries that share Confucian values. This has led many scholars
then to argue that the spread of Korean popular music and other texts depends upon cultural proximity.
However, Lie [16] has pointed out that Korean cultural goods have also enjoyed widespread popularity
in Europe, North America, Latin America, and the Middle East. Further insights in this regard can be
provided by the number of views on YouTube as a barometer to measure the diversity of its popularity;
this platform provides a wide range of music regardless of it being old or new and it is the most
popular online streaming site in the world [17].

Jung and Song [18] present the number of views on YouTube by region based on data from
2011, a year before the viral spread of “Gangnam Style”. The fact that a large portion of views are
concentrated in Asia would seem initially to support the cultural proximity argument (see Column [a]
of Table 1). Although the absolute number is meaningful, the analysis can be different if we consider
the number of views per person and also per youngster of each country as they are more likely to
be the consumers of K-pop; in other words, data for Columns [d] and [e] are more important than
those of Column [a] for a fair comparison. Such an approach is used due to great contrasts among
population sizes and demographics around the world which on its own does not accurately reflect the
real popularity of K-pop. This new approach used here thus reveals a different picture.

Table 1. A new interpretation of the number of YouTube views for K-pop (2011).

Regions
No. of Views a

(2011, Unit: 1000)

[a]

Populations b

(2011, Unit: 1000) No. of Views/Person

Total

[b]

Age Group
(15–29 y.o.)

[c]

Total

[d] = [a]/[b]

Age Group
(15–29 y.o.)
[e] = [a]/[c]

Asia 1
(excl. China and Korea) 1,507,325 2,828,906 763,191 0.53 1.98

Japan 423,684 128,499 20,095 3.30 21.08

Asia 2
([Asia 1]−Japan) 1,083,641 2,700,407 743,096 0.40 1.46

North America 289,271 346,251 72,501 0.84 3.99

Europe 173,862 737,851 144,163 0.24 1.21

South America 119,079 597,995 158,510 0.20 0.75

Oceania 30,820 37,498 8625 0.82 3.57

Africa 9631 1,066,410 295,584 0.01 0.03

Notes: 1. On the number of views, the original source does not clarify if the Caribbean region is included in the
category of “South America”. Therefore, in contrast to the original format, the population of the Caribbean region
is integrated into South America; 2. Data on China are not included in the Asia category due to unavailability of
YouTube in the country; 3. The number of views in Korea and the Korean population are excluded. Data sources:
a. Jung and Song [18]; b. United Nations [19].

First, compared to those in “Asia 1” and “Asia 2” (China and Korea are excluded; YouTube is
not available in China while Korea is where K-pop originates from), people in North America and
Oceania are actually the consumers who viewed K-pop videos the most when the number of views
per capita is taken into account (see Column [d]). It is noteworthy that these data are from the period
before the success of Psy and BTS and that Japan has been the main target for K-pop bands. Second,
this becomes even more evident when focusing on the age group of 15–29 who are considered to be the
main consumers of K-pop. When Japan is excluded, youths in North America and Oceania consume
more K-pop than the same age group in Asia, again when the number of views per capita is considered
(see Column [e]). In order to better understand this perspective, it is also necessary to point out the
fact that Korean entertainment companies promoted K-pop more in Asia, notably in Japan, during its
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early days. Furthermore, Psy and BTS have gained more popularity in North America than elsewhere.
All of these explanations suggest that the cultural proximity argument cannot fully explain how K-pop
came to enjoy significant popularity at the global level.

Some may argue that the above analysis does not consider the influence of the Korean diaspora.
However, this point is irrelevant when taking into account the ratio of diaspora which we have
calculated additionally (see Table 2). In this respect, using data for 2011 from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Korea [20], the ratio of Korean diaspora in each region’s population appears
to be around 0 percent. Among these regions, North America has the highest diaspora population
which is 0.666 percent of the total population, while Oceania, Europe, Asia (excluding China, Japan,
and Korea), South America, and Africa all reach close to 0 percent.

Table 2. Presence of Korean diaspora (2011).

Regions
Total Population a

(2011, Unit: 1000)
Total No. of Korean

Diaspora b
Ratio of Korean

Diaspora

Asia 1
(excl. China and Korea) 2,828,906 1,205,479 0.043%

Japan 128,499 913,097 0.711%

Asia 2
([Asian 1]−Japan) 2,700,407 292,382 0.011%

North America 346,251 2,307,082 0.666%

Europe 737,851 656,707 0.089%

South America 597,995 112,980 0.019%

Oceania 37,498 161,038 0.429%

Africa 1,066,410 11,072 0.001%

Notes: 1. The regional distinction is adopted from Table 1; 2. Data for age groups of Korean diaspora are unavailable.
Data sources: a. United Nations [19]; b. Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Korea [20].

Hybridity. The hybridity between Korean and Western cultures is an element often referred to in
many existing studies on K-pop’s popularity [21–24]. There are various types of hybridity to consider
here, but for this paper we will consider music style and lyrics as they are the most commonly referred
to in existing studies. In the first case, musical hybridity is interpreted as foreign music genres and
styles that have been mixed with traditional Korean pop music [23]. Indeed, much of this influence
came during the 1990s when hip hop, reggae, and Euro dance became popular in the Korean music
scene. Second, lyrical hybridity is often understood in terms of the lyrical content being a mixture of
English and Korean [24,25]. While these two types of hybridity have enriched the K-pop music scene,
a broader understanding of this issue is necessary in order to accurately assess its impact on K-pop
and its global popularity.

It is important to recognize that many types of music have been popular in other countries
before they reached Korea. For example, reggae was already popular in the Philippines, Thailand,
and Japan during the 1980s. Hip hop became mainstream throughout the 1980s and 1990s in the
United States, Europe, Africa, and Asia. Euro dance became globally popular from the mid-1990s [26].
Therefore, the hybridity of these music styles with traditional local music should not be considered as
K-pop-specific but has been part of a global trend.

Hybridity in regard to the lyrics cannot by themselves explain the popularity of K-pop.
English words frequently featured in the lyrics of songs from Hong Kong and Japan long before they
showed up in Korea [22,27]. This shows that hybridity of lyrics is by no means specifically characteristic
to K-pop. While this may have helped K-pop to reach a competitive level with other prevailing music
in the global market, it is still hard to argue that this hybridization per se makes K-pop internationally
more popular than others that are also hybridized.
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State cultural policy. Hong [28], Jin [21], and Kwon and Kim [29] have sought to highlight
the importance of the Korean government’s cultural policy in the rise of K-pop. Here they have
noted how performers have benefited from official financial support to hold concerts and festivals.
Such government support, though, only began in the late 2000s when K-pop was already showing
signs of international popularity [9,30]. Crucially, however, this was directed toward promoting
the “national brand” of Korea by exploiting K-pop’s popularity rather than intending to foster its
growth [12,31,32]. This argument is supported by an official statement from a government official who
stated that the “Korean wave including K-pop has been gaining a lot of international attention and it is
culturally beneficial to the national interests, so the state provides full support” [33].

Fandom. Several studies have identified the zealous fandom of K-pop as a factor in its international
popularity [24,25,34]. Fans of K-pop often open websites for various online activities to support their
favorite bands. They routinely play newly released songs of their supporting band on various music
sites. Some even externalize by posting billboards in public spaces to express support for their favorite
bands or organize crowdfunding projects. The importance of K-pop fandom and its activities to
support their favorite bands and create a sense of community should not be overlooked, although a
focus on fandom perhaps raises the question: how did they come to know about K-pop, how were
they able to access the music? Above all, why were they interested in K-pop in the first place? In this
respect, why are the fandom activities for K-pop significantly more visible than those for bands from
other countries?

SNS. In addressing such questions, Jin [21], Jung [35], and Jung and Shim [36] have all emphasized
the importance of digitization coupled with technological development and social media. The power
of SNS has undeniably helped K-pop to spread more effectively at a low cost. Indeed, digitization
seems to offer the most likely explanation for why the Korean music industry has enjoyed progress
and prosperity by considering the correlation between K-pop’s emergence and the early introduction
of the Internet.

Despite its persuasive view, this approach requires further analysis as well given that the Internet
is now the basic infrastructure for many countries around the world. As such, it would be very easy
for any international entertainment company to utilize the Internet and SNS to promote their work.
Furthermore, the availability of the Internet is not limited to K-pop fans, but also to the fandom of
other singers and bands from around the world. In other words, if they wish, they can pursue similar
supporting activities for their favorite bands and singers. We can see here that this factor has an
insufficient explanatory power and requires rather an in-depth analysis of why K-pop and the Korean
music industry have more actively engaged in SNS when compared with their counterparts around
the world. As such, a more comprehensive approach is needed to understand how business, society,
and consumers have reacted to new information and communication technologies in return.

It is here that we wish to emphasize the structure of the music industry. Regardless of digitization,
the music industry inevitably encompasses four main segments: production, distribution, performance,
and consumption. By considering this structure, it is easy to understand that the role of the Internet
and SNS analyzed in previous studies is superficially related to either distribution or consumption.
Therefore, this paper will comprehensively cover all of these four segments in depth, which will help
to broaden the understanding of K-pop’s international popularity.

2. Theoretical Background and Methodology

In order to cover the four main segments of the music industry, an effective tool is required that
can deal with them systematically and comprehensively. In this regard, Porter’s [37] diamond model
provides one of the best tools for such analysis. Based on the concept of competitive advantages, Porter
states that competitiveness relies on four interrelated components: (1) factor conditions, (2) demand
conditions, (3) related and supporting industries, and (4) firm strategy, structure, and rivalry. Factor conditions
include a country’s position in areas of production, such as the presence of skilled labor or other
necessary factors to compete in a given industry; demand conditions involve the size and sophistication
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of home demand for the industry’s product or service; related and supporting industries include the
presence or absence of domestic suppliers and an internationally competitive related industry; and firm
strategy, structure, and rivalry entail the conditions that govern how companies are created, organized,
and managed, as well as the nature and intensity of domestic rivalry [37] (p. 71). Based upon this
model, he argues that nations are more likely to succeed in industries or industry segments for which
these four components are most favorable.

This can further explain how competitive advantages can be created, enhanced, and sustained.
In particular, it is crucial to pay attention to the point that competitive advantages can be created in a
given environment and disadvantages can even be transformed into advantages [37,38]. In his study,
Porter argues that companies or industries achieve competitive advantage through acts of innovation,
either in new technologies and new ways of doing things, or in pursuing existing ideas that have never
been vigorously pursued [37] (p. 45). As a result, strategies (or industry and business activities) can
develop to fit both industry dynamics and changing environments.

This diamond approach has been utilized to analyze cultural industries, including Hallyu
generally [39,40], Korean dramas and films [41], K-pop [9], and comparison between J-pop and
K-pop [8]. Therefore, concerning the structure of the music industry, this tool is extensive enough to
cover production, distribution, performance, and consumption which covers comprehensively the
industry and is adequate enough to be applied to an analysis of the Korean music industry.

While this paper adopts the diamond approach and the attribute of each component, we have
renamed its four components as follows to allow for greater clarity while still retaining the model:
producers (factor conditions); consumers (demand conditions); distributors (related and supporting industries);
and business context (firm strategy, structure, and rivalry). The analysis described in this paper begins
with distributors and ends by dealing with business context, as technological advancement brought
about changes in distribution first ahead of other segments and later these changes have affected the
business context.

As part of the analysis that explains the digital transformation of the Korean music industry,
the narrative employed in this paper is not necessarily in chronological order, but is instead more
focused on cause and effect; some changes appeared much earlier yet still have an impact. Moreover,
the analysis in this paper is based on qualitative assessments on industrial dynamics and are backed
up by existing studies. In particular, sources from media outlets are often utilized as they cover the
most recent events related to digitization in the Korean music industry that cannot be found in current
academic papers.

As yet, there are few studies that have systematically conducted in-depth research on the
digitization of the Korean music industry given its recent nature. This has led to analysis on K-pop
being conducted without linking the evidence to one another in a logical fashion. The novelty then
of this article is the way in which it seeks the causality that can systematically and comprehensively
explain the digital transformation of the Korean music industry when facing digitization.

3. Digital Transformation of the Korean Music Industry

This section examines the digital transformation of the Korean music industry responding to the
changes of business, society, and consumers in the face of digital technological advancement. As the
introduction of the Internet and its “routinization” through smart devices have brought about drastic
changes [8], the process and responsiveness have materialized in different ways. As such, it would
be more effective to cover these two events separately; they are thus categorized as “introduction”
(Digitization 1.0) and “routinization” (Digitization 2.0) of the Internet.
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3.1. Digitization 1.0: Introduction of the Internet

3.1.1. Distributors: From Analog to Digital

As the emergence of new recording technologies made it easier to copy the latest music in Korea,
piracy became more prevalent throughout the 1980s and 1990s. The common practice though was
not to copy an entire album but rather a pirated album would contain a playlist of the most popular
songs. Known as kilboard (an amalgamation of the Korean word for street kil and the US entertainment
brand Billboard), these compilation albums were widely sold by illegal vendors on the streets of Korea.
Despite the fact that this was considered as bad practice by the Korean government who periodically
sought to crack down on these vendors, kilboard albums were very popular as they featured all the best
songs of the time and the price was generally three to five times cheaper than buying an album in a
shop. In particular, they became popular among the young generation who were the main consumer of
music despite having no principal income sources. This arguably made the kilboard vendors effective
music distributors while promoting the idea that songs are easily accessible cultural products without
having to pay much money.

In the early 1990s, PC-based communication network services were dominant before the Internet
became widespread in Korea. Personal digital devices were also introduced during this period,
such as MiniDisc players and later MP3 players. Online communities regularly featured personal
advertisements from those seeking to exchange music with other users, which increased bonds among
consumers of a specific band or singer. With loose regulation of intellectual property rights (IPRs) and
ubiquitous piracy, tech-savvy youngsters increasingly extracted songs from CDs and exchanged them
with their peers.

In witnessing these changes, the Korean music business began to shift from the analog format
toward “digital music” albums. The first effort in this case was initiated in 1998 by Cho PD, a little-known
Korean rapper, who established his own record label Stardom (Seoul, Korea). He wrote and composed
his first online album In Stardom which was uploaded and distributed through an online network in
1998. Featuring eight rap songs as MP3 files, this online album became rapidly popular nationwide.
Soon thereafter he released an offline version of In Stardom in January 1999. Although this work
featured eight new songs alongside the original ones from his previous online album, and was classified
by censors as offensive material, it achieved nationwide sales of 500,000 albums and was considered to
be one of the most successful cases at that time in Korea. Through these processes, the Korean music
industry understood the great potential of this new type of distribution which led to more digital
albums being released. Today, many Korean bands release their albums simultaneously as both on-
and offline platforms. This transition from analog to digital has facilitated the wider and more effective
diffusion of K-pop in the era of digitization when compared with export of physical albums.

3.1.2. Producers: From Offline to Online

Led by groundbreaking groups such as Hyun Jin-young and Wawa and Seo Taiji and Boys,
the Korean music industry underwent a significant change in terms of music style moving from
ballads to rap music in the early 1990s (Hyun Jin-young was trained under Lee Soo-man who was the
founder of SM Entertainment). In other words, the direction of the musical influence was unilateral,
from international to domestic. Witnessing the shift from offline to online markets, Korean businesses
anticipated not only an increase in domestic market size, but also an expansion of market scope.
In other words, a bilateral shift. This trend became a reality following the sudden success of the Korean
dance music duo Clon who enjoyed widespread popularity in Taiwan during the late 1990s. Thus,
the music style transformations during this period accelerated further to meet the changing domestic
and international tastes.

Under these circumstances, entertainment companies began to hire bilingual musicians to sing
and rap in English, which helped to penetrate foreign markets as well as to appeal to international
fans. In this context, the largest entertainment company in Korea, SM Entertainment (Seoul, Korea,
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hereafter SME), formed the girl group S.E.S. in November 1997 whose members could speak English
and Japanese. Initially, Korean companies focused on the Japanese market but soon expanded to
recruit Korean American singers in the late 1990s, and other performers from China and Thailand as
the years passed. This strategy has also been adopted by late-comers such as YG Entertainment (Seoul,
Korea, hereafter YGE) and JYP Entertainment (Seoul, Korea, hereafter JYPE).

As the market has functions bilaterally between domestic and international through on- and
offline platforms, it is not just the consumption market that has expanded, but also the way music is
produced. In this regard, Korean companies and their bands and singers collaborate with international
musicians in order to enlarge their fandom internationally as well as to widen their music genres.
For example, American musicians such as Flo Rida and Diplo collaborated with Korean musicians
such as BoA and G-Dragon in the late 2000s. This trend continued to be strengthened throughout
the 2010s as the Nordic pop group Bracelet collaborated with the Korean boy band B.A.P while John
Legend released a duet with Wendy from Red Velvet. In particular, BTS has been one of the leaders
in such collaboration. This group has teamed up with a range of well-known American musicians,
such as The Chainsmokers, Desiigner, Halsey, Lauv, Nicki Minaj, Steve Aoki, and Warren G. This
endeavor has helped K-pop to further diversify its genres and to introduce itself to the local fandom
of well-established collaborators. Hence, these efforts have contributed toward expanding K-pop’s
influence and market through both on- and offline platforms. All in all, this has helped to increase its
international popularity.

3.1.3. Consumer: From Album to Song

The rapid digitization of the music industry changed consumer purchasing behavior across the
world. Instead of buying a CD album, consumers in the 2000s began to purchase (or download) only
the popular songs from online music platforms or stores [42]. In other words, instead of buying an
album that has only one or two appealing songs while the others are less so, consumers collect only
those songs that they enjoy more. In fact, this selective behavior appeared in Korea much earlier than
other countries as Korean youngsters extracted songs in MP3 format from CDs and traded them online.
For consumers, this process divorced songs from their albums and changed the way in which they
engaged with music. Rather than simply criticize this behavior, Korean music producers instead began
to reconsider their own production strategies in response. The approach they adopted in this sense
was to increasingly focus their efforts on producing just a few standout tracks rather than utilizing all
their resources to create multiple tracks for an album.

Because they were now concentrated on producing just a few tracks, such a limited number of
songs had to be of the highest quality. To achieve an internationally competitive standard, Korea’s
entertainment companies began to forge new contacts with leading foreign composers from the late
1990s. For example, several songs performed by S.E.S. were in fact composed by Japanese and Finnish
song writers or were even an official cover version. For example, their widely popular song “Dreams
Come True” (1998) was actually a cover of “Like a Fool” by the Finnish girl group Nylon Beat. With this
successful formula, these entertainment companies went on to establish a tight network with foreign
song writers, notably those from Scandinavia. SM leads the way in such efforts and has a collaborative
network with 864 international songwriters as of June 2020 [43]. This endeavor helped them to enhance
their musical quality and has allowed K-pop to be competitive in the global market. Part of this effort
has been externalized as international collaboration which explained the precedent section.

Another interesting point in this regard can be found with the Japanese music industry. Since the
mid-1980s, its artists have been releasing what is known as “single albums”, a format which contains
only one or two songs as part of efforts to increase sales. This single-album strategy was adopted in
Korea. Later when combined with the Internet, it resulted in Korean companies producing the more
profitable “digital single albums”; the first of this kind being released by the Korean singer Seven in
2004. This strategy has been further advanced with mini albums and compilation albums; a retro-trend
that happened in the past but armed with digitization and the Internet. One notable example is BTS.
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This band has released a number of single, mini, regular, repackaged (or compilation), and special
albums by putting several title songs at the heart of these albums (The classification for a “single
album” has not been clearly defined. However, in general, a single album has 1–4 main songs, a mini
album has around 5 songs, and regular albums have approximately 10 songs. Repackaged albums add
a few new songs to the original album, whereas special albums refer to albums of limited editions and
ones that are made for a special purpose, often including gifts such as concert tickets). In contrast with
past practices, fans today purchase albums in order to support their favorite singers and groups rather
than to enjoy them as a musical experience [44]. All of these efforts contribute to a larger consumption
of more appealing songs than before.

3.1.4. Business Context: From Specialization to Integration

The distribution of albums is closely related to their sales, which is a conventional source of
revenue. When distribution does not effectively function due to negative factors like when piracy
was widespread in Korea, other parties will seek to overcome this malfunctioning segment through
alternative means as seen with the production side. Under these circumstances, the role of music
sources such as radio and TV has become that of new distribution outlets as they help to increase the
commercial reputation of singers and bands.

In particular, as the music market size increased significantly, the efficiency in producing in
quantity and distributing music effectively has become an even more crucial factor. Several pioneers
such as Lee Soo-man recognized that there would be a promising future for entertainment companies
in Korea and therefore began to train up many aspirants with great potential to specific requirements
instead of going through the lengthy and somewhat unpredictable process of talent scouting (It is also
known that Lee Soo-man benchmarked the success of Johnny & Associates (Tokyo, Japan), one of the
largest Japanese entertainment conglomerates in the Japanese music industry). In other words, these
entertainment companies integrated various functions from production and distribution to training
and management. Given that these online networks have functioned as effective distribution channels
and outlets, they have not only anchored the position of entertainment companies in the Korean music
industry but have also helped K-pop to spread abroad.

As domestic and international fans are able to easily enjoy music and music videos online, they are
then keen to embrace stimulating experiences such as on-site performances. Since Korean idol groups
have focused on both music and dance, this fact has made their concerts more of a spectacle [45,46].
It is important to note that such live shows cannot be so easily copied or found online and they have
been identified by music companies as a key source for revenues in the face of declining offline music
sales. In seizing this opportunity, companies are increasingly looking to incorporate a section that
deals with on-site performance. A good example in this case is the merger of SME with the event
organizer Dream Maker (Seoul, Korea) in 2005 which reflects the substantial profitability of holding
concerts. Such vertical integration has become a more prevalent characteristic in the Korean music
industry and has contributed to vibrant dynamics.

3.2. Digitization 2.0: Routinization of the Internet

3.2.1. Distributors: From Domestic Providers to International Suppliers

As piracy was prevalent in Korea, local streaming service providers had to be careful about
increasing the subscription fees and the price of songs that they were offering. If they were to charge
too much then the younger generation of consumers who are the majority would simply switch back
to illegal downloads [47,48]. In contrast, if their appropriate level of contracted royalty does not
meet the expectation of the musicians and their managing companies, these service providers would
have difficulties to secure a pool of K-pop songs. This complex situation places the Korean service
providers in a delicate situation. Furthermore, as the routinization of the Internet became greater and
the power of SNS and YouTube increased, Korean streaming service providers were concerned about
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the entry of foreign service providers such as Amazon (Seattle, WA, USA), iTunes (Cupertino, CA,
USA), and Spotify. However, Korean entertainment companies had a different view toward these
players as they had already experienced the effective and wide distribution networks of international
platforms such as Facebook (Menlo Park, CA, USA) and YouTube.

Although these international streaming service providers have shown keen interest in the Korean
market, they face several “invisible barriers,” which led them to initially hold back their entry. First,
the younger generation of consumers prefer to listen to K-pop rather than foreign songs; for this,
Korean service providers have comparative advantages [47,48]. Second, subscription fees in Korea
are much lower than other countries. The result is that several local providers such as Melon (Seoul,
Korea) and Genie (Seoul, Korea) have enjoyed a cost advantage which has forced international service
providers to carefully consider how they will enter the Korean market.

Despite this unique environment with the aforementioned disadvantages, foreign service providers
have more incentive to secure a pool of K-pop songs due to its growing global popularity and demand
around the world. This makes them willing to purchase K-pop at a higher price which creates more
revenue for the musicians and entertainment companies than what local platforms and service providers
pay them [47]. Many of these Korean entertainment companies recognized this as an opportunity to
distribute K-pop abroad more easily and effectively because they are confident about the dissemination
power of these international service providers.

3.2.2. Producers: From Audio Sound to Visual Images

Visual images have long played an important role in pop music as technological advancement
has progressed. There are many examples of famous television appearances from Elvis Presley’s
dance moves to Michael Jackson’s glittering costumes; the first case was broadcast in black-and-white
television whereas the latter was in color. The appearance of dedicated music channels such as MTV
(New York, NY, USA) pushed further the integration of audio sounds and visual images as music
videos sought to be more appealing by featuring a storyline within their contents. The screens of smart
devices have become another supplementary outlet for music videos as the Internet became routinized
in the late 2000s.

In this environment where visual images play a significant role, Korean entertainment companies
have focused on enhancing the choreography of their bands such as group dance. This has helped
them to satisfy the visual appetite of consumers [8]. Obviously, many do not understand this aspect,
but often rashly criticize the thick make-up among singers and disdain the well-organized group
dances of these idol groups as “manufactured” art, while they are often considered to be the symbol
of K-pop itself. In sum, with advances in audio/visual technology, the trend in the music industry
has changed from “music to listen to” to “music to listen to and watch,” a process which Korean
entertainment companies have actively adapted to.

Recently, the integration of audio sounds and video images has been further developed in a
more sophisticated way. In a similar way to the Marvel Cinematic Universe, often known as MCU,
Big Hit Entertainment launched the BTS Universe or BU in 2015 to promote its band. In other words,
a series of storylines continues not only in a single song, but also across several songs and albums.
Consequently, BTS has inserted many subplots and Easter eggs into their songs and music videos as
a subtle way to draw in the audience more. Among the many examples, this can be seen with the
songs “Save Me” (2016) and “Fake Love” (2018) which were released two years apart from each other
but feature a connection. The title of “Save Me” appears written on a wall in the “Fake Love” music
video at the 4:51 time mark. If this image is reversed as shown in Figure 1, it spells out “I’m Fine”.
This created much speculation among BTS fans. Some guessed that it was a sign telling its fans that the
group is fine despite online attacks from BTS haters or some played out difficulties in the BU storyline,
while others took it as a hint of a new song which will be released in the near future. As predicted,
the song “I’m Fine” was released in August 2018 and it is treated as an extension of “Save Me” as it
begins with the seven members of the boyband standing in the same position as when “Save Me” ends.
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These endeavors have made K-pop more interesting and appealing than their counterpart around
the world.

Figure 1. The images of “Save Me” and “I’m fine”. Image source: BTS’s “Fake Love” music video
(4:51), [49].

3.2.3. Consumers: From Possess to Access

As technological advancement changed the music industry from analog to digital, consumers
collected music files instead of physical albums. Given the limitations brought on by computer hard
drives, consumers began to increasingly turn to virtual storage services such as Webhard (Seoul, Korea)
and Soribada (Seoul, Korea) in the early 2000s. This allowed users to download and exchange music as
well as to save it in their virtual folders.

Although these services were popular among younger generations, the emergence of smart
devices shifted the focus among consumers further. During this time, they underwent a dramatic
transformation from “possessing music” on virtual storage platforms or MP3 players to “accessing
music” via software or music streaming through smart devices [11]. Although IFPI [50] and IPSOS and
IFPI [42] have all described this as a recent global trend, streaming services actually appeared earlier in
Korea than other countries. For example, the online music streaming service Melon was launched in
2004, several years before Spotify appeared on the scene [51].

Facing these changes, Korean entertainment companies understood from the beginning the
importance of SNS and internet platforms as effective tools for disseminating music under “loose”
copyright practice in Korea. For example, they were among the first to establish official YouTube
channels in order to promote newly released songs more effectively. Hence, a large number of (new and
old) K-pop songs have become available online. As online diffusion through these internet platforms is
wider and faster than sales of physical albums, international fans have been able to easily access K-pop
through various sources on the Internet [9]. Furthermore, this has become a way in which Korean
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entertainment companies have learned about the preferences of fans around the world, thus it leads
them to produce more internationally appealing music. As a result, the consumption and size of K-pop
have significantly increased domestically and internationally.

3.2.4. Business Context: From Limited Interaction to Synergistic Networks

Korean companies have recognized the way in which the function of music has transformed
from end products to promotional products in the era of digitization, this can be a starting point for
other (un)related business, such as fashion, restaurants, movies, and advertising as well as on-site
performances. This integrated diversification is also a way to establish stronger business portfolios
that can help secure more stable revenue sources while spreading the possible risks that it may cause.
For this, Korean entertainment companies established subsidiaries that specialized in specific sectors.
For instance, SME has Esteem (Seoul, Korea, for fashion), SM Culture & Contents Co., Ltd. (Seoul,
Korea, for dramas and variety shows), SM Food and Beverage Co., Ltd. (Seoul, Korea), and SM Town
Travel (Seoul, Korea). In the same vein, YGE has Moonshot (Seoul, Korea, for cosmetics), YG Sports
(Seoul, Korea, as golf agency), and YG STUDIOPLEX (Seoul, Korea, for drama production). Finally,
for their part, JYPE has JYP Foods Inc. (New York, NY, USA), JYP Pictures Co., Ltd. (Seoul, Korea),
and JYP Publishing Co., Ltd. (Seoul, Korea).

Such a diversification in business operations has pushed these entertainment companies to target
stars who have differentiated talents that fit these varying sectors more efficiently. To meet the new
market demands, these companies have placed more effort and investment into fostering promising
groups and singers by utilizing revenues gained from previously successful acts within the same
company [5,52]. For example, with the profits earned by successful singers and groups such as BoA and
Girls’ Generation, SME was able to invest in future talent. In the same way, entertainment companies
have invested in diversified business by using revenues from various cash cow sectors. This is similar
to the chaebols or conglomerates that emerged in Korea as a way to interact with both related and
seemingly unrelated sectors, known as “chaebolization”. As time goes by, these businesses have
shown a patchy performance and have had to be restructured in order to possess more efficient and
synergetic networks.

These Korean entertainment companies have also sought to expand more aggressively abroad
in order to broaden their geographical scope of business activities. Thus, they have established
overseas joint ventures and/or subsidiaries in countries such as China, Japan, and the United States.
In this way, BoA from SME and Wonder Girls from JYPE branched out into the US music industry
and achieved a degree of recognition. By contrast, PSY and his agency YGE worked with Scooter
Braun and his Schoolboy Records (Santa Monica, CA, USA) in order to make the song “Gangnam
Style” become a viral hit. Since then, Korean entertainment companies have collaborated more with
local companies or agencies when needed, instead of establishing or working with local subsidiaries.
In going through these synergetic networks, Korean entertainment companies have become more
internationally competitive.

4. Discussion

This paper has shown how digitization has brought about an impact upon almost all segments of the
music industry. Such a transformation has also changed the conventional process of music production,
distribution, performance, and even consumption. Given these new dynamics, the prosperity of a
country’s music industry depends on how each segment in the industry chain responds to such
transformations while enhancing more effectively the core functions of each segment; good quality
of music in large quantity, efficient and wider distribution, and mass but sophisticated consumption.
In this regard, the Korean music industry can be an interesting case example to explore.

There were two phases in terms of digital transformation. The first one is with the introduction
of the Internet and the latter is with its routinization. Based on the previous analysis, the first phase
is captioned as “Series A”, whereas the latter is labeled as “Series B” in Table 3. The Korean music
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industry has responded more actively to digitization by embracing these changes and has now taken
advantage of it. Looking at Table 3, it provides a summary of the whole digital transformation of
the Korean music industry systematically and comprehensively. Although a sequence of events can
be found in Table 3, it is noteworthy that all these developments have occurred pretty well much
simultaneously and within a relatively short period of time.

Table 3. Digital transformation in the Korean music industry.

Changes Responsiveness of the Korean Music Industry

D
is

tr
ib

ut
or

s Hardware
(A-1)

Analog
⇒ Digital

• Distribution of MP3 files via the Internet (early 2000s)
• Digital album (1998)

Software
(B-1)

Domestic providers
⇒ International suppliers

• International streaming service providers (2010s)
• Easier access to the global market (2015)

Pr
od

uc
er

s Basic
(A-2)

Offline
⇒ Online

• Globalization of idol groups (late 2000s)
• International collaboration (late 2000s)

Advanced
(B-2)

Audio sound
⇒ Visual images

• Make-up and choreography; group dance (early 2000s)
• Synergetic use of audio sounds and visual images (2010s)

C
on

su
m

er
s Size

(A-3)
Album (bundle of songs)
⇒ Song (a piece of music)

• Enhanced musicality (early 2000)
• Digital single album and its extension (2010s)

Quality
(B-3)

Possessing
⇒ Accessing

• Virtual storage, e.g., p2p (2000)
• Internet platforms (early 2000s)

Bu
si

ne
ss

co
nt

ex
t

Structure
(A-4)

Specialization
⇒ Integration

• Establishment of entertainment companies (late 1990s)
• Verticalization and M&As (2000s)

Synergy
(B-4)

Limited interaction
⇒ Synergetic network

• Music as promotional tool, on-site performance (2000s)
• “Chaebolization” (early 2010s)

There are two key ways in which Table 3 provides a useful overview: (1) it summarizes critical
factors systematically and comprehensively in a way that provides a better understanding of the
transformation of the music industry when confronting digitization; (2) practitioners and policy makers
can use this table to see where hindrances exist and how to overcome them by analyzing the case of
the Korean music industry.

Some advocates for creative industries argue that culture should be protected and conserved,
a point which ignores the fact that it can further evolve through changes like technological advancement.
Moreover, they often emphasize the importance of state aid for the industry as it is closely linked
to national culture and identity. While this paper does not deny the need for this kind of support,
the case of the Korean music industry highlights different lessons, and this should be taken into
account when policy makers establish cultural policies. To sum up, the Korean music industry has
evolved by overcoming its disadvantages and enhancing existing advantages while understanding and
embracing comprehensively the changes brought on by digitization and technological advancement.
This all makes their entrepreneurship more dynamic and business activities more innovative which
can produce an outstanding performance.

5. Conclusions

When the Korean music industry began to boom in the early 1990s, many observers expressed
concerns about the future of the industry as it faced an environment that had been “devastated” by
digitization. At the time, the industry was confronted by a multitude of challenges including the loose
practice of IPRs, rampant piracy through the Internet, and the lifting of the ban on Japanese cultural
products. Some even argued that there would be no future for the Korean music industry. However,
despite the fact that these issues have not been entirely solved, the Korean music industry was able to
survive and flourish further in the global market. In seeking to explain this success against the odds,
many scholars have pointed out Korea-specific factors which are not available in other countries nor
can be found easily in other countries while being new in Korea.
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Such arguments may explain how K-pop was able to reach a similar level with the pop music from
other countries, but still cannot fully explain why it has become more distinguishable and popular
than its counterparts. In this regard, a rigorous analysis on the evolution of the Korean music industry
has very important lessons. It will help to identify the factors that can be applied in countries that wish
to develop their music industry.

Instead of sticking to traditional structures and practices, the Korean music industry understood
the transformation that came with digitization such as from analog to digital, from offline to online,
from albums to songs, from specialization to integration, from domestic providers to international
suppliers, from audio sound to visual images, from possessing to accessing, and from limited interaction
to synergetic network. More importantly, the Korean music industry has embraced these changes by
adjusting their activities. This adaptation process has significantly enhanced the viability of K-pop in
the global market during this era of digitization.

There are two meaningful implications from the analysis of the Korean music industry presented in
this paper. First, the transformation due to digitization should be comprehensively understood instead
of merely focusing on a few sectors. By understanding these aspects more systematically, meaningful
implications can be drawn for other countries. Second, in understanding these transformations,
the Korean music industry did not wrestle with digitization but rather embraced it. As a result, K-pop
fans all over the world were able to easily access the music produced, and Korean entertainment
companies and their idol groups would then try to meet the needs of their international fan base.

Since the analysis in this paper focuses on comprehensiveness to understand the increasing
international popularity of K-pop, the transformation of business, society, and consumers in the Korean
music industry when faced with digitization is clearly introduced and systematically scrutinized.
Therefore, each element would be of interest for further studies, especially given the fact that digitization
and technological advancement can be found all over the world. Furthermore, it can be interesting to
assess the current competitiveness level of the Korean music industry after it has embraced digitization
vis-à-vis its international counterparts. Addressing these topics can help enhance the rigor of the
related studies in order to help society achieve true cultural diversity and competitiveness.
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Abstract: Firms are finding it increasingly important to leverage social media to facilitate knowledge
access, get valuable feedback, and improve innovations to cater for emerging markets. However,
using social media without integrating other key factors does not seem to add value to innovation
efforts. Therefore, this study investigates the potential of social media usage (SMU) in enhancing
green product innovation (GPI) and how two types of environmental collaboration may affect that
relationship, which is a subject that has been under-explored. First, the literature on the expansion
of the use of social media in enhancing GPI was reviewed to develop the theoretical framework
and hypotheses. Then, data collected from 211 manufacturing firms were analysed using structural
equation modelling to examine the proposed relationship. The results revealed that SMU does
not directly influence GPI. Rather, internal environmental collaboration (IEC) and environmental
collaboration with suppliers (ECS) fully mediate the relationship between SMU and GPI. The results
further disclosed a positive relationship between IEC and ECS, where both types of environmental
collaboration seem to be key factors in improving GPI. Hence, this study highlights the importance
of knowledge sharing through environmental collaborations for the generation of ideas to improve
products in order to remain competitive in the market.

Keywords: social media usage; green product innovation; environmental collaboration;
environmental knowledge

1. Introduction

The need to support green growth and adhere to environmental regulations is increasingly
compelling manufacturing firms to be more proactive in finding new information that can assist in
improving their green practices and developing green products. As such, firms increasingly appreciate
and seek to take effective advantage of the benefits of social media because it can be the best platform
through which to disseminate information [1,2] and exchange information to gain new insights and
additional knowledge [3]. Social media—which is defined here as encompassing social networking
sites, microblogs, image and video-sharing applications, and collaborative websites—is increasingly
attracting research interest globally because of its powerful and widespread impact on social
interaction [4].

Previous studies on social media usage (SMU) and green product development have tended to
focus more on the behaviour of consumers, rather than on the green performance of firms. For instance,
several studies have found that SMU fosters pro-environmental action among consumers [5,6] and
increases green consumerism or green purchases in various contexts [7]. However, at the firm level,
the studies on the influence of SMU on the green performance of firms are very limited; thus far
they have only considered green supply chain management [8,9] and the sustainable performance of
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firms [10] in a very broad context. Moreover, it has been argued that the effects of social media on green
practices are complex and, as yet, they are not well understood [8,11]. Therefore, given this current
lack of understanding, it is not surprising that many firms, including green firms, are incapable of
leveraging the benefits of social media and are unable to identify the significant factors associated with
the effective use of this form of media [4,12]. Yet, clearly, green firms need to be more active in utilizing
social media because they need to remain economically competitive while producing sustainable
products and promoting a greener image to their customers and communities [13,14]. Therefore,
there is a need to further investigate how social media can contribute to green business practices,
especially in respect of the GPI of manufacturing firms because it seems that, thus far, this relationship
has not been explored [15]. Such research is important because social media provides a wealth of
up-to-date information on green issues that firms need to capture in order to innovate and compete
effectively in a dynamic market. While an increasing number of recent studies have linked social
media with the implementation of innovation [3,16–20], such investigations have not yet addressed
the issue of green innovation. In this regard, in a review of existing studies, Bhimani et al. [21]
concluded that the influence of SMU on innovation needs to be investigated through a more robust
multidisciplinary lens, which would require further research to be undertaken on potential mediators
or indirect effects, and furthermore, such research would also need to consider the various stages,
organizational resources, and competences in the relationship.

According to the knowledge-based view, converting raw input from various sources into useful
information to develop competitive strategies may bring real benefits to a business [22]. Therefore,
it can be postulated that, through the use of social media, firms can gain value by cooperating with
various parties that can contribute to the innovation effort [16,23]. In the context of green product
development, the environmental collaborations practised by a firm have the potential to translate the
benefits of social media into green practices more generally. In this regard, a recent study shows that
environmental collaboration mediates the effect of social capital and capacity building on environmental
performance [24]. In addition, it has been proven that internal environmental collaboration (IEC)
mediates the relationship between advanced manufacturing technologies and green innovation [25],
while environmental collaboration with suppliers (ECS) improves the financial performance of firms
when practising green initiatives [26]. These findings underline the importance of environmental
collaboration in improving green practices especially in the area of innovation, where these practices
are concerned with reducing environmental impact and also making cost savings. On the other hand,
studies have also shown that ECS does not help to improve the sustainability of the manufacturing
process [27] and does not assist in eco-innovation [28]. However, those findings relate specifically to
the food and beverage and the hospitality industries that may differ from the manufacturing industry
in terms of operational processes and strategic focus because, according to Segarra-Oña et al. [29],
manufacturing firms are more oriented towards the environment than service firms. Given the mixed
findings across industries, further studies are needed in order to further enrich the literature in this
area and to expand on previous research.

In light of the above, this study aims to address three key issues. Firstly, we attempt to clarify
the relationship between the SMU and GPI of manufacturing firms. Secondly, we try to determine
whether IEC and ECS mediate the relationship between SMU and GPI in manufacturing firms. Thirdly,
we seek to ascertain whether IEC helps to improve ECS in manufacturing firms. Hence, this study
contributes to the literature by expanding knowledge on the potential of SMU in improving green
product development.

Previous studies have shown that SMU has an influence on green performance even in limited
contexts, but its effects on GPI have not been explored in depth. Moreover, the SMU indicators
used in this study are tailored to suit the context of environmental activities and green products.
This approach is in line with previous studies that have adapted SMU indicators to focus on other
research areas, such as marketing, customer relations [12], general use [30], recycling activities [15],
and innovation [31]. Finally, by adopting the resource-based view (RBV) and relational view and by
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using structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis, this study proposes a more comprehensive model
in which IEC (internally driven) and ECS (external source) are linked together with SMU in order
to examine the relationship between SMU and GPI. Thus, the results of the SEM analysis provide
strategic managers with a better understanding of the direct and indirect relationships between SMU
and GPI to enable them to prioritize more effectively the application of the key factors that govern
these relationships.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review
and the hypotheses development; Section 3 explains the methodology used; Section 4 presents the
results; Section 5 discusses the results; and lastly, Section 6 outlines the conclusion and implications of
the study.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Social Media and Knowledge

Social media connects organizations, customers, stakeholders, and communities and empowers
its users to communicate and collaborate using internal and external knowledge sources [19]. Social
media platforms enable users to exchange and share information to gain new insights and additional
knowledge [3]. According to the RBV perspective, manufacturing firms need to develop their capabilities
in searching for current and valuable knowledge to achieve good performance in GPI in order to
remain competitive in the market. In this regard, past studies have shown that having the capability to
utilize the knowledge obtained from SMU may accelerate the innovation and the competitiveness of
firms [3,18]. Various forms of knowledge can be obtained through feedback and two-way interactions
with customers, users, and stakeholders, and such knowledge allows firms to identify preferences
and expectations about upcoming new products [19]. Furthermore, SMU offers better methods of
business collaboration because it enables the creation of collaborative knowledge and inspires effective
knowledge sharing between firms that can lead to the generation of more competitive ideas [32], which,
in line with relational theory, helps to improve firm performance. In the green context, environmental
collaboration, which is specifically intended to exploit environmental knowledge to develop new ideas,
is believed to foster GPI activities. Thus, this study draws on both the RBV and the relational theory
perspective to develop a hypothesis model that explains the relation between SMU and GPI as well as
the influence of IEC and ECS.

2.2. SMU and GPI

Green product innovation involves improving products by using eco-friendly designs that are
aimed at reducing pollution, conserving resources, and minimizing environmental impacts [33].
Well-planned GPI can improve the environmental management performance of firms, help to reduce
their environmental costs, and open up new market opportunities to increase competitive advantage [34].
Recent studies have shown that innovation capabilities can be enhanced through SMU because it can
basically change the way firms communicate [19]. Social media is a powerful platform that allows
users to tap into rich information, which in turn impacts their knowledge development, decision
making, and organizational performance [35]. In this regard, Corral et al. [17] found that, in firms
that practice modern human resource management, SMU has a direct effect on firm innovativeness.
While this finding is not related to the green context, it is nevertheless plausible that SMU can also
increase the GPI performance of firms.

The relationship between SMU and GPI can be expressed through the adoption of the RBV,
which states that firms that have the ability to efficiently exploit and utilize resources in ways that are
valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable can achieve sustainable competitive advantage [36].
In this respect, Mothe and Nguyen-Thi [37] argued that firms that actively engage in the pursuit of new
knowledge and ideas from various sources will increase their chances of success. In terms of knowledge
sources, social media is a valuable resource that continues to expand and a growing number of green
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firms are actively sharing information about the environment online because more firms are looking
for information on green products and environmental practices [7]. Furthermore, Carlson et al. [23]
claimed that consumers are increasingly open to participating voluntarily in providing feedback or
ideas for product improvement through social media. They are also willing to share green information
through social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, etc., and to disseminate positive feedback on the
health and environmental benefits of green products [38]. Therefore, in light of the above, it seems
that SMU has the potential to be an important agent for the broader sharing of environmental or
green information and could therefore greatly influence GPI. Based on this argument, the following
hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis (H1). There is a positive and significant relationship between SMU and GPI.

2.3. The Mediating Roles of IEC

Although SMU is believed to spur GPI, the underlying mechanisms that drive the implementation
of GPI itself have not been examined in detail. To fill this gap, this study intends to determine
whether IEC acts as one of the mediators in the relationship between SMU and GPI. Internal
environmental collaboration can be defined as the direct involvement of different divisions within an
organization in jointly planning and developing environmental management strategies to enhance
the organization’s core competencies in utilizing knowledge for environmental innovation [25].
In this regard, the integration of other functions such as marketing, research and development,
and production could lead to successful inter-functional collaboration [14]. The extensive environmental
collaboration among employees including experts, analysts, and decision makers can be considered as
a unique organizational capability from the perspective of RBV [39], and can be expected to translate
SMU into better GPI performance. Currently, there are many social sites that promote high-quality
green news and information by top green bloggers and social media contributors. However, employees
need to be more proficient in sharing, screening, and extracting information because the poor handling
of such information could create conflicts within the organization [40]. Thus, a presence of a high level
of IEC would allow employees to find new ideas related to the environment from social media and
further assimilate this new knowledge by structuring and integrating it into the existing knowledge
base to enhance innovation [41]. In this regard, Rózewski et al. [42] pointed out that an efficient
knowledge flow within the community of practice is vital because it can encourage the community
members to be more proactive. Moreover, Fernando and Wah [43] argued that green innovation
requires good communication and collaboration among cross-functional team members who are
skilled in green practices such as reducing waste, conducting product life-cycle analyses, and gauging
the compliance status of operations to improve manufacturing processes and product specifications.
In addition, social media is accessible to many individuals in an organization and therefore connecting
them to information derived from social media by giving them access to a common database that
links various functional departments would be very helpful for sharing technical information, policies,
and establishing common environmental goals [25].

In addition, GPI requires new knowledge and up-to-date information on how to improve product
features that meet market needs and, at the same time, comply with various relevant policies [44].
Furthermore, GPI also requires the implementation of effective cost control measures [45]. Hence,
knowledge needs to be integrated quickly and supported by efficient decision making [46]. Yet, making
the right decisions that meet the triple bottom line of sustainability (i.e., its environmental, economic,
and social aspects) is challenging because the trade-off between environmental and economic objectives
requires deep knowledge [47]. Thus, IEC needs to be present in a firm because it supports the digestion
of knowledge, which enables the exposure of the knowledge garnered from various sources and the
reaching of more comprehensive and appropriate decisions. Moreover, IEC, as manifested in a green
team, is mainly responsible for synergizing environmental communications to make knowledge flow
more focused, dynamic and fast, and it also allows the better transfer of critical technical knowledge
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across multiple functions to ensure that a firm continues to be environmentally innovative [48].
Therefore, IEC is expected to promote the benefits of SMU in expediting GPI, as postulated in the
following hypotheses:

Hypothesis (H2). IEC mediates the relationship between SMU and GPI.

Hypothesis (H2a). There is a positive and significant relationship between SMU and IEC.

Hypothesis (H2b). There is a positive and significant relationship between IEC and GPI.

2.4. The Mediating Roles of ECS

Environmental collaboration with suppliers is also considered to be an underlying factor that
supports SMU in improving GPI. In this study, ECS encompasses sustainability accountability in
supply chain relationships, including the leveraging of resources and the exploitation of knowledge
opportunities with partners to induce environmental sustainability [27]. The appositeness of ECS in the
context of this study is derived from relational theory [49], which views organizational relationships
between firms as a key source of competitive advantage. A number of previous studies have integrated
relational theory into models for supply chain collaboration in the green context and have addressed
the relational value that is formed through the joint contributions of allied partners. For example,
it has been found that such collaboration can result in reducing the consumption of raw materials,
volume of disposed waste, use of toxic materials, and toxic emissions in product development and
production [50]; in minimizing unnecessary packaging and increasing the use of recycled materials
in operational processes [51]; in offering fresh ideas, methods, or technologies to manufacturers for
developing products, and in building overall compliance with environmental regulations [52,53].

Moreover, ECS is believed to maximize the influence of SMU on GPI because ECS generates
initiatives that drive firms to seek environmental knowledge through social media with a greater focus
on the environmental goals they want to achieve. In this regard, Cao and Yu [40] pointed out that
SMU needs to be strategically managed and well-directed because its improper or ineffective usage
can negatively affect firm performance. Furthermore, ECS inspires firms to expand their business
network and to adopt new technology to attract more opportunities to increase revenue while reducing
supply risks [54]. Meanwhile, ECS can also enhance a firm’s GPI because it provides access to new
knowledge, enables learning, and facilitates the sharing of information on future market trends and new
technologies to generate cutting-edge ideas that lead to innovation [55]. Moreover, Ardito et al. [56]
argued that suppliers represent the most beneficial source of knowledge for enhancing innovation
activities as compared to customers and competitors. This view is supported by a study that showed
that collaboration with green suppliers enables the efficient use of their resources and the exploitation of
knowledge opportunities to enhance environmental activities and drive cost savings [57], which are
important for successful implementation of GPI. However, as mentioned earlier, some studies related
to the food and beverage and the hospitality industries have found that ECS is not likely to assist firms
to implement sustainable process and eco-innovation [27,28], which can affect the implementation
of GPI. Therefore, it is important to further examine the role of ECS in fostering SMU to enhance the
implementation of GPI in manufacturing firms by testing the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis (H3). ECS mediates the relationship between SMU and GPI.

Hypothesis (H3a). There is a positive and significant relationship between SMU and ECS.

Hypothesis (H3b). There is a positive and significant relationship between ECS and GPI.

2.5. The Relation between IEC and ECS

Internal and external knowledge sharing must be prioritized because both have a great influence
on a firm’s success [58]. Demeter et al. [59] asserted that knowledge generated in an internal
network should be combined with the expertise of external supply chain partners. By adopting this
two-pronged knowledge-gathering and sharing strategy, more superior environmental knowledge
would be generated, and would in turn motivate firms to adopt more proactive environmental
strategies [60]. Furthermore, the integration of the tacit knowledge possessed by green suppliers
has been shown to lead to the promotion of continuous innovation in the design of eco-friendly
products [61,62]. This viewpoint is in agreement with Melander [45], who pointed out that firms that
already have good internal knowledge management tend to share environmental knowledge outside
the firm, particularly with competent suppliers that have environmental expertise, in order to reap
the benefits of new environmental knowledge. It seems that firms with higher levels of knowledge
sharing can connect internal and external collaboration in an effective way [59]. However, studies on
the relationship between these two forms of collaboration in the green context remain scarce. Therefore,
this study measures the influence of IEC on ECS by proposing a fourth and final hypothesis:

Hypothesis (H4). There is a positive and significant relationship between IEC and ECS.

Figure 1 depicts the hypothesis model developed for this study.

Figure 1. Hypothesis model.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Data Collection and Sampling

This study involved manufacturing firms registered with the Malaysia External Trade Development
Corporation (MATRADE 2018). The firms represent all subsectors in the manufacturing industry and
many of them export their products to countries around the world. The firms listed in the Malaysia
Exporters Directory, which is a database compiled by MATRADE (http://www.matrade.gov.my),
are committed to continuously improving their products and processes to comply with international
standards including sustainability requirements. Hence this target group is believed to meet the
needs of the survey conducted for this study. Seven hundred of the firms listed on the database were
randomly sampled for this study. The middle- or upper-level managers of the selected firms were
contacted via an email that directed them to the online questionnaire survey developed for this study.
The email included a cover letter explaining the purpose of the survey and the assurance that the utmost
level of confidentiality would be maintained. Data collection took place between December 2019 and
June 2020. To increase the response rate, follow-up telephone calls were made two weeks after sending
the email. At the end of the data collection process, 226 surveys were returned, representing a response
rate of 32.3%. After removing the invalid questionnaires, 211 useable questionnaires remained in the
sample. This number was deemed sufficient for executing the analysis of the four constructs employed
in the model [63]. To ensure the quality of the research findings, the possibility of the existence of
common method bias was investigated using Harman’s single-factor test. The results indicated that
the first factor captured only 36.194% of the variance, which implied that common method bias was
not a significant problem in this study.

3.2. Measure

Initially, the constructs used in this study were represented by 26 items that were adopted and
adapted from previous research. The survey items were designed so that they could be answered
by the respondents using a seven-point Likert scale [64] ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” to
7 = “strongly agree”. To ensure that the validity of the instrument for the field study, exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) was conducted on each construct [65]. The Bartlett’s test result showed a significance
level of 0.000, which denoted that the constructs were well-correlated [66]. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin
scores were above 0.8 (ranging between 0.833 and 0.871), which indicated that the data set was
appropriate for the analysis [67]. Meanwhile, the total amount of the variance described by the items
was found to be sufficient because it exceeded the minimum requirement of 60% [65–67] (ranging
between 60.26% and 66.07%). The construct reliability was tested by using the Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient. The four constructs all exceeded the 0.7 threshold (ranging between 0.857 and 0.894)
and therefore possessed acceptable reliability [66]. In addition, EFA was performed to identify whether
any items had a weak factor loading of below 0.6. As a result, two items were removed from the model.
Hence, 24 out of the 26 items were used in the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) analysis (refer to
Table 1 in Section 4).

3.3. Model

This study employed SEM for the data analysis, which was done using IBM-SPSS-AMOS software.
This approach was adopted because SEM is the most efficient method for validating latent constructs
and for analysing the causal paths among constructs simultaneously in a model [63]. Most importantly,
it can be employed to test the hypotheses and mediators in a model [67].
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Table 1. Factor Loadings of Measurement Items.

Item Factor Loading

Social media usage [68,69]

SMU1: Use social media to gather information about environmental issues/green
products from customers/suppliers/governments 0.755

SMU2: Use social media to collect information about competitor activities in
innovating green products 0.742

SMU3: Upload information about environmental issues/green products online to
discuss it with others 0.711

SMU4: Interact with more people when discussing a complicated theme regarding the
environment 0.717

SMU5: Frequently participate in online discussions to create new knowledge on
environmental activities/green products 0.703

SMU6: Voluntarily participate in professional online discussions related to
environmental activities/green products 0.581 (deleted)

Internal environmental collaboration [25,70]

IEC1: Achieve environmental goals together 0.792

IEC2: Mutual understanding of responsibility in overseeing environmental
performance 0.772

IEC3: Collaborate to reduce environmental impact 0.811

IEC4: Plan together to anticipate and solve problems related to the environment 0.788

IEC5: Make a joint decision on how to minimize the environmental impact of the
product 0.775

Environmental collaboration with suppliers [71]

ECS1: Work with suppliers to attain environmental objectives 0.801

ECS2: Provide suppliers with green design specifications for purchased items 0.778

ECS3: Cooperate with suppliers to develop new resource reduction strategies 0.784

ECS4: Collaborate with suppliers to improve waste reduction initiatives 0.764

ECS5: Cooperate with suppliers to achieve a cleaner production process 0.734

ECS6: Collaborate with suppliers to acquire materials/parts that support
environmental goals 0.760

Green product innovation [33,72]

GPI1: Choose materials that produce the least amount of pollution 0.803

GPI2: Choose materials that consume the least amount of energy/resources 0.763

GPI3: Modify product designs to substitute traditional materials with recycled ones 0.750

GPI4: Consider whether products are easy to recycle, reuse, and decompose 0.731

GPI5: Improve environmentally friendly packaging for products 0.630

GPI6: New product sales revenue 0.681

GPI7: Customer satisfaction 0.689
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4. Result

4.1. Demogaphic Profile

Figure 2 provides the demographic profile of the respondents who provided valid responses.
From the figure, it can be seen that 70% of the respondents were assistant managers, assistant directors
or above. Furthermore, 77% of the respondents had worked for their company for more than 10 years.
Employees in senior roles are more knowledgeable about their organization’s strategic orientation [73]
and are thus more likely to have a clear understanding of the organizational utilization of social
media in retrieving environmental knowledge. Moreover, when respondents have extensive working
experience, it enables them to provide quality feedback. Furthermore, the majority of the respondents
(68%) represented the electrical and electronics industry, the chemical industry, and the mechanical and
equipment industry, all of which are key subsectors that drive the growth of the manufacturing sector
in Malaysia. Hence it can be inferred that good-quality, pertinent data were obtained for the analysis.

 

Figure 2. Demographic profile.

4.2. Measurement Model

The relationships between the four constructs and the 24 measurement items formed the
measurement model for this study. Confirmatory factor analysis was carried out to assess the
measurement model for unidimensionality and to examine the validity and reliability of the latent
constructs. As shown in Table 1, all the factor loadings were greater than the minimum threshold
of 0.6 [74,75], except for SMU6, which had a value of 0.581. Therefore, this item was deleted,
thus allowing unidimensionality to be achieved. Accordingly, construct validity, convergent validity,
and discriminant validity were then tested to examine the significance of the measurements items.
The initial results for construct validity showed unacceptable values for the goodness-of-fit index (GFI),
comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker–Lewis index (TLI). As regards the modification indices (MI)
measurement, a high MI value (>15.0) indicates that the respective items are redundant, which thus
affects the discriminant validity of the model [75–77]. Upon examination, two covariance values, i.e.,
those between ECS4 and ECS5 and between GPI4 and GPI5, which were 21.23 and 19.78, respectively,
had caused the poor fit of the model. Consequently, for this particular case, both pairs were set as
‘free parameter estimates’, which eventually resulted in improving the fitness indices and achieving
acceptable values. The fitness indices for the final measurement model are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Fitness Indices of the Measurement Model.

Category Index Initial Index Value Final Index Value Level of Acceptance

Absolute fit RMSEA 0.075 0.067 <0.08
GFI 0.853 0.907 >0.9

Incremental fit CFI 0.894 0.920 >0.9
TLI 0.882 0.921 >0.9

Parsimonious fit Chisq/df 1.670 1.688 <3

Note: RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; GFI = goodness of fit index; CFI = comparative fit index;
TLI = Tucker–Lewis index; Chisq/df = parsimony index.

In this study, as shown in Table 3, all the average variance extracted (AVE) values surpassed the
threshold of 0.5 [78,79], which indicated that all the items were significantly loaded onto their construct.
In addition, the composite reliability (CR) values exceeded the basic threshold level of 0.70 [78],
which denoted that the constructs were reliable and had internal consistency. Furthermore, as also
shown in Table 3, the diagonal value representing the square root of the AVE for each construct
was higher than the inter-construct correlation values in the rows and columns. This proved that
all four constructs possessed discriminant validity. Furthermore, all the construct correlations were
below 0.85 [79], which indicated that there were no multicollinearity problems in the study model.

Table 3. Reliability and Validity of the Measurement Model.

CR AVE GPI SMU IEC ECS

GPI 0.884 0.523 0.723 a

SMU 0.848 0.527 0.514 b 0.726

IEC 0.891 0.621 0.667 0.532 0.788
ECS 0.888 0.569 0.550 0.475 0.512 0.755

Note: a square root of AVE; b inter-construct correlation.

4.3. Structural Equation Modelling and Hypothesis Testing

4.3.1. Standardized Path Coefficients

Structural equation modelling was performed to test the proposed hypotheses. Figure 3 presents
the standardized path coefficients of the generated model. In the model, the coefficient of determination
(R2) value for GPI was 0.52, which indicated that the combined contribution of ECS, IEC, and SMU in
estimating GPI was 52%, a value that was deemed sufficient for this type of model [67].

4.3.2. Hypothesis Testing

The results of hypothesis testing are presented in Table 4, from which it can be seen that the
statistical results support H2a, H2b, H3a, H3b, and H4, but surprisingly reject H1.

The supposition in hypothesis H1 that SMU would have a significant positive relationship with
GPI is not supported. Although the direct link between SMU and GPI shows a positive result, it is
insignificant (β = 0.198, p > 0.1). As regards hypothesis H2a, the result indicates that SMU has
a positive and significant relationship with IEC (β = 0.649, p < 0.001), hence, hypothesis H2a is
supported. Accordingly, the results also support hypothesis H2b, where IEC exerts a significant
positive relationship with GPI (β = 0.482, p < 0.001).

The results also reveal that SMU has a positive and significant relationship with ECS (β = 0.324,
p < 0.01), thus hypothesis H3a is supported. Consequently, hypothesis H3b is also supported, where
ECS has a significant positive relationship with GPI (β = 0.267, p < 0.01). As regards the relation
between internal and external collaborations, the result supports hypothesis H4, as it indicates that
there is a significant positive relationship between IEC and ECS (β = 0.340, p < 0.001).
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Figure 3. Standardized path coefficients.

Table 4. Results of Regression Path Analysis and Hypothesis Testing.

Hypothesis β SE CR p-Value Result

H1 SMU→ GPI 0.198 0.118 1.671 0.105 Not Significant
H2a SMU→ IEC 0.649 0.122 5.312 *** Significant
H2b IEC→ GPI 0.482 0.104 4.634 *** Significant
H3a SMU→ ECS 0.324 0.120 2.699 0.007 Significant
H3b ECS→ GPI 0.267 0.100 2.667 0.008 Significant
H4 IEC→ ECS 0.340 0.097 3.511 *** Significant

Note: *** = p < 0.001.

4.4. Mediation Analysis

The analysis found that the direct relationship between SMU on GPI is not significant, whereas
the indirect relationship (refer to Figure 3) that involves the link between SMU→ IEC and IEC→ GPI
is significant with a coefficient value of 0.244 (0.53*0.46). This indicates that IEC acts as a full mediator
in the relationship between SMU and GP and thus hypothesis H2 is supported. The result is similar for
the link between SMU→ ECS and ECS→ GPI, which is significant with a value of 0.067 (0.28*0.24),
and which implies that ECS also acts a full mediator, and thus leads to the acceptance of hypothesis H3.
This finding clearly indicates that without strategic environmental collaboration, the use of social
media alone will not help a firm to achieve GPI.
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5. Discussion

The finding in this study that SMU does not directly influence GPI is contrary to the findings
of some previous studies. Some studies found a direct relationship between SMU and innovation
performance [17,20]. This lack of agreement between current and previous findings may largely be
due to the nature of social media itself as it can be measured in many different ways [4] depending
on the interest or context of the research. For example, certain studies have measured the extent
to which individuals communicate through social media and benefit from such communication
specifically [80], while other studies have investigated the effects of social media users’ actions more
broadly [81] or have directly examined the use of social networking sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, etc. [82]. Furthermore, in past studies, the indicators used for innovation have represented
conventional innovation in general. Therefore, the different intentions of the studies and/or the
variation in the indicators used may have affected the survey responses and subsequently influenced
the research findings.

However, it seems from the results that IEC acts as a bridge that connects SMU with GPI.
This finding highlights the importance of exchanging information related to core work through
in-house corporate communication channels [82,83] and accelerating firm activities by creating more
efficient cross-functional teams [3]. Basically, IEC is closely related to the concept of organizational
integration which is crucial for effective environmental management [84] and this advantage encourages
SMU to accelerate the sharing of new technologies and enable the effective transfer of knowledge
across various departments to bring about more innovation [85,86]. In addition, firms that are
implementing a dynamic environmental management strategy should always endeavour to obtain
the most up-to-date information and share that information so that they can be more responsive to
environmental issues [87]. However, in order to ensure that information from online sources is truly
suitable for adoption, the information must first be evaluated and discussed with the firm’s internal
influencers before it can be exploited to achieve strategic goals [1]. Therefore, the presence of IEC is
required to ensure that discussions and that decision making are optimal so as to improve GPI. Hence,
the finding of this study supports the results reported by Kong et al. [25], who showed that IEC fosters
green innovation.

As regards the role of ECS in connecting SMU with GPI, a previous study stated that ECS
does not help in increasing the green activity of firms. However, in contrast, the finding of the
current study indicates that ECS plays a critical role in connecting SMU to GPI. As stated by
Benitez et al. [83] and Cheng et al. [30], leveraging SMU could improve the coordination between
a firm and its supply chain, thereby further enhancing supplier involvement in the firm’s product
development activities. In an environmental context that is ever more challenging, it is becoming
increasingly important for firms to cultivate resources and capabilities with network partners [87,88].
In this regard, SMU empowers employees to engage in collaborative knowledge creation [89] and,
most importantly, to connect with suppliers that are well-versed in green technology. Thus, by engaging
with suppliers, new environmentally friendly materials and new designs [45] could be developed at a
more competitive price, and subsequently increase GPI.

Hence, overall, the findings of this study reveal that the use of social media alone does not lead
to GPI. Rather, it is important to integrate environmental collaboration (IEC and ECS) into the green
innovation strategies of manufacturing firms in order to meet the demands of a dynamic environment.

6. Conclusions

The findings of this study enrich the existing body of work on social media and its utilization
and effects in the workplace from both a theoretical and practical perspective. The evolution of social
media has caused it to become an important tool in managing dynamic knowledge to strengthen
the GPI performance of firms. However, there is a scarcity of research on the strategies that can
be employed to strengthen GPI through the use of social media. Therefore, this study sought to
address this gap by investigating the extent to which the adoption and use of social media affects GPI
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performance by using some indicators for SMU that were tailored to the environmental activities and
green product development of manufacturing firms. Furthermore, most of the past studies in this field
have focused on general collaboration. In contrast, this study, which drew on the resource-based and
relational perspectives, investigated whether two types of environmental collaboration (IEC and ECS)
act as catalysts of the relationship between SMU and GPI. The resultant findings extend the existing
knowledge in this field and shed further light on the important role of IEC and ECS in generating more
competitive new ideas. More specifically, this study found that IEC positively influences ECS and,
notably, that both IEC and ECS fully mediate the relationship between SMU and GPI.

This study also has practical implications for strategic managers as the results will help them to
realign their firms’ capabilities in response to environmental changes by focusing on ensuring the
efficient and effective sharing of environmental knowledge within their organization. The findings
show that there is a critical need to improve communication skills and enhance cross-functional
collaboration among multiple divisions by sharing and endeavoring to achieve the same green mission
in order to generate more creative new ideas. In addition, top management must seize the opportunity
to collaborate with the right suppliers, because suppliers that are more knowledgeable and experienced
in environmental management and green product development can contribute more tacit knowledge
to bring about good quality innovations. Furthermore, the decision makers in firms need to provide
guidance to staff on SMU by setting environmental goals and creating a favourable corporate culture
so that the knowledge that is discussed and shared by employees via social media is more focused on
the end goal, thus allowing for the most advantageous environmental collaborations to be established.

In closing, it should be mentioned that this study has some limitations that should be taken
into account when considering the findings. Firstly, this study examined the use of social media in
improving GPI in the context of environmental collaboration, which is a relatively new area of research.
Hence, the indicators that were used for the constructs could be interchangeable depending on the
research intent. Therefore, future studies may wish to attempt to establish a consistent set of indicators
in order to achieve a more robust measurement model. They may also wish to expand the potential of
SMU by examining the effects of SMU on other aspects such as corporate publicity, public relations,
corporate social responsibility, and marketing communications. Secondly, this study restricted the
concept of external environmental collaboration to the relationship between the firm and its suppliers,
thus ignoring the interactions of the firm with its customers and other stakeholders. Therefore, future
studies may wish to consider including these interactions in any further investigations.
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Abstract: This article analyses the promotion of digitalisation in the creative economy through collab-
orative governance in the province of Gipuzkoa (Basque Country, Spain). In order to understand this
initiative, two public innovation labs located in San Sebastian that influence audiovisual production
in Basque and digital gastronomy, respectively, are used as case studies: 2deo–Basque Language
Audiovisual Lab and LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab. Based on sectoral contexts of fragmentation,
public and private efforts to consolidate synergies and accelerate processes for the coordination
of value chains, attraction of talent, experimentation, and innovation. The analysis has relied on
qualitative methodologies, consisting of interviews with key actors and desk research. The results
show the implications of a sub-regional collaborative governance model as a means to contribute
to a regional Smart Specialisation Strategy. Although the initiative faces a consolidation process,
public innovation labs in Gipuzkoa foster sectoral articulation and digitalisation in gastronomy and
audiovisual production in the Basque language. Additionally, the acceleration of innovation and the
involvement of quadruple helix agents in management tasks have been explored.

Keywords: creative economy; digitalisation; public innovation lab; digital gastronomy; collabora-
tive governance

1. Introduction

This article delves into publicly headed innovation labs for Cultural and Creative
Industries (CCI) in Gipuzkoa, Basque Country. As part of a collaborative governance model,
the innovation labs seek to help to articulate a regional Smart Specialisation Strategy (S3)
based on the strengthening of sectoral entrepreneurial activity. The main contribution of this
experience is the exemplification of a structured and agreed involvement of multiple actors,
who adopt differentiated and complementary roles, thus enabling effective governance.

CCI is a hard-to-define concept. There are different definitions that vary depending
on the perspective of the person addressing the topic. The definition by the UNCTAD [1]
(p. 8) is widely acknowledged due to its broadness and adaptability, as it understands that
CCI are “the cycles of creation, production and distribution of goods and services that use
creativity and intellectual capital as primary inputs; constitute a set of knowledge-based
activities, focused on but not limited to arts, potentially generating revenues from trade
and intellectual property rights; comprise tangible products and intangible intellectual or
artistic services with creative content, economic value and market objectives.” What dis-
tinguishes the CCI is the use value given to the symbolic, which is rooted in cultural and
creative sources.

However, delimiting the types of economic activity that belong to the CCI requires
more precision. The Basque Observatory of Culture identifies 14 creative and cultural
sectors active in the Basque Country, among which gastronomy and audiovisual and multi-
media creation can be found [2]. These have been perceived by the Gipuzkoa Provincial
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Council as economic areas of strategic importance. By means of a collaborative governance
model implemented in Gipuzkoa, the provincial government has led the creation of two
innovation labs with the aim of strengthening audiovisual creation in the Basque language
and digital gastronomy at a sub-regional level.

The Province of Gipuzkoa is located in the Basque Autonomous Community (Basque
Country), next to the northern Spanish border with France. The Basque Autonomous Com-
munity has 2,219,777 inhabitants and is divided into three Historical Territories or Provinces:
Biscay (1,159,046 inhabitants), Alava (333,852 inhabitants), and Gipuzkoa (726,879 inhabi-
tants). The Capital city of this Autonomous Community is Vitoria-Gasteiz, located in Alava.
The Province of Gipuzkoa represents 33% of the Basque Country’s population. It covers
a surface area of 1980 km2, the smallest province in Spain. It comprises 11 districts and
89 municipalities, and San Sebastian is the capital city of the province. San Sebastian hosts
26% of the province’s population. The main languages are Spanish and Basque.

Cultural and creative industries have grown in relevance over the last two decades as
notable contributors to overall socio-economic development and well-being. Such a reputa-
tion has been propelled by the emphasis that scholars, policy makers, and entrepreneurial
agents have placed on creativity [3,4]. Indeed, the interplay between a wide set of agents
and elements [5] can help comprise an entrepreneurial ecosystem [6,7] in which cultural
entrepreneurs and creativity play a major role [8] (p. 65) generating innovation outcomes
and overall welfare consequences [9]. For the purpose of this article, entrepreneurial
ecosystems will be defined following the basic definition provided by Miller and Acs [10]
(p. 79), which states that an entrepreneurial ecosystem and its outputs relies on a variety of
voluntary relationships among independent agents with some form of agreed-upon and
acceptable governance.

Nonetheless, it was political leadership which first centred the attention on CCI as a
policy matter. The set of policies that the UK Government’s Department of Culture, Media
and Sport (DCMS) introduced in the late 1990s reframed the production of cultural goods
and services as “creative industries”, thus understanding them as a “legitimate object
of policy” [11]. In the previous decade, a generally deteriorating industrial sector led to
national development agendas centred around the notion of business-friendliness and local
skills [11–13]. Soon the focus of local public investments started to move from industrial
settings to urban areas, which had to be adjusted with new concepts in mind. Emerging
industries were promoted, tourism most prominently, and it was deemed that cultural
venues and events would create “urban attractiveness”, thus re-generating income and
employment [14,15].

Similar processes took place in other European countries following the steps of
Britain [16]. A general framework can be found in the UNCTAD [17] which established
a basic perspective that paved the way for other countries to include the CCI in their
development plans. Even though actions aimed at enhancing the creative economy have
been globally fragmentary, the term CCI has been adopted by multiple international public
institutions [18,19]

One of the main sources of this duality in the policy landscape is the strong influ-
ence that the spatial perspective of CCI acquired shortly after the DCMS presented its
development scheme. According to Chapain and Comunian [20], a report produced in the
year 2000 by the DCMS titled “Creative Industries–The Regional Dimension” stressed the
importance of locally-oriented policies and greatly contributed to shift the focus from na-
tional governments to regional institutions. In this specific case the Regional Development
Agencies were in charge of the application of CCI-oriented government policy, since it
was conceived as a key sector in order to make cities and regions competitive within the
globalised knowledge economy [21,22].

CCI are significantly context-dependent. Different regions around Europe have en-
visioned different CCI strategies due to specificities in their structural attributes that can
unlock or expand paths for economic growth. These variations are clearly noticeable in
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regions part of the European Union, where subtle spatial differences have led to distinctive
CCI strategies [23–26].

1.1. Regional CCI Policies as Smart Specialisation Strategy

Although there is not a consensus on its theoretical and spatial dimensions, the concept
of ‘region’ has been widely used as an operative term in the literature [27]. With public
innovation strategies in mind, Cooke defines it as “a meso-level political unit set between
the national or federal and local levels of government that might have some cultural
or historical homogeneity, but which at least has some statutory powers to intervene
and support economic development, particularly innovation” [28] (p. 953). Such a view
contributes to conceptually tie a region to its policy implementation and competencies.
As a realm of social action, a conceptual understanding of ‘region’ entails repercussions for
public policies. For instance, the institutional configuration, political agency, and economic
activities are influenced within the boundaries of the regional territory. Nowadays, this can
be noted through Smart Specialisation Strategies.

In the European context, CCI policy variations across regions have been largely sub-
jected to regional specialisation strategies. Regional Research and Innovation Strategies for
Smart Specialisation are an essential part of the European Union’s (EU) Cohesion Policy
and they will likely continue to be at the forefront of the EU’s priorities, as the program-
ming for the 2021–2027 period suggests [29]. S3 is a policy concept to support regional
prioritisation in innovative sectors, fields or technologies through the entrepreneurial dis-
covery process and it is based on a bottom-up approach to reveal what a region does best
in terms of its endowments [30]. It seeks to promote and coordinate place-based develop-
ment through non-neutral, vertical policies, which have a common legal and institutional
framework [31,32]. Under this model, each region is responsible for the identification
of its own strengths and the amplification of positive surrounding conditions. As Foray
puts it, “The main goal of a smart specialisation policy is to concentrate resources on the
development of those activities that are likely to effectively transform the existing economic
structures through R&D and innovation” [33] (p. 4). Thus, smart specialisation strategies
are formed by exploratory synergies between four basic kinds of actors, namely businesses
and entrepreneurs, civil society, governments, and universities, who form the so-called
“quadruple helix”) of smart specialisation [34,35]. However, Foray also notes that “in most
cases, a smart specialisation process is embedded in the existing productive structures that
are local but whose transformation requires new resources, new technologies and new
competences” [36] (p. 25), which implies that S3 strategies are not to be mistaken with
undertaking a complete overhaul of local production contexts, but rather strengthening
pre-existing qualities.

1.2. The Basque Smart Specialisation Strategy

From 2014 onward, member regions of the EU must have a smart specialisation
strategy in place since the European Commission established S3 as a prerequisite for
access to the European Regional Development Fund [37]. In line with the new mandate,
the regional government of the Autonomous Community of the Basque Country (Spain)
undertook a S3 formulation that was heavily based on its prior efforts to restructure the
business and innovation system [38]. Cultural and creative industries have a salient role in
it as an “opportunity niche”. Other European regions have granted strategic importance
to CCI within a broader S3 programme as well. For instance, Central Finland, Emilia-
Romagna, Wallonia, Western Greece, or Slovakia, which are part of the CREADIS3 project.
Matching the then-spreading trend in CCI policy perspective that originated in the UK,
in the early 2000s the Basque Government initiated a process to intervene more purposefully
in the creative industries sector in the region. First, the Basque Council for Culture was
created, which represented a preliminary move towards governance; then, the Basque
Culture Plan (2002–2009) was introduced and, thirdly, the Basque Observatory of Culture
was created back in 2006. These steps were intended as an assertion of the Basque regional
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leadership on CCI policy and highlighted its potential in the economic field. This approach
was aligned with broader policymaking contexts such as the EU, in which ‘creativity’ was
advocated for invigorating the CCI business activity as stressed by the Directorate-General
for Culture, Youth and Education of the European Commission during the 2000s [39]. Thus,
creativity was understood as an asset and the way was paved for commercially oriented
policies at European level [40].

It should be noted that the Basque smart specialisation plan also entails acting on
two other dimensions, namely, the reform of the Science, Technology and Innovation (STI)
governance system, in order to open the polity to market-related agents and universities
on the one hand, and the restructuring of the Basque Science, Technology and Innovation
Network “to ensure a better alignment between design and delivery” on the other [41]
(p. 1549). As noted by the OECD [38], thorough multi-level coordination structures have to
be maintained in order to meet such goals. This suggests that the Basque S3 does not only
seek to simply comply with EU’s requirements, but it also aims to be robust and sustainable.

1.3. Gipuzkoa’s Innovation Labs

In Gipuzkoa, at sub-regional level, cultural and creative industries are inextricably
tied to a public collaborative governance programme. Since 2016, the Gipuzkoa Provincial
Council has fostered a flagship initiative known as ‘Building the Future’ (Etorkizuna Eraikiz
in the Basque language). The initiative is described as a comprehensive public collaborative
governance model open to all societal agents in the sub-region as a means to enable
participation and cooperation for the strategic design of the public agenda [42]. In practice,
public–private experimentation is the driving force of the initiative and it is oriented
towards answering the challenges of the economic, social, and political future [43]. As a
government initiative, Building the Future has three main objectives [44]:

• Generate loci for listening, deliberating, and occasionally, but not necessarily, decision
making. These forums are based on horizontal relationships, where the government
interacts and cooperates with the network of agents that comprise civil society, namely
institutions, businesses, NGOs, universities, associations, etc.

• Collectively identify the upcoming challenges in the Territory of Gipuzkoa. This is
mostly achieved by designing methods to tackle future challenges, trying experimental
solutions in real-life environments together with different networks of agents. Ob-
tained results are later applied to public policies by the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council.

• Create specific structures to strengthen and ensure the sustainability of the open and
collaborative governance processes. Such structures’ primary functions are supporting
the management, ensuring funding, disseminating the results of deliberation, and
looking after the proper implementation of governance processes.

‘Building the Future’ is an initiative that proposes a new way of doing politics [45–47]
which is founded on different levels of Governance action, from systemic to individ-
ual [48–51]. To this end, it designs new forms of political action emancipated from its
institutional logics to influence the public agenda [52,53]. The design relies on the princi-
ples of interactive governance [54] and creates strategies and structures that generate the
conditions for governance [55]. In particular, it deepens the connection between different
actors [56,57] that aim to “realize or implement a public policy, manage a public program
or operationalize a set of assets” [58] (p. 543).

The open and collaborative governance model designed and implemented by the
Gipuzkoa Provincial Council includes, among other actions [44], what are known as Refer-
ence Centres. These are physical centres distributed across the territory of Gipuzkoa [59],
thus context-based venues located in environments with adequate resources to meet the
strategic priorities defined by the Basque Government, which include knowledge and
innovation communities (KICs) [60]. Each of these operate as specialised hubs of open
innovation [61,62] oriented towards enhancing subjects with strong potential in Gipuzkoa,
which, as mentioned above, are designated as strategic priorities and opportunity niches.
The reasoning for the existence of the reference centres is twofold: on the one hand,
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they contribute to the local implementation of specialisation strategies (vertical axis of
action [63]); on the other hand, they are nexuses for the structuring and articulation of the
actors and processes involved in each priority area (horizontal axis of action). Impacting
the horizontal axis is achieved by helping the strengthening of a territorial value chain
under a holistic view, one that starts with primary suppliers and extends to market results.
Normatively, this process is instrumental for supporting the S3 regional policy.

Reference centres operate under the “entrepreneurial discovery process” approach.
The term entrepreneurial discovery process (EDP) refers to the systematic discovery and
pursuit of emergent research, development, and innovation investment priorities by agents,
typically within a socio-economic system territorially bounded [64], i.e., a region. The EDP
requires fostering bottom-up approaches, even if they coexist with corresponding top-
down actions [65]. Generally, the role of governments is to create enabling conditions
for entrepreneurial discoveries to take place. Moreover, Szerb et al. [66] note that nu-
merous S3 strategies tend to lack private sector and civil society engagement, creating
an endeavour void that undermines the outputs of entrepreneurial discovery processes.
Hence, governments tend to dominate in the early stages of specialisation strategies.

An accurate way to conceptualise reference centres in Gipuzkoa is to frame them as
publicly led ‘innovation labs’ [67,68], provided that they rely on active participation to gen-
erate innovation outputs that add to the overarching public benefit. However, Gipuzkoan
reference centres are not to be mistaken with living labs in the public sector, their recent
surge in the literature notwithstanding [69]; reference centres foster various industries
thanks to public involvement and assistance. Cultural and creative industries are among
those industries, since they are one of the four opportunity niches identified in the regional
S3. Along with entrepreneurship, innovation is an important vector for the competitiveness
of regions [70] and the creative industries have been proven to contribute towards this [71].
Additionally, as Miles and Green noted [72], creative industries specifically produce inno-
vation in areas that have traditionally remained ‘hidden’ for researchers and practitioners,
namely, user interface, cultural product, cultural concept, and delivery. Together with
technological and process innovation, these industries possess above average capabili-
ties for positive spillovers to other economical fields, such as tourism, public services,
or healthcare [73,74].

The Gipuzkoan CCI-dedicated reference centres are named ‘2deo–Basque Language
Audiovisual Lab’ (2deo) and ‘LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab’ (LABe), presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Core attributes of 2deo and LABe.

2deo–Basque Language
Audiovisual Lab

LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab

CCI field Audiovisual content in Basque Digital gastronomy

Objective To promote audiovisual production
in the Basque language

To reflect, co-create, and innovate in
digital gastronomy

Challenges
Scarce, unknown, and poorly

considered offer
Deficiencies in the sector’s

digitalisation
Sector with scarce cutting-edge

technological capacity
Potential to improve cohesion in the

value chain
Date of
creation May 2019 July 2019

Main recipients SMEs in the sector SMEs in the sector
Basque youth and citizens Basque citizens

Source: Author’s elaboration.

Therefore, it should be highlighted that, on the one hand, 2deo–Basque Language
Audiovisual Lab is a space dedicated to promoting audiovisual production and that on the
other, LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab is dedicated to promoting digital gastronomy. In ad-
dition to helping to coordinate the above-mentioned sectors, these innovation labs are way
to offer innovation infrastructures to actors that face difficulties in accessing them. Since its
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preliminary design, the involvement of quadruple helix agents has been put into practice
(see Table 2), in such a way that the point of view of the sector’s agents is notably present.
Conceptually, the quadruple helix includes social and cultural organizations reflecting the
importance of “culture”, “values”, and “lifestyles”, and in general, the dynamics with civil
society to signify that the relations between university, industry, and government are con-
textual and generate innovation systems that are different depending on their institutional,
social, and cultural contexts [34].

Table 2. Quadruple helix agents involved.

Collaborating
Agents

2deo–Basque Language
Audiovisual Lab

LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab

Government Gipuzkoa Provincial Council Gipuzkoa Provincial Council
Scientific
Research

University of the Basque Country
University of Mondragón Basque Culinary Center

Business
SMEs in the audiovisual sector

San Sebastian International Film
Festival

EiTB (Basque Autonomous
Community’s public broadcast

service)

SMEs in the gastronomy sector

ACEDE Cluster (Basque cluster of
businesses producing home

appliances and components.)

Society Tabakalera, International Centre for
Contemporary Culture

Tabakalera, International Centre for
Contemporary Culture

Source: Author’s elaboration.

Hence, both centres are located in Tabakalera, the international centre for contem-
porary culture in San Sebastian (capital city of the province of Gipuzkoa), which can be
understood as a “cultural brownfield” [75] of institutional leadership. The location of
public innovation labs in this centre is an indication of the importance attached to them by
the sub-regional policy action system.

1.4. Basque CCI Ecosystem

The Basque milieu of cultural and creative industries has been described as an
“archipelago of heterogenous entities” [76] (p. 12). Such wording is a synthesis of a
complex reality, in which agents are far from comprising a cluster and have diverse needs,
sizes, and scope.

A quick overview of the CCI sector in 2016 shows a total of 15,437 companies based
in the Basque Country, which accounted for 10% of the total number of companies across
all economic sectors [77]. These companies generated nearly 1784 million euros in 2015,
approximately 2.61% of Basque GDP [76,78]. In terms of employment, the CCI sector
accounted only for 5.3% of total jobs [77]. Comparatively, on average, creative economy
companies are substantially smaller in terms of number of employees than the rest of
the business spectrum: roughly 94,3% of these companies had fewer than 10 employees,
mainly relying on self-employment, since 83.3% had between 0 and 2 [79]. By contrast,
a group of 96 prominent cultural and creative companies, i.e., 0.62% of cultural and creative
companies in 2016, generated an estimated 55% of the value created by the industry and
employed 15.9% of the overall workforce [76,77].

These observations about the Basque cultural and creative industry ecosystem are
consistent with a general depiction of CCI made by Pratt [80], who states that cultural and
creative industries differ from other economic fields by virtue of the “missing middle”,
that is, the lack of sufficient medium-size entities in the sectoral landscape. Moreover,
given the high self-employment rate in CCI, companies tend to have a short lifespan,
which translates into greater emphasis on skilled workers, rather than on firms, on one
hand, and a weak sectoral structure, on the other. This is exacerbated by the project-based
work dynamics credited to CCI, since projects represent an often-temporary alliance of
professionals and resources. Other overviews of labour in CCI [81] have underlined that
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weak sectoral structures have negative consequences for employment quality, which in
turn is closely related to social inequalities within the industry.

Material conditions make CCI a prominent sector for entrepreneurship, as creators
tend to shift enterprises frequently. Nevertheless, theorists like Swedberg [82] have anal-
ysed the notion of ‘cultural entrepreneurship’ introduced by Schumpeter, who is often
credited as the early manifestation of modern growth entrepreneurs and natural ecolog-
ical systems conceptualisations [83]. Extending the general understanding, Baumol [84]
turned the attention towards institutional arrangements, which highly influence the degree
of productivity derived from entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial ecosystems are framed
with ‘productive entrepreneurship’ as their core outcome, ultimately producing aggregate
welfare benefits [6,7].

In order to enhance productive entrepreneurship, governments, and public institutions
that engage in the entrepreneurial ecosystem approach primarily play the role of “feeders”
of regional entrepreneurial networks, instead of “leaders” [6] (p. 8). Essentially, under this
approach, governments create the necessary preconditions for entrepreneurial discovery
processes to take place. In order to specify the different governance functions that public
action can serve, Rampersad [85] (p. 1124) delineates four modes of network governance:

• Framing: establishing an identity for the ecosystem and developing a working coordi-
nating mechanism.

• Activating: the process of identifying participants for and structuring the network.
• Mobilising: building commitment among actors.
• Synthesising: creating conditions for productive interaction while preventing, min-

imising, and removing obstacles to cooperation.

However, the elements that interact within an ecosystem are diverse and constitute
complex intersections, as Stam and van de Ven [5] show, and precise policy implications
are yet to be explored [86]

2. Research Design and Methods

This article is formulated as a case study conducted in the Province of Gipuzkoa, Spain.
The methodology employed follows the “empirical triangulation” approach [87], com-
bining empirical qualitative methods, i.e., semi-structured interviews, and desk research.
Empirical triangulation enables internal validity assessment during the research process,
as analysing exogenously produced documents helps to delimit the extent and significance
of semi-structured interviews. This is especially impactful in studies where “elite inter-
views” are conducted [88,89]. Furthermore, case studies on public administration research
make extensive use of diversified sources in order to acquire contextual understanding,
and the research here described is aligned with that praxis [90,91]. The methodological
design has been made with the goal of maximising the explanatory potential of the agents
involved in the activity and governance of 2deo–Basque Language Audiovisual Lab and
LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab.

On the one hand, desk research efforts have taken two types of directions. First, three
themes in the literature have been examined in depth: Cultural and Creative Industries as
policy matters, Smart Specialisation Strategies, and Collaborative Governance. These fields
constitute the core of the study and contribute to frame the case. Secondly, an analysis of
information from grey literature and secondary sources was undertaken. Such sources can
be classified as “management-related” and “knowledge-related”.

Management-related sources are those produced by governments and public adminis-
trations responsible for CCI policy design and implementation. In this case, the European
Commission, the Basque Government, and the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council. It should
be noted that the Spanish Government, concerning the national level, is not part of the
analysis, inasmuch as the Basque Government holds full legislative powers in economic
planning. Studies in other European regional contexts may have to take account of the
national level.
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Knowledge-related sources derive from various institutions monitoring the CCI land-
scape in the Basque Country and Gipuzkoa. The materials have been produced by re-
searchers from Mondragon University and the University of the Basque Country, the
Basque Statistical Institute, Creadis3 European Interreg Project, independent research insti-
tutes and, finally, LABe’s and 2deo’s management. Some institutions produce information
periodically, such as the Basque Statistical Institute, while others have produced data on a
one-off or circumstantial basis, such as the Creadis3 project [77]. The nature of the data
obtained is multidisciplinary and mixed, i.e., both quantitative and qualitative.

Lastly, four semi-structured “elite interviews” were conducted in autumn of 2020.
After receiving due consent, they were carried out with people responsible for different
levels of action within the context of both reference centres. These interviews, described in
Table 3, were designed with the aim of collecting information from distinct, but clearly com-
plementary origins. A representative from the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council was deemed
relevant, as it is the leading public institution of the Building the Future governance model.
Secondly, the General Manager of Tabakalera is in position to provide a comprehensive
view of the audiovisual production sector in Gipuzkoa since different organisations are lo-
cated in their facilities. Thirdly, the BCC Innovation Manager can present a global overview
of innovation in gastronomy, while LABe’s Innovation and Product Development Lead is
in a position to provide insights from their activity.

Table 3. Conducted interviews.

Affiliation Position

Economic Promotion Department, Gipuzkoa
Provincial Council Managing Director of Strategic Projects

Basque Culinary Center, Mondragon
University

BCC Innovation Manager

LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab
Innovation and Product Development Lead

Tabakalera General Manager
Source: Author’s elaboration.

To that end, a standardised set of questions was employed in each interview, with
small variances according to each interviewees’ domain. Moreover, these interviews
allowed to gather information about five main themes regarding the narratives about the
reference centres and their environment:

• The status of 2deo’s and LABe’s operations, respectively.
• 2deo and LABe’s main achievements.
• The narrative about the entrepreneurial landscape around both 2deo and LABe.
• The role of digitalisation in both 2deo and LABe.
• The impact of Building the Future on the performance of 2deo and LABe.

After conducting them, the resulting body of oral texts were analysed. In order to
guide the thematic analysis, a preliminary exploration of noun-driven cooccurrences was
completed using TexMiner, an open-source software for text scrutiny. Then, the cooccur-
rences were contrasted with the five themes mentioned above. This exercise contributed
to identify the themes and frames used by the interviewees. Finally, a qualitative anal-
ysis of the corpus was conducted by the researchers, producing results shown in the
following section.

3. Results

The results obtained, as shown in this section, contribute to the exemplification of
practices and knowledge in two general aspects:
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• On the governance capabilities of local governments by promoting processes of change
and modernisation, in this case, in the creative and digital sphere. Specifically, by pro-
moting more flexible structures, decentralised actions, and developing valuable tools
for the management of public policies.

• On the display of concrete examples in which diverse action networks are built, allow a
multidimensional approach to problems, and try to articulate multiple disciplines and
knowledge in the design and development of different actions.

This contribution is presented in the following sections, which differentiate between
2deo-Basque language Audiovisual Lab and LABe-Digital Gastronomy Lab.

3.1. 2deo–Basque Language Audiovisual Lab

2deo can be described as a public innovation lab whose mission is to foster the
production and consumption of audiovisual content in the Basque language, promoting
experimentation in contents, formats, and production. It was launched in May 2019, but the
reflection process that led to its creation goes back earlier.

The creation of 2deo was preceded by a collaborative diagnosis process articulated in
Gipuzkoa Lab, Building the Future’s space for joint experimentation. It involved the partic-
ipation of the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council, the University of Mondragon, the University
of the Basque Country, societal agents as part of a contrast group, agents from the regional
audiovisual production sector and specific international collaborations. The focus on the
production of audiovisual content in Basque arose from the identification of structural
weaknesses and threats in audiovisual consumption by young people in Gipuzkoa. The
ad hoc study, ‘Basque-speaking teenagers in Gipuzkoa: Consumption and creation of
audiovisual content’ [92] shows that the offerings of content in the Basque language are
scarce, unknown to younger audiences, and perceived as unattractive.

As the diagnosis is shared by the agents involved, 2deo’s principal goals are:

• To promote the Basque language, particularly among young people.
• To foster the creation of content and formats adapted to new consumption habits.
• To create a referential space for new talent, trends, and products.
• To promote the internationalisation of the sector.

This innovation lab’s activity is supported by a series of agents that belong to the
quadruple helix. In addition to the stakeholders that have participated in the prior reflection
process, also cooperating with 2deo’s current activity are EiTB, the University of the Basque
Country, the Basque Observatory of Culture, the San Sebastian International Film Festival,
and Basque-speaking teenagers, among others. These actors form alliances and joint
projects through 2deo’s “professionalisation programming”, which is comprised by three
lines of work:

• ‘Applika +’, a research project on audiovisual consumption among young university
students aged 18 to 22 and product testing among young people aged 14 to 18,
in collaboration with the University of the Basque Country, the Basque Observatory of
Culture, and EiTB [93].

• ‘2deo. Zinemaldi & Technology’, meetings that address digital transformation in the
audiovisual field, including an international start-up competition aimed at promoting
innovative business projects based on audiovisuals and digitalisation, in collaboration
with the San Sebastian International Film Festival, Tecnalia Research & Innovation
Foundation, the Basque Government and Petronor.

• Participation in the working group on innovation in audiovisual content aimed at
young people created by EiTB.

Meanwhile, one of the interviewees notes that companies in the Basque audiovisual
sector suffer from “precariousness and difficulties in obtaining funding, very few risks are
taken with new formats [ . . . ] and they have a poor presence in international markets.”
For another interviewee, 2deo represents a partial response to these problems: “I think
the centre’s target audience reflects the sector that the centre works in, [ . . . ] an atomised
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ecosystem where we have very small producers: individuals, creatives, people linked to
culture and creation.” As an alternative, one of the respondents suggests that “if this were
accompanied by a competitive taxing policy strategy, Gipuzkoa and especially its capital,
San Sebastian, could become a reference point for international productions, which would
entail an obvious opportunity for improvement of the audiovisual sector.”

The 2deo laboratory has 550 square metres of facilities, divided into collaboration and
production areas, spaces for editing and post-production and finally, a work area for the
centre’s coordinators. The profile of the creatives who use 2deo’s resources tends to be,
according to one interviewee, “mainly film school students. [ . . . ] Many students from the
Elías Querejeta Film School (public film school of Gipuzkoa) go to the facilities to edit work
they are creating at the school”. The function that Tabakalera fulfils of acting as a physical
link is central in Gipuzkoa’s audiovisual context, as in addition to 2deo, it also houses
the headquarters of the Elías Querejeta Film School and the San Sebastian International
Film Festival.

However, the prototypes that are created in 2deo’s ecosystem have a notably more
professionalised focus. As one of the interviewees explains, “a small company, a coopera-
tive company, two associations and four participants who present the project in their name”
carried out audiovisual experiments in 2020. Since the centre opened, 31 audiovisual
prototypes have been promoted and 12 of them have been presented at festivals.

In its role as an experimentation and digitalisation hub, 2deo promotes a digital
focus of the audiovisual prototypes that are presented. One of its managers observes
that “in 2deo’s DNA itself, as regards digitalisation, as regards new production methods,
new products are very closely linked to digitalisation already.” On the one hand, this aspect
is directly related to providing cutting-edge technology to users of the centre to test creative
ideas, and on the other, to conceptualising productions as attractive products on online
distribution platforms of both television and films.

The impact of Covid-19 has caused a significant slowdown of activity. In the words of
one of its managers: “I think that in this respect, 2020 has caused us quite a lot of hurt in
the sense that, as it is such a strange year, many initiatives that were already planned and
approved for 2020 have either had to cancel or be rescheduled over time.”

According to the interviewees, the Building the Future collaborative governance
model that 2deo is embedded in is key to understand its operation. “Building the Future
has led to the creation of these centres and the Department, the Directorate of Strategic
Projects that interacts with these reference centres [ . . . ] has strongly internalised that way
of working in co-governance, in collaboration. They have experienced it as something that
is innate.” 2deo’s activity is eminently experimental, as it adopts the ‘Design Thinking’
methodology [94] in prototyping processes. Moreover, the main criteria for the selection
of projects are their “experimental and innovative potential.” This working methodol-
ogy is supported by an annual management plan that is re-evaluated by all the agents
participating in the centre’s management. On the other hand, the innovation lab itself
understands that its outputs help to promote the audiovisual sector and that to this end,
it must disseminate the results of its work in the social sphere.

3.2. LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab

The Digital Gastronomy Lab LABe is a public innovation centre for the development of
experimental technologies and methodologies in the field of digital gastronomy. It opened
officially in July 2019 and is thus the second public innovation lab created in Gipuzkoa
after 2deo–Basque Language Audiovisual Lab. Just like the latter, its creation is fostered by
the sub-regional public administration which, during an initial phase of reflection on the
territory’s qualities, points out that the gastronomy sector is strong and that it contributes
significantly to the regional S3.

The emergence of LABe is also closely linked to the strategy of the Basque Culinary
Center to consolidate the Basque Country’s cuisine and gastronomy sector at the forefront
globally. Guipuzkoa is a territory with a consolidated value chain in the field of gastronomy.
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Within it, there are internationally strong companies in the gastronomy and restaurant
sector, but in addition, it has a cluster dedicated to industrial cuisine products, innovation
technology centres, and living labs. LABe, as a space for accelerating digitalisation and
innovation, exists within a larger framework of sectoral cooperation. Likewise, the regional
smart specialisation strategy supports the creation of LABe thanks to the consideration
of Creative Industries as an opportunity niche, where gastronomy can be found [95].
The ‘Basque Industry 4.0’ and ‘Gastronomy and Nutrition 2020’ regional plans provide
strategic foundations for the creation of the centre [96].

Therefore, the objectives of LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab are the following:

• To promote talent and the acceleration of start-ups.
• To identify the main technologies, business models and international-level solutions

(scouting tasks) and attract them to Guipuzkoa.
• To generate innovation and learning spaces with the multiple agents of the quadruple

helix involved.
• To generate spaces of cooperation within the gastronomy value chain.

The vision underlying the creation of LABe was explained by one of our interviewees:
“at both the Guipuzkoa Provincial Council and the Basque Culinary Center we under-
stood that we had to consolidate that position of leadership we already have. We enjoy
widespread recognition at international level. What happens is that it is true that maybe
innovation in the sector, in this case, and I am going to the last part of the value chain,
restaurants, was very focused on culinary innovation. On the plate, the guest’s experience.
( . . . ) And we thought that in order to continue being referential, we also had to lead that
aspect of incorporating technology”. As a result, public–private collaboration has led to
a physical space of 1400 m2 in which open experimentation and the implementation of
digital work processes is possible. Nevertheless, one of the interviewees notes that the
consolidation of LABe “has to stem from working together and interacting with other
agents beyond the digital gastronomic space itself.”

The sectoral agents that interact at LABe have a variety of features, as companies that
are established in the sector, emerging companies, and graduate students from the BCC
converge in the centre. Communication with gastronomy businesses is acknowledged as
an important vector to identify needs. However, the experimentation process to cover
these needs is open and mainly bottom-up: “BCC Innovation intervenes, but a start-up or
a company that wants to lead on that issue can intervene; other technology centres that
may be slightly more technological than us and which complement us. Somehow this
ecosystem is formed based on the identification of an opportunity that can be done by us or
it may be because a company or a start-up brings it. The trigger, so to speak, can be several
agents, but the philosophy is one of co-creating, yes.” Additionally, as a complement to
entrepreneurial efforts, LABe’s prospective team scouts for emerging technologies at an
international level.

From a technological perspective, LABe fulfils a testing function. On one side, it oper-
ates as a testing environment for some of the Basque Culinary Centre’s research outputs,
namely, those oriented towards the digital economy. However, one of the respondents
highlights that LABe, understood as a “technological centre”, has to compete “at an interna-
tional level in gastronomy, but with other technology centres, because we understand that
the league of centres, from our perspective, which may not be shared, is a different league
from that of the universities, and we wanted to be there.” On the other hand, start-ups can
use LABe to try new devices and techniques that require rare tools or expertise.

In order to support experimental actions, there is a multidisciplinary team of profes-
sionals, as one of the interviewees stresses: “I think that the profiles of the people who work
there, the fact that they are multidisciplinary, is extremely important. Jose, for example, is a
chef, but he is a bit of an odd chef because he is much closer to entrepreneurship, to the
promotion of new businesses, to technology than a traditional chef. [ . . . ] But we also have
those chefs who are working on culinary innovation, we also have people who know about
sensory issues.”
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The work areas that are focused on the most by the gastronomy innovation lab are
the so-called front-office, i.e., activities comprehensible to customers, and the back-office,
activities focused on the general management of businesses. The intensification of the
digitalisation of both areas is related to the holistic vision of the project. Since its creation, at
LABe, 26 test and validation experiments have been performed, 77 start-ups, 43 companies
or innovation centres have joined the ecosystem, 5 technological products have been
developed, and finally, close to 17,000 customers have passed through its restaurant [97].

One of the main challenges that LABe faces is the coordination of all the strata of the
sub-regional gastronomy sector, as pointed out by one of the interviewees. “What LABe
seeks is to provide stimulus knowing that the levels are different because, of course, within
the field of restaurants or gastronomy we have the cutting-edge chefs and then we have
the catering venue itself, the local, neighbourhood venue, so in the knowledge that there
are very different levels each of us are going to, so to speak, contribute to digitalisation,
of course each at their own rate and at their own pace.” As with 2deo, Covid-19 has slowed
down efforts to expand the centre’s action, as much of its activity went online during 2020.
In this context, the knowledge transfer to the public has been carried out through practical
demonstrations, direct communication with other restaurants, and social media.

The collaborative governance that makes possible and supports LABe–Digital Gas-
tronomy Lab is, again, perceived by the interviewees as essential for the centre’s activity:
“I think that this spirit is embedded [ . . . ], because by definition, by default, its starting
point is an open concept as we say. So very likely, as we said, without the institution’s
backing it wouldn’t have been possible, to start with.” Work is structured through an
annual management plan which is contrasted with the activity carried out at the end of
said period: “We set ourselves indicators on a scorecard like any other initiative or any
other business project might do, and we contrast it with the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council
department itself.”

4. Discussion

2deo–Basque Language Audiovisual Lab and LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab are two
public innovation labs that are part of a sub-regional collaborative governance programme.
The similarities between both reference centres lie in their open nature, as their activity is
based on the collaboration of multiple institutional, university, business, and social agents,
and promote innovation as a tool to streamline and structure two creative sectors that
are markedly fragmented. In fact, it should not be forgotten that audiovisual production
in the Basque language and gastronomy are niches of opportunity for the Basque Coun-
try’s smart specialisation strategy and that, as a result, they are economic spheres with
contrasted potential.

Both experiences are part of a regional Smart Specialisation Strategy, which under-
stands that collective knowledge and learning [98] are localised and regional in nature [99].
Smart Specialisation Strategies are closely related to the notion of ‘proximity’, which as-
serts the situated character of knowledge through the role played by physical, cognitive,
and cultural proximity [100,101]. What is relevant about the regional dimension is that it
allows the development of endogenous competences that depend, to a large extent, on the
three factors that we are going to discuss below:

• The roles of the different actors in the system.
• The characteristics of entrepreneurial ecosystems.
• The identification and control of the risks involved in the process.

4.1. Roles
4.1.1. Policy Makers and the Institutional Role

The institutional role regulates the relationship between different social actors. Such ac-
tors structure their practices differently from one region to another, which creates different
types of environments [23,102]. Hence, in order to enhance the role of these reference
centres, it is understood that it is necessary for institutions to promote their activity and
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learn from the processes they generate [103]. The Gipuzkoa Provincial Council has made
efforts towards creating adequate conditions for effective governance [55] to take place.
Previous specific governance experiences in Gipuzkoa have not been capable of navigating
political and multi-level complexities and, as a result, CCI-promoting policies have suffered
delays or drawbacks [104]. Thus, following Kooiman [105], Building the Future provides
instruments and actions that have translated into reference centres, that is, LABe, 2deo,
and others. Furthermore, Building the Future adheres to a notion of governance based on
multiple interactions and joint collaboration, as proposed by Torfing et al. [54].

The saliency of the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council in the articulation of audiovisual pro-
duction and digital gastronomy sectors can be viewed as the assumption of a feeding role,
while entrepreneurs act as innovation and transmission agents [6,9]. Despite its relative
importance within the collaborative efforts, government action on both sectors fulfils two
distinctive roles. On the one hand, considering the status of audiovisual production at
sub-regional level, 2deo seeks to activate creators’ digital capabilities and potential. On the
other hand, LABe aims to mobilise the gastronomic sector in order to embed digitalisation
into emergent and established businesses [85,97,106].

In terms of ongoing and expected learning, the political materialisation of these public
initiatives has contributed to enrich ‘regional learning’ and ‘policy learning’, having an
impact on the understanding of organisational change, social learning, and politics as
potential and effective vehicles for territorial development [107].

Perhaps the key learning lies in the choice of mechanisms that are conducive to the
increasing participation of diverse actors, which in turn places high demands on the level
of governance. In short, it refers to learning to choose appropriate governance mechanisms
and systems in relation to the policy formulations and objectives pursued [108,109].

4.1.2. The Role of Researchers

Researchers have the fundamental mission of promoting collective learning networks,
which enable the creation, preservation, and expansion of the knowledge base necessary to
carry out innovation activities [110,111]. The aim is to set the orientation of the contribu-
tion of universities towards local communities, overcoming the restricted conception of
academic performance and research production [112].

This means building bridges between specialised knowledge and social agents as
a whole, promoting interaction with the environment and providing solutions to social
demands and problems [113]. Every innovation lab in Gipuzkoa is supported by at least
one university within the Province, who contribute to explore selected areas of work and
produce knowledge. The University of Mondragon and the Public University of the Basque
Country have been identified in this study.

The practical experience of these interactions should produce lessons in terms of the
positioning of universities and researchers in relation to the knowledge economy of the
21st century. Thus, universities are increasingly linked to the practical challenges of society
identified by governments and public institutions [114].

4.1.3. The Role of Practitioners

The role of practitioners is fundamentally concerned with promoting the develop-
ment of communities that share ideas, information, and knowledge through collaborative
working mechanisms [115], in which the communicative processes that foster partnerships
between agents become vital [116]. In this case, sharing means that agents develop a
practice in common and jointly create a particular learning path, which is why the produc-
tion, communication, and transfer of knowledge is always “situated”, i.e., it is strongly
influenced by the social context in which the practice takes place [117,118].

Alternatively, collaborations with various kinds of agents need to be intensified and
consolidated, as some respondents have noted above. Both reference centres are in the
early stages of their operations and the prevalence of the sub-regional government has
been greater than an ideal scheme would indicate. This development, however, has been
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examined in the Smart Specialisation literature. S3, as a vertical policy implementation,
requires a strong presence of government action initially [31,32]. In order to increase the
involvement of other actors, enhancements to the regional entrepreneurial ecosystem have
been suggested [66]. In this vein, 2deo and LABe follow a congruent line of work.

From a learning perspective, the creation of an expansive learning context [119] must
promote the transmission and distribution of knowledge in order to produce an increase
in value for individuals, organisations, and the territory as a whole. Collective learning
processes depend to a large extent on the absorptive capacity of a territory or region.
The absorptive capacity is a relational concept that defines the capacity of organizations to
interpret, assimilate, transform, and exploit external knowledge on the basis of accumulated
internal knowledge [120]. Reference centres in Gipuzkoa dedicated to open innovation
contribute to bridge the gap between the learning potential within the Basque Country and
the actual absorptive capacity of its social capital.

4.2. Entrepreneurial Ecosystem

Sussan and Acs [121] (p. 58) propose that entrepreneurial ecosystems have as a main
result the sustainability itself of the entrepreneurial process. This is because entrepreneurial
ecosystems are complex and fragile systems, where “many elements interact to produce
systems performance, thus, the system method needs to allow the constituent elements
to interact.” Thus, the basic function of 2deo and LABe is to promote interaction between
the “constituent elements” of their respective sectors, while providing a safety net for
innovative and emerging initiatives. Moreover, this is supported by the policy recommen-
dations of the European Creative Industries Alliance, who suggests fostering cross-sectional
collaboration as a means to stimulate innovation and growth [122].

The Province of Gipuzkoa, as part of the Autonomous Community of the Basque Coun-
try, has been rated above the European average in entrepreneurial ecosystems indexes [123].
However, the results obtained in this study suggest that the entrepreneurial capacities of
audiovisual production and digital gastronomy need to be distinctively examined within a
broader economy. Accordingly, LABe emerges in an already active entrepreneurial environ-
ment, although lacking in connectivity. Audiovisual production in Basque language, on the
other side, requires support from different angles in order to be active and autonomous.

The use of open innovation and design thinking methods at 2deo and LABe, which
are applied non-linearly, encourages the promoted projects to adopt adaptability as a
latent feature, [94]. At the same time, the technological environment in which creatives,
small start-ups or digitally innovative companies act is ever-changing. This becomes more
pressing when considering the challenge of the scalability of their projects. In fact, the
Basque Country’s CCI state that they find huge difficulties in obtaining funding, but at
the same time, few difficulties in making use of the technology they have available [124].
According to Nambisan [125] (p. 1034), this behaviour is more adequate for changing
contexts, as “[overall] entrepreneurial success may no longer be reflected by the enactment
of a predefined opportunity or the execution of a predefined value proposition. Instead,
entrepreneurial actions would need to be oriented toward facilitating a continuously
evolving value proposition.”

Therefore, from a general perspective, it seems apparent that the institutional frame-
work has a considerable influence on entrepreneurial activity; in particular, on the condi-
tions of possibility so that this entrepreneurship can take place and be sustainable over time.
Taking other public programmes for the development of innovation as inspiration, it can be
said that the most important task of institutions is coalition building, while the search for
new alternatives is an exploratory task and corresponds to the economic and knowledge
production sectors [126]. In this sense, Building the Future aims to enable the collective for-
mulation of initiatives in order to build a joint public agenda for Gipuzkoa, which requires
robust governance strategies and networks [127]. 2deo and LABe innovation labs are key
components of this endeavour.
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4.3. Risks

Given that innovation labs in Gipuzkoa are framed within the Building the Future
collaborative governance model, their operations face various risks that must be taken
into account. Such risks can be divided into two main categories: organisational risks and
dynamic risks.

Firstly, organisational risks derive from an excessive dependence on the Gipuzkoa
Provincial Council. Since their creation, both innovation labs have been led by the sub-
regional government with the aim of stimulating entrepreneurial contexts within the
territory. This configuration is still far from achieving better forms of distributed lead-
ership. It is understood that leadership must be shared so that the operations of the
innovation labs produce innovative outcomes based on the EDP. Moreover, shared and
collaborative leadership would help to consolidate innovation labs and make their opera-
tions more independent. Sustained dependence on the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council could
potentially hinder the consolidation of the innovation labs and the emergence of an active
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Secondly, dynamic risks are those relative to the specific activities carried out in 2deo
and LABe. As reflected in the results section, 2deo and LABe’s innovation and project
acceleration processes are clearly defined and applied accordingly: public calls for propos-
als, active listening, technology scouting, connection between agents, etc. However, the
participation of multiple actors does not necessarily translate into collective comprehen-
sion of the innovation labs. In other words, if entrepreneurial agents and society do not
gradually take ownership of the reference centres, the collaborative nature of the initiative
could be at risk. In this regard, the main contribution of the innovation labs is not their ex-
istence, but the outcomes of their work. Their success relies on their production. Therefore,
there must be a sensible transfer of knowledge and results in order to make them feasible
for sectoral agents.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, both reference centres have reduced their production,
but they have also adopted different actions directing them towards digital media and
thus have avoided completely halting their work. As a whole, the Basque Creative and
Cultural sector has adopted similar tactics as a result of Covid-19, as shown by the Basque
Observatory of Culture [128]: faced with a 71% reduction in activity compared to 2019,
26% of companies have adapted their work digitally, and 10% of companies have adopted
innovation strategies to transform their activity in the new context. These alterations are
consistent with the broader European CCI landscape, where there has been an increase of
digital cultural and creative activities, even though not strong enough to compensate for
the lack of physical exhibition and distribution options [129].

5. Conclusions

This article has analysed the activity of two public innovation labs created under
‘Building the Future’, the governance model of the Gipuzkoa Provincial Council (Basque
Country, Spain) [44], which influence two key sectors of the sub-regional creative economy,
i.e., audiovisual production in the Basque language and digital gastronomy. In general
terms, these public innovation labs have four fundamental goals: to promote digitalisation
in their sectors, to foster innovation, to enable and accelerate the growth of start-ups, and
in a cross-cutting manner, to contribute towards sectoral coordination through collabora-
tive governance.

Cultural and creative industries are opportunity niches of the smart specialisation
strategy of the Basque Autonomous Community and, as part of it, the Gipuzkoa Provincial
Council has promoted the creation of two innovation labs: ‘2deo–Basque Language Audio-
visual Lab’ and ‘LABe–Digital Gastronomy Lab’. Both labs are located in San Sebastian,
the province’s capital. The International Centre for Contemporary Culture, Tabakalera,
houses the headquarters of both centres, as the regional members of the quadruple he-
lix understood that it is a public space that is highly adequate for the convergence and
articulation of sectoral agents.
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The contributions of this study consist of two main lines of work: firstly, a display of a
governance model enabling mechanisms for collaboration and, secondly, the operations of
two public innovation labs fostering digitalisation.

These innovation labs represent an intermediate outcome of a set of transformation
processes fostered by a public governance model: Building the Future. As such, this paper
presents a working example of versatile, decentralised, and co-dependency structures that
have the potential to activate and connect dynamic economic sectors [54,105]. Although
the role of thesub-regional government is currently dominant, a stronger entrepreneurial
ecosystem could be able to garner space and significance. Hence, the raison d’être of both
centres cannot be understood exclusively in dichotomous terms, i.e., as corrective inter-
ventions or positive stimuli. On the one hand, 2deo was created after the University of the
Basque Country carried out a diagnostic study, but it is also understood as an opportunity
for innovation by institutions and sectoral agents. On the other, LABe emerged in a sector
with strong roots in Gipuzkoa, where it is difficult to access innovative technologies and
which would benefit from increased interactions in the value chain. This translates into
the combination of bottom-up processes (entrepreneurial action) with top-down strategies
(public action) which are implemented through deliberation and collaboration.

The practice and analysis of this governance model concerns policy makers, practi-
tioners, and researchers alike, as they interact in multiple collaborative contexts. For policy
makers, the operation of innovation labs under Building the Future exemplifies the plau-
sibility of adopting public collaborative strategies in order to adapt to socio-economic
changes. Practitioners find a representation of their work as connectors and communi-
cators of openly generated knowledge, which requires solid absorptive capacity in the
CCI sector. As contributing agents, researchers and universities are involved by bringing
specialised knowledge closer to the needs of the social environment around innovation labs.

In terms of impact, 2deo and LABe have facilitated the creation of multiple projects
and have coordinated the work of a large number of professionals, emerging talents, and
researchers, but management stresses that both innovation labs are undergoing consoli-
dation processes. As young centres, it remains to be analysed how they can offer support
beyond early business prototypes and help in scale-up cases. 2deo specifically operates
within a sector that faces important difficulties in terms of business sustainability. LABe’s
environment, while diverse, is better established and capable of actively bringing forward
digitalisation initiatives for testing and development.

Nevertheless, innovation labs face several risks that compromise their consolidation
and growth in the medium term. These risks are based, on the one hand, on the lack of
shared leadership and excessive dependence on public actors and, on the other hand, on
the stagnation of knowledge transfer to entrepreneurial and innovative actors.

The arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic reduced the amount of work achievable during
2020, meaning that successive measurements of the actual impact of both centres should
be carried out starting in 2021. This could shed a brighter light on the evolution of CCI in
Gipuzkoa, which are part of the greater European productive context [129]. Focusing on
governance structures and managerial views, this study did not intend to provide detailed
accounts of the innovation methodologies or specific work dynamics that are employed
in the innovation labs of Gipuzkoa. Moreover, the findings of this case study should be
cautiously interpreted in relation to other spatial and institutional arrangements. As pre-
viously discussed, CCI and entrepreneurial ecosystems are notably context-dependent,
especially in regions where CCI are part of the S3 in place.
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Abstract: One main point distinguishing Marketing 4.0 from other marketing approaches is the
“customer”. Marketing 4.0 focuses on “act” and “advocacy” within the 5A (aware, appeal, ask, act,
and advocate) customer path. In Marketing 4.0, advocacy is as important as the purchase of customers.
In order to have good competitive power in the digital world, and to follow and guide their digital
customers, brands need to determine their marketing strategies by considering the 5A customer path,
in which there may be touchpoints where brands can intervene. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
there was a significant decrease in the incomes of consumers due to the closure of businesses and/or
personnel dismissals. With this decrease in income, consumer purchasing habits have changed. For
this reason, many companies have started studies to explore how to increase customer loyalty. This
study aimed to understand how the marketing process and brand loyalty of a company operating
in the cleaning products category were affected before and during the pandemic and to identify
weak touchpoints in the customer path by developing a 5A customer path model based on fuzzy
logic. The study also aimed to monitor customer purchasing and brand advocacy rates during the
pandemic and detect the problematic touchpoints on the 5A customer path. The main contribution
of this study to practitioners and brand strategy managers is that it brings a different dimension
to the field of Marketing 4.0 applications with a fuzzy logic approach. In this study, a rule-based
fuzzy logic application was used for the first time to identify the deficiencies in the 5A customer path.
With the fuzzy logic approach, an artificial intelligence technology, failure points on the 5A customer
path can be known in advance, and brand managers will be able to determine appropriate strategies
to increase the advocacy of their brands and take precautions where necessary. Brand managers
can periodically collect customer data and use fuzzy logic to identify and eliminate 5A customer
path disruptions.

Keywords: COVID-19; rule-based fuzzy logic; 5A customer path; Marketing 4.0

1. Introduction

The effects of developing technology in recent years have touched every aspect of
life. Technology provides convenience in every area, from health, education, and tourism
to industry, business, and social life. New concepts emerging with new technologies
create innovations for both manufacturers and consumers. With the adoption of the
Industry 4.0 concept, the effect of digitalization has been seen in many applications, such as
smart factories [1,2], lean manufacturing [3,4], airport systems [5], and flexible production
systems [6]. Review sources such as Fuartes et al. [7], Baran and Korkusuz Polat [8], and
Contini and Peruzzini [9] can be consulted for more detailed information on Industry 4.0.
In the face of the evolving world market, the desires and needs of human beings also
change. These changes provide the formation of new markets, new products, and new
sectors. Manufacturers who follow innovations and technology have a say in these new
products/markets/sectors and increase their profitability. However, manufacturers who
cannot follow innovations and technology and cannot respond to consumer needs will
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fail [10,11]. Today, consumers are interested in the product; they want to access whatever
they want in terms of time, location, quantity, and quality. This situation increases the
market competition in all sectors [12]. Increasing market competition leads to changes in
companies’ sales and marketing strategies. Firms that switch from traditional to digital
marketing do not hesitate to increase their marketing budgets [13].

Along with digital transformation, there have been changes in management strategies
and forms. Digital transformation is very effective in marketing communication. With
the transformation, the importance of the customer and brand value increases. study
by Hughes and Vafeas [14] followed a methodology using qualitative and quantitative
questionnaire data. It was revealed among the study’s findings that the relationship
between the customer and the brand is proportional to how much the customer meets the
needs and wishes of the brand. Although consumption increases in the digitalized world,
market competition increases as product diversity increases. Marketing activities should
be open to changes and diverse, as marketing is a dynamic structure. For this reason,
companies want to increase their chances of competing in the market by integrating the
concept of Marketing 4.0 into their strategies, which has been called the transition from
traditional to digital in recent years. Marketing 4.0 is a marketing evolution that aims
to make the customer part of the brand and addresses digital and traditional marketing
methods together, caring only on behalf of the non-profit brand and about its identity and
using online and offline systems together to complete the customer’s path from brand
awareness to customer advocacy [15,16]. Marketing 4.0 adheres to the Internet when
digitizing economic activities and creates new marketing strategies that improve the brand–
customer relationship [16].

Many studies on digital marketing can be found in the literature. Hwang and Kim [17]
conducted a Marketing 4.0 study investigating the 5A customer path of food tourists of
generations X and Y in Korea. In the study, it was shown that although generation Y has
more social interactions than generation X, both consumer groups use social media quite
frequently. In addition, it was shown that the effect of brand advocacy on social media is
relatively high in the action phase. Székely et al. [18] observed low productivity during
the distribution of industrial semi-finished products in Southeast Europe. Therefore, to
increase efficiency in their work, they conducted 500 h of observation and two rounds of
questionnaires in four countries in Southeast Europe; the 5A customer path constituted
the industrial customer path. Dash et al. [19] demonstrated that brand quality and stance
impact customer satisfaction and affect customer purchases according to a Marketing 4.0
study on 508 first-time real estate buyers. Aoki et al. [20] drew attention to two questions
in the customer purchase journey with their study: What touchpoints increase the brand
experience? Moreover, what is the impact of brand experiences on customer contribution?
In the study, they investigated the customer experiences and the contribution of customers
of the brand Nike in Japan. The researchers stated that brand experience can increase
customer contribution according to their results, and that non-monetary contribution is a
defining feature of the brand experience. It has been observed that when brand experiences
are improved, brand advocacy can also be increased. Duncan’s [21] study stated that the
most effective touchpoints are “customer-created touchpoints”.

Artificial intelligence studies have gained momentum in recent years and are used
to make activities more efficient, effective, reliable, etc. [22]. With the digitalization of
marketing studies, artificial intelligence technologies are frequently used in marketing ap-
plications as in other business subjects. Mustak et al. [23] revealed ten major research points
in their study examining artificial intelligence applications in marketing. These include
understanding the customer correctly [24], industrial studies of artificial intelligence [25,26],
and insights based on customer conversations in electronic environments [27,28] to improve
market performance, to utilize artificial intelligence applications for brand management, to
increase and improve customer loyalty [29], to use artificial intelligence to improve new
side applications and customer services [30], and to implement artificial intelligence and
strategic marketing together [31]. The fuzzy logic approach is an artificial intelligence
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technology frequently used in many business problems where uncertain knowledge needs
to be processed. Janarthanan et al. [32] created a fuzzy system with 23 rules using tem-
perature and precipitation parameters to calculate wind speed. Mijović et al. [33] used
fuzzy logic to determine airline market shares in long-haul flights. In their study, Yıldız
and Kişoğlu [34] made the most appropriate upper body estimation application with a
rule-based fuzzy logic approach in the women’s clothing sector. A model with two inputs
and one output parameter was created for the application, and a rule base consisting
of 25 rules was prepared. Sarmah et al. [35] used rule-based fuzzy logic to evaluate the
quality of a hydroelectric power plant environmental impact assessment report. Soylu
and Carman [36] used fuzzy logic in the automatic slip control systems they developed
for agricultural tractors. In the study, they aimed to automatically change the working
depth of the equipment by measuring the amount of slippage that occurs during tillage
activities. Iancu [37] developed a model to diagnose heart disease using a rule-based fuzzy
logic application. In the study, 44 rules were created for the model, which consisted of
eleven input variables and one output variable with the Mamdani fuzzy logic approach.
Arslankaya and Celik [38] used the fuzzy logic approach for heart attack prediction in their
study, creating 576 rules. Another area where fuzzy logic has been applied is COVID-19,
which emerged unexpectedly in 2020 and affected the whole world. One of these studies
is the fuzzy logic programming and adaptability design study of medical products for
anti-epidemic normalization by Fu and Liang [39]. The study proposes a design method
with the fuzzy logic approach for medical products. Meanwhile, Kokoç et al. [40] developed
a fuzzy inference system to choose a marketing strategy in their study.

With the fuzzy logic approach, productivity increases with the opportunity to make
more detailed and different analyses in marketing activities. Li and Li [41] developed
a decision-making model to support international marketing planning. The researchers
used multiple software tools, simulation, and the fuzzy logic approach in the model in
an integrated manner. Lin et al. [42] used the fuzzy logic approach to develop a decision-
making model that accurately analyzes human thoughts during market research and
reveals the partial mediation of time. Social media usage rates, which are increasing
daily, have reached levels that attract the attention of companies. Companies now carry
out customer relations and management through social media networks. Howells and
Ertugan [43] used the fuzzy logic approach to analyze sensitivity in social media data. The
study also mentioned that fuzzy logic applications are used in customer comment analysis
and effective marketing campaigns.

When the studies in the literature were examined, no application was found in which
the fuzzy logic approach was used in the Marketing 4.0 concept. Thus, fuzzy rules were
used for the first time here to measure the weaknesses in the touchpoints of the 5A customer
path, which is one of the foundations of Marketing 4.0. In this study, a 5A customer path
model based on fuzzy logic was created to understand how the marketing process, brand
loyalty, and advocacy were affected before and after the pandemic in the cleaning products
category. When the sales data for the first six months of 2020 for e-commerce, the most
significant digital marketing source, were examined, an increase was seen compared to
2019 [44]. The increase is thought to be due to COVID-19, and mainly due to the increase in
supermarket shopping from home [45]. The COVID-19 era has caused the primary needs
of consumers to change. Cleaning and hygiene products have become a priority need for
customers. Most customers who want to be protected from the disease have turned to
e-commerce sites to avoid contact and for ease of access. The reason for choosing cleaning
and hygiene products as an application example in this study is that the importance of these
products for consumers has increased considerably with the pandemic. The application
was made for a local brand providing tissue paper, paper towels, napkins, toilet paper, and
hygiene products. Marketing 4.0 was used to assess the brand’s sales before and during
the pandemic, and a new model using rule-based fuzzy logic was proposed to measure
weaknesses in the touchpoints of the 5A customer path. As a result of the implementation of
the model, the changes in the purchasing and customer advocacy rates of the brand before
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and during the pandemic as well as the insufficient points for awareness, attractiveness,
curiosity, action, and advocacy in this process were determined, and solutions were offered
for these points. The study consisted of five parts. In Section 2, the Marketing 4.0 and
fuzzy logic approaches are explained. The developed rule-based fuzzy logic-supported
5A customer path model is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the findings obtained
from the study are evaluated. Finally, Section 5 contains the conclusions, strategies, and
recommendations on how to work in the future.

2. Methodology

PAR (purchase action ratio) and BAR (brand advocacy ratio) values related to brand
advocacy and the 5A customer path emphasized by Marketing 4.0 and the fuzzy logic
approach were used in the application. The PAR and BAR values of the brand were
calculated according to the data obtained from questionnaires given to the brand customers,
who are the subject of the application. At the same time, weaknesses in the touchpoints of
the 5A customer path were identified with the rule-based fuzzy logic approach.

2.1. Marketing 4.0

Traditional marketing is essential for raising brand awareness and attracting cus-
tomers, and the customer is the first stage of the company relationship [46]. Recently,
customer preferences have shifted from market-leading brands to lesser-known private
ones. The increase in Internet usage and the development of technology have changed
market competition because they positively affect the elimination of shopping restrictions
(time, place, access, payment methods, etc.). Today, customers have become more valuable
and powerful when market competition is high. Companies try to connect customers with
the brands they create while making them valuable. Thus, they also create brand value.
With the increase in brand value, their purchasing awareness increases. As customers gain
purchasing awareness, they continue researching the product they will buy by looking
at their user experiences, reviews, prices, and campaigns and even going to the physical
store [47]. This situation has led businesses to use digital marketing strategies. The most
important step of digital marketing is to increase purchasing and advocacy based on brand
loyalty [48]. To adapt to digitalized marketing, marketing activities in companies have
also started to digitalize [49]. As customers prefer brands they can reach anywhere and
anytime, companies often combine offline marketing with online marketing [50].

Marketing 4.0 integrates online and offline systems between companies and cus-
tomers, makes the brand transparent, and is a marketing approach that increases cus-
tomer engagement [51,52]. Marketing 4.0 has changed over time, similar to Industry
4.0, reaching its current form following the latest updates after Marketing 1.0 (product-
oriented), Marketing 2.0 (consumer-oriented), and Marketing 3.0 (human-oriented) [53,54].
In addition to human-oriented Marketing 3.0, Marketing 4.0 has been developed by de-
tailing customer decision-making regarding brand advocacy. Marketing 4.0 consists of
brand identity, brand image, brand integrity, and brand interaction [19]. With the new
dimension of brand interaction, companies take their value from the brand to the customer
and raise their customers’ awareness about the impact of value-based actions. It is not
enough for a brand for a customer to complete a purchase. The customer must be satisfied
with the purchase, product, procurement, packaging, etc., and must repeatedly come to
the point of purchase [55]. Providing brand advocacy is one of the most important goals
of Marketing 4.0. To maintain their competitiveness, businesses have to measure brand
advocacy and identify weak points in the touchpoints of the 5A customer path to increase
brand advocacy.

5A Customer Path

The customer becomes a brand advocate by establishing an emotional bond with the
brand with the positive experiences he or she has gained from the brand. Companies
aim to achieve 100% satisfaction with the customer experience by increasing channels
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to constantly communicate with the customer [56]. While this increases the interaction
between the customer and the company, it also increases the BAR value by enabling the
customer to be a brand advocate at the touchpoints on the 5A customer path [31]. Defining
the 5A customer path correctly is essential when determining strategies to win, retain, and
maintain customers. The 5A concept, also known as the new customer path, is a marketing
approach that considers the customer’s behavior towards the brand in the following steps:
aware, appeal, ask, act, and advocate [57,58]. The touchpoint is defined as customers’
interaction on the 5A route with the brand or other customers related to the brand on
online and offline channels [59]. For successful omnichannel marketing, marketing experts
should correctly examine the touchpoints on the 5A customer path and reach the customer
at critical touchpoints to satisfy the customer [60].

Brand managers conduct research to determine their position in the market. Some
consider the profit margin, while others consider customer loyalty. Increasing customer
loyalty also increases the rate of recommendation of the brand by customers. To increase
this rate, companies also calculate the rate of recommendation and purchase by customers
aware of their brands. The PAR and BAR are used in these calculations. The PAR shown
in Equation (1) is the calculation of brand awareness in the purchasing process. The
BAR shown in Equation (2) transforms customers’ aware of the brand into “loyal brand
advocates” [48].

Purchase Action Ratio(PAR) :
Purchase Action

Spontaneous Awareness
, (1)

Brand Advocacy Ratio (BAR) :
Spontaneous Advocacy
Spontaneous Awareness

, (2)

The PAR and BAR show how companies’ brand awareness efforts will receive feedback
on investments. In the next step, companies that see the PAR and BAR and the level
of awareness leading to purchasing and advocacy either revise their advertising and
marketing strategies or introduce new strategies. The failure of a company to translate
brand awareness into purchasing or advocacy indicates that the customer is experiencing
a disconnect between steps in the 5A concept [57,58]. They can, however, observe where
work and advertisements are missing in the process; identifying and solving the problems
can provide the desired efficiency level in the PAR and BAR [48]. In the purchasing process,
brand awareness does not turn into a buying action due to reasons such as the possibility
that the customer knows the brand but does not find the brand’s product attractive and does
not wonder about the brand, the customer struggles to access the product, or the customer is
not satisfied with the customer service they received when asking for information. During
the advocacy process, the customer who has made a purchase is asked to defend the brand.
If the customer is unsatisfied with the brand experience, they will not advocate it. This
situation shows low emotional intimacy between the customer and the brand [48].

Different industry archetype models have emerged because customers’ industry ex-
pectations are different in terms of the customer touchpoints during marketing: aware,
appeal, ask, act, and advocate. These models are the Doorknob, Goldfish, Trumpet, Funnel,
and Bow Tie models [17]. The “Doorknob” model is the most common. The model’s feature
is that customers with a low level of curiosity have a high tendency to repurchase the same
brand. The second largest model after the Doorknob model is the “Goldfish” model. The
feature that distinguishes the latter from the former is the high level of customer curiosity.
The sales process of the product or service is long-term, and customers who fit this model
conduct extensive research and evaluation and are influenced by the brand conversations
around them while purchasing the product. The “Trumpet” model is where customers with
the lowest purchasing tendency stand in the 5A customer path due to high product prices.
However, even those who cannot buy the product due to its high price but are exposed to
brand conversations with the influence of the environment constitute a customer profile
that recommends and researches the product. The “Funnel” model is the only one in which
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customers plan their purchasing decisions well and go through every stage from brand
awareness to brand advocacy. Customers who fit this model research the information they
have gained from brand conversations and decide to buy the product when they come
to the results they like. However, the customer must be satisfied with the product and
brand [17,61].

The first four industry archetype models have strengths and weaknesses in the points
located on the 5A customer path. The “Bow Tie” model, the last sector archetype model,
eliminates the weaknesses of the other four models and includes the strengths of all four
models. The brand awareness value is equal to the brand advocacy value, and the BAR
value of the mentioned brand has the best performance of one point in the ideal Bow Tie
model. Since the model’s brand attractiveness and liability are the same, everyone who has
attraction to the brand buys the brand. In this case, while the level of curiosity enables the
customer to buy the brand, it also prevents unnecessary research on the brand. Figure 1
shows the “Bow Tie” model compared with the other four models.

Figure 1. Improving a company’s success with industry archetypes [48].

2.2. Fuzzy Logic Approach

Various systems have been produced to facilitate human life in the past years, and
today, these systems are developing more with global standards. Along with technology,
the fuzzy logic approach developed under artificial intelligence systems is one of them. The
fuzzy logic approach is used in these systems because it is challenging to apply classical
logic in systems where mathematical modeling is complex, there is no model, or there
are many variable members [62,63]. The fuzzy logic approach systematically arranges the
collected data under specific rules, considering user experiences. In fuzzy logic applications,
linguistic variables that vary according to everyone instead of absolute actual variables
create fuzzy data and cause fuzzy results [64]. Results from the rule-based fuzzy logic
approach, different from mathematical models, are obtained according to the users’ rules,
considering the users’ experience [65].

Fuzzy logic is an artificial intelligence technology that does not work on exact values
but rather operates on fuzzy values. Generally, a membership function is assigned to fuzzy
sets, where linguistic variables create flexibility [66]. A fuzzy set is a collection of objects
with continuity, in which the membership function of the objects is characterized by changes
in the range of 0–1 [62]. Fuzzy logic is a method that creates a decision-making mechanism
with symbolic expressions by using subjective data instead of numerical data without a
specific mathematical model and produces efficient and acceptable results [67–73]. Within
the framework of the fuzzy approach, it is necessary to consider problems more clearly and
consider all possibilities. To solve such problems, rules can be created. Fuzzy rules are the
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linguistic expression of control rules that reflect the experience and knowledge of experts.
The process of the rule-based fuzzy logic approach is summarized in Figure 2 [74].

Figure 2. Rule-based fuzzy logic system.

Fuzzifier: The fuzzifier converts variables into symbolic values and linguistic quali-
fiers with the help of determining membership functions. In fuzzy logic systems, different
membership functions can be used in different structures that shape sets and show the
boundaries of linguistic expressions on the graph. Triangle, trapezoidal, bell curve, Gaus-
sian, and sigmoid functions are the most widely used membership functions [75–78]. In
this study, after using several different types of membership functions, the triangular mem-
bership function was considered to give the most relevant results and had a single value
of “1”. When the linguistic variables of each input are evaluated, the linguistic variable
corresponds to the value “1” for customers to buy the product “never”.

Setting the Rule: Rules are created to convert linguistic input variables to output vari-
ables. In rule-based fuzzy logic approaches, rules are prepared using “If–Then” statements
as well as “and” and “or” [79,80]. In Equations (3) and (4), examples of “and” and “or”
rules are shown. According to the established rules, “and” gives minimum or maximum
results. The number of rules may change depending on the number of input variables and
fuzzy sets. Rules should be created to cover all possibilities in problem-solving, and all
established rules should be added to the fuzzy inference system [81,82].

If X1 is A and Y1 is B, then Z1 is C , (3)

If X2 is D, or Y2 is E, then Z2 is E , (4)

Determination of Fuzzy Inference System: Based on the linguistic variables, different
fuzzy inference systems such as Mamdani systems, Sugeno or Takagi–Sugeno–Kang (TSK)
models, and Tsukamoto models can be used [83,84]. The Mamdani fuzzy inference system
(MFIS) method is used in this study. The MFIS method gives fuzzy values that reveal
the value of the variables in net values [83,85–88]. Moreover, it is an intuitive and widely
used system suitable for a user-friendly interface [89]. The MFIS is used to study uncertain
parameters such as nonlinear attribute parameters [90].

Defuzzifier: A fuzzy result is obtained by making fuzzy calculations, but crisp (non-
fuzzy) results are needed to complete the problem [91]. Thus, the result obtained by
performing calculations based on fuzzy rules should be clarified. Clarification can be
performed as shown in Equation (5) [92].

(x)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

a ≤ x < b → (x−a)
(b−a)

b ≤ x ≤ c → (c−x)
(c−b)

x < a or x >c → 0

, (5)
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Various programs have been developed for fuzzy logic approaches, which have many
applications, to give correct and quick computer environments. One of them is the MATLAB
program, in which fuzzy logic applications can be made by creating and editing a system
via the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (FLT). In this study, the fuzzy logic application was made with
the support of the MATLAB program.

3. Proposed Model

The new coronavirus disease which first appeared in Wuhan, China, in December 2019
was named COVID-19 [93,94]. Before the first case was seen in Turkey on 11 March 2020,
various precautions were taken by following the cases and developments in the rest of
the world. After April 2020, curfews/restrictions were imposed, sometimes covering
only metropolitan cities and sometimes the whole country. With the suggestion of health
officials, the obligations of mask–distance–hygiene started to be implemented in the country
as per the state policy. During the whole pandemic process, especially in March-April
2020, while the sales of products such as surgical masks, cologne, hand disinfectants, and
hygiene/cleaning products peaked, there were cases where the products were out of stock.
Consumers’ preferences in their products (significantly increasing the demand for hygiene
products) and their purchasing habits have changed with the pandemic. Therefore, it has
been necessary for businesses to make changes in their marketing strategies to adapt to
these new habits in customers. This study provides data on how a brand operating in
the cleaning products industry acts at the points on the 5A customer path where it can
communicate with customers and how this has changed with the pandemic, and whether
this has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic will be analyzed. Since these data are
linguistic and contain uncertainty, the fuzzy logic approach, which processes uncertain
knowledge, was used while evaluating them. Unlike the 5A customer path studies in the
literature, the present evaluations of the touchpoints on the 5A customer path were made
using the fuzzy logic approach for the first time. The rule-based fuzzy logic approach
wasused to identify weaknesses at touchpoints in the 5A customer path. The rule base
consists of 3137 rules, which is quite large compared to fuzzy logic applications in the
literature. The summary flowchart of the application is shown in Figure 3.

According to the developed model, in the first stage of the application, a questionnaire
was conducted to collect data on customer behavior and attitudes in a local area where
the brand operates. Moreover, a customer portfolio was created by analyzing the data
obtained from the questionnaires. In the second stage, the PAR and BAR values of the
brand (using Equations (1) and (2)) were calculated according to the results obtained from
the analysis. In the last stage of the application, the weak touchpoints for the brand’s 5A
customer path were determined by the rule-based fuzzy logic application, simultaneously
with the calculation of the PAR and BAR values.
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Figure 3. Application flowchart.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Obtaining and Evaluating Data

The study created a ten-question questionnaire to monitor customers’ behavior, which
was applied to 300 people (196 online and 104 face-to-face). The research sample consists of
300 people of different gender, ages, and education levels residing in Yalova and selected
by the convenience sampling method. The research data were obtained by a questionnaire
form developed by the researchers. While some participants could be questioned face-to-
face in this process, about two-thirds of the participants completed the questionnaire online
due to the pandemic conditions. While conducting the questionnaire, all participants were
informed about the purpose of the questionnaire, and informed consent was obtained.
The questionnaire, prepared in the Google forms environment, consisted of four parts
(the questionnaire form is shown in Appendix A). The scope of the research was stated
in the first part of the questionnaire to inform the customer filling out the questionnaire.
Then, the second part obtained the customer’s personal information to understand the
customer portfolio closely. Name, age, sex, education level, and monthly income range
were the data collected in this section. The third part of the questionnaire examined the
customer’s brand usage before the COVID-19 pandemic. The five questions created by
taking the touchpoints on the 5A customer path into consideration addressed the brand
awareness, curiosity, attraction, purchasing, and action touchpoints from the customer’s
perspective. With this part of the questionnaire, it can be observed how customers saw the
brand before the COVID-19 pandemic, and if they did not choose the brand, why they did
not choose it. The questions in the fourth part assessed the customer’s attitude towards
the brand during the COVID-19 pandemic and the customer path followed in this process.
The large sample size will ensure that the results are close to the actual values during the
questionnaire application.

A customer portfolio was created with the participation of 300 people living in the
region where the brand’s company is located (60% of the participants were female, and
40% were male). The age, education, and income levels of the participants are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Data chart.

While some of the data collected by the questionnaire consist of demographic data,
the rest consist of customer responses to be used in the third phase of the application,
the fuzzy logic application. The graphs drawn according to the data obtained from the
questionnaire results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. With the pandemic, purchasing rates
in the questionnaire results were expected to decrease due to the decrease in purchasing
power, the choice of substitute products in cases where access to the product was complex,
and the decrease in shopping due to curfews. Figure 5 shows the purchasing and brand
advocacy rates before and during the pandemic according to age and gender. Highlights in
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the chart are that the number of purchases increased in the 31–35 age range, the advocacy
rate for the 36–40 age range remained the same, and the advocacy rate for the 41–45 age
group increased during the pandemic. The purchasing rate of female customers decreased
by 24%, and the advocacy rate decreased by 16%. The most crucial result observed in male
clients is that their advocacy rates remained constant.

 

Figure 5. Customers’ data chart (age and gender).

 

Figure 6. Customers’ data chart (education level and income rate).
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Figure 6 shows the purchasing and brand advocacy rates before and during the
pandemic process according to the education and income level categories. Highlights
in the chart are that the advocacy rate remained the same. Furthermore, the purchasing
rate of those with a primary school education level remained the same, the advocacy rate
remained the same for those educated to secondary school level, and the advocacy rate
in customers with master’s and doctorate degrees increased. There was no change in the
purchasing rate for customers with an income level of TRY 8001–11,000, and the advocacy
rate in customers earning above TRY 12,500 showed an increase of 9% (exchange rate for
the questionnaire period: EUR 1 = TRY 10.46).

4.2. Calculation of PAR and BAR Values

In line with the data obtained from the questionnaire, the answers given by each cus-
tomer were evaluated. The brand’s status before and during the pandemic was examined in
terms of PAR and BAR values, which are essential in marketing. The PAR and BAR values
of the brand were calculated with Equations (1) and (2), respectively, (due to the many data
in the questionnaire, the Excel program was used for calculations to obtain accurate results).
Since some of the questionnaire answers contained linguistic variables, the answers were
transformed into mathematical values when performing Excel calculations (for example,
5 for always, 4 for usually, 3 for sometimes, 2 for rarely, and 1 for never). The PAR and BAR
values obtained are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. PAR and BAR variables.

Pre-Pandemic During Pandemic

PAR 0.96 0.79
BAR 0.78 0.71

The PAR value before the pandemic was 0.96. This shows that customers bought from
the brand even if they did not find it attractive. Since the brand is well known in the sector
and is known to be high-quality, it is not surprising to observe that every customer had
purchased from it at least once according to the questionnaire. The BAR value of the same
brand in the same period was 0.78. This shows that the brand lacks emotional bonding
with the customer, as specified in the “Goldfish” model. As to the “reasons for not choosing
the brand”, for one of the questions evaluating the pre-pandemic period, customers gave
answers such as the fact that the brand is more expensive than rival companies, they
experienced problems in accessing the product, and the product is a general need. During
the pandemic, the PAR value was calculated as 0.79 and the BAR value as 0.71. The decrease
in PAR was more significant during the pandemic because even the customers who cannot
buy a product can be the brand’s defenders, which is reflected in the BAR value. According
to the questionnaire results, customers’ reasons not to buy and defend the brand before the
pandemic were also valid during the pandemic. Based on the calculations, the industry
archetype of the brand during the pandemic was determined to follow the “Doorknob”
model. This shows that the brand’s attractiveness and purchasing touchpoints that had
problems before the pandemic were improved with the studies carried out, but the defect
in the advocacy point continued. During the pandemic, the world’s economic problems
and the depletion of product stocks caused customers to move away from the brands they
always bought; instead, they preferred the first brand they could reach, thus reducing
brand purchase and advocacy rates.

4.3. 5A Customer Path Determination

In the third part of the application, the 5A customer path touchpoints of the brand
considered weak were determined. The rule-based fuzzy logic approach was used to make
this determination. In the model created by using five inputs (aware, appeal, ask, act,
and advocate) and one output (5A customer path) variable, linguistic variables expressing
five different situations for each of the input variables (i.e., always, usually, sometimes,
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rarely, and never) were defined, and 3137 rules containing all possibilities were determined.
Rule-based fuzzy logic applications created with many linguistic variables and rules are
not typical in the literature. This study differs from other studies because it has many rules
and is the first fuzzy logic application in this field. This study used the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox
(FLT) of the MATLAB program, the preferred software of fuzzy logic applications. First, the
answers to the 5A customer path questions obtained through the questionnaire were added
to the FLT database. For fuzzy logic application, triangular membership function, the
MFIS, “and” conjunctions for rule generation, and a value range of 0–5 were determined.
In Figure 7, the interface prepared in the FLT is shown.

 

Figure 7. FLT interface.

Table 2 shows the fuzzy numbers corresponding to the linguistic variables. Since the
triangle membership function was used in the application, there are three variables for each
linguistic variable.

Table 2. Linguistic variables converted to fuzzy numbers.

Linguistic Variables Fuzzy Numbers

Never (0 0.5 1)
Rarely (1 1.5 2)
Sometimes (2 2.5 3)
Usually (3 3.5 4)
Always (4 4.5 5)

Figure 8 shows the linguistic variables with the five value ranges we determined
when we looked at the awareness input. These variables are never, rarely, sometimes,
usually, and always—i.e., the possible answers to our questions in our questionnaire. Our
triangular membership function was determined as “trimf” for our awareness input. The
input parameter values were determined after a few trials so that each linguistic variable
corresponds to its range.
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Figure 8. Linguistic variables.

After the awareness input value, the attractiveness, curiosity, purchasing, and advo-
cacy input values were added. As with the awareness entry, the value ranges for the other
four inputs were between 0 and 5. The outcome of the problem is shown in Figure 9. The
5A concept was added to our program as a customer path. The output values ranged from
0 to 5, as with the input values. The membership function of the output was determined as
the triangular membership function “trimf”, the membership function in the input. The
output parameters consisted of the 5A customer path touchpoints. According to the study
results, the weak point of the brand among these parameters could be determined, and the
most suitable parameters for awareness, attractiveness, curiosity, purchasing, and advocacy
were determined.

 

Figure 9. The 5A output variable.
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The rule preparation process aimed to find the weak point of the brand to create
the “Bow Tie” model. The rules were created using the “If–Then” rule structure with
the “and” connector. In this study, 3137 rules were created using the FLT system. For
example, the following rule was created: If (Awareness is Always) and (Charming is
Always) and (Curiosity is Always) and (Action is Usually) and (Advocacy is Sometimes),
then (5A_Customer_Path is advocacy). For this rule, it is understood that, although the
action touchpoint is tolerable, the advocacy touchpoint must be worked on first to resemble
the “Bow Tie” model.

If the model obtained with the customer data already followed the “Bow Tie” model,
“note” was selected, as this implies no need to work on the brand’s touchpoints, and the
outputs would be shown not to reflect that result. This rule can be interpreted as the
linguistic equivalent of the awareness, attractiveness, curiosity, action, and advocacy inputs
not always acting to serve the customer. For example: If (Awareness is Always) and (Charm
is Always) and (Curiosity is Always) and (Action is Always) and (Advocacy is Always),
then (5A_Customer_Path is not action).

After creating 3137 rules, the rule viewer was used for the roadmap showing the fuzzy
inference process of the problem. When input values are entered in the rule viewer, the
outputs of those values are shown following the determined rules. Figure 10 shows a
section of the rule base. Each column represents one of the input or output variables. The
yellow shapes in the columns show the inputs’ membership function, and the blue shapes
represent the outputs. Each line represents a rule.

Figure 10. Rule viewer.

5. Conclusions

To have good competitiveness in the digital world, businesses need to determine
marketing strategies by considering the 5A customer path and directing their digital
customers. There may be touchpoints on the 5A customer path where brands can intervene.
In this study, the data obtained from the customer questionnaire were analyzed, and the
brand’s sector archetype and PAR and BAR values were determined before and during the
pandemic. The values before and during the pandemic were compared. In the third stage
of the application, with the fuzzy logic-based 5A customer path model proposed within
the scope of the study, weak points in the 5A customer path of the brand were found for
customer profiles.
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According to the analysis of the results obtained, since the brand is a well-known local
brand with plenty of advertisements, awareness among customers was high both before
and during the pandemic.

While evaluating the pre-pandemic situation in the questionnaire, it was found that
customers do not prefer the brand due to the brand being more expensive than other
competing companies, problems experienced in accessing the product, and because the
product is a simple need. The industry archetype, essential in evaluating the 5A customer
path, was determined to be the “Goldfish” for the brand before the pandemic. The “Gold-
fish” model is the most challenging archetype model for marketing professionals during
conversion to the “Bow Tie” model. In the “Goldfish” model, sales and brand advocacy
rates are low, and the level of curiosity is well above what it should be. Improvement efforts
should bring customer curiosity to the optimum point with the right strategies and lead
the customer to buy and become a brand advocate. According to the results, the “Goldfish”
model found before the pandemic shows that the brand lacks an emotional connection with
its customers. This shows that the brand has problems at the purchasing and advocacy
touchpoints, especially in attractiveness. In order to approach the “Bow Tie” model, which
is one of the goals of Marketing 4.0, the brand needs to increase both its attractiveness and
emotional ties with customers in the post-pandemic era.

When the pandemic was evaluated in the questionnaire, the industry archetype belong-
ing to the brand was determined to be the “Doorknob”. This shows that the attractiveness
and purchasing touchpoints where the brand experienced disruption before the pandemic
were improved with the studies carried out, while disruption continued at the point of
advocacy. The “Doorknob” model also shows that competing brands are high, and the
customers prefer more affordable competitor brands. The brand should increase cus-
tomers’ emotional affinity to transform the “Doorknob” model into a “Bow Tie” model.
For this, customer engagement programs can be developed, and brand affinity levels can
be increased.

During the pandemic, the economic problems experienced in the world caused product
stocks to run out and customers to stay away from the brands they always buy, instead
preferring the first brand they can access. This situation also reduced brand purchase and
advocacy rates. The questionnaire study proves this (while the PAR value was 0.96 before
the pandemic, it became 0.79 during the pandemic; the BAR value was 0.78 before and 0.71
during the pandemic). The decrease in the PAR value is more remarkable than that in the
BAR value. Even customers who cannot buy a product can advocate for that brand, and
this situation is reflected in the BAR value, which shows that the reasons for not buying and
defending the brand before the pandemic continued in the same way during the pandemic.

The study’s main objective was to investigate how brand loyalty and advocacy were
affected by the pandemic and to develop a rule-based fuzzy logic-based 5A customer
path model to identify weak touchpoints in the customer path. Since the data used in the
research were obtained from the residents of Yalova, they have limited generalizability
for the relevant brand in the whole country. In addition, the difficulty of reaching people
due to the pandemic limited the research. While some participants could be questioned
face-to-face, about two-thirds of the participants had to complete the questionnaire online
due to the pandemic conditions. It would be helpful to consider the generalizability of
the study by addressing this situation. The research can, however, be applied to larger
datasets from different regions in future studies. Similar studies with people living in other
regions may provide valuable contributions to a better evaluation of the results obtained
from this research. In addition, the 5A customer path model, which was prepared using the
rule-based fuzzy logic approach in this study, can be developed by using hybrid methods,
such as neuro-fuzzy techniques, in future studies.
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Appendix A

MARKETING 4.0—QUESTIONNAIRE

PART 1
The COVID-19 disease, which emerged in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, has been
affecting the whole world for about one year. However, innovations and changes have
emerged in every aspect of our lives. We will examine the effects of these changes in our
questionnaire study in the field of marketing.
PART 2
NAME:
AGE:

• 18–28
• 26–30
• 31–35
• 36–40
• 41–45
• Over 45 years old

GENDER:

• Woman
• Man

EDUCATION LEVEL:

• Primary school graduate
• Middle school graduate
• High school graduate
• Vocational School or Graduate Degree (or student)
• Master’s Degree/Doctorate’s Degree (or student)

MONTHLY INCOME LEVEL:

• Less than TRY 2300
• TRY 2300–3000
• TRY 3001–4000
• TRY 4001–5000
• TRY 5001–6500
• TRY 6501–8000
• TRY 8001–9500
• TRY 9501–11,000
• TRY 11,001–12,500
• More than TRY 12,500

PART 3

1. I knew the products of the “SELPAK” brand before COVID-19
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• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

2. Before COVID-19, there were works (advertising, sponsorship, social assistance, etc.)
of the brand “SELPAK” that caught my attention

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

3. Before COVID-19, I was doing price research and quality research when buying the
products of the brand “SELPAK”.

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

4. I was buying the “SELPAK” brand before COVID-19

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

5. Before COVID-19, I would recommend the brand “SELPAK” to my friends

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

PART 4

6. I know the products of the “SELPAK” brand during the COVID-19 process

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

7. I do price research and quality research while buying the “SELPAK” brand during the
COVID-19 process

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

8. I buy the brand “SELPAK” during the COVID-19 process

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
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• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

9. I would recommend the “SELPAK” brand to my friends during the COVID-19 process

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

10. During the COVID-19 process, there are works (advertising, sponsorship, social
assistance, etc.) of the brand “SELPAK” that caught my attention

• 1 (never)
• 2 (rarely)
• 3 (sometimes)
• 4 (usually)
• 5 (always)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_SBkwYfS5k6Tkszh_b2yravb-8RwQX6k7D9MXjlt-XM/
edit?ts=62c56796 (accessed on 31 July 2022).
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Abstract: With the rise of the digital economy, new business models have expedited the progress of
corporate digital transformation. The mobile internet era has made enterprise social media a popular
tool for employee communication. Summarizing the development and trends of enterprise social
media research is beneficial for identifying future research topics. This paper analyzes the literature
from the Web of Science core collection database and employs CiteSpace software to develop a
scientific knowledge map, providing a visual analysis of the literature on enterprise social media
in the context of the digital economy. The paper presents the research hotspots and evolutionary
paths of enterprise social media, thereby clarifying the future development trends in this field. The
study reveals that there is a relatively limited amount of literature on this topic, and collaboration
among authors is not strong. Most research is conducted by higher education institutions in China
and the United States. The research hotspots revolve around the theme of enterprise social media,
covering topics such as knowledge sharing, communication, and performance. The research themes
have undergone a transition from singularity to diversity. Finally, this paper proposes future research
prospects in three areas: the human–computer collaborative model against the backdrop of artificial
intelligence, user privacy disclosure and protection, and the impact of enterprise social media usage
on the mental and physical health of employees. These prospects aim to provide valuable insights for
subsequent research endeavors.

Keywords: enterprise social media; enterprise management; CiteSpace; knowledge map

1. Introduction

With the vigorous rise of the digital economy and sharing economy, profound changes
have occurred in the organizational structure, labor force composition, labor relations, and
employment patterns of enterprises [1]. The digital economy relies on digital information
as its primary resource, utilizes internet platforms as the main information carrier, is driven
by digital technology innovation, and manifests itself in various new modes of economic
activities [2]. The digital economy plays a pivotal role in driving high-quality economic
development through two mechanisms: the augmentation of human capital and the facili-
tation of green technology innovation. This renders it a crucial engine of global economic
transformation [3]. The development of data technology contributes to the transformation
of traditional industries and the growth of digital industries [1], reducing the cost of green
technology innovation for enterprises [4] and directly creating economic value [5]. The
advent of the digital economy, catalyzed by the continuous innovation and development
of digital technology, has ushered in novel economic paradigms. This phenomenon has
precipitated shifts in social production methods, increasing production efficiency, and
consequently bringing about significant transformations for sustained development and
the interactions of enterprises [6,7]. In effect, it propels enterprises to continuously progress
and develop, promoting digital transformation and upgrading [8].
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Under the influence of the country’s “dual carbon” goals, energy conservation and
carbon reduction, which target the industrial internet and digital transformation, the rela-
tionship between the digital economy and low carbon emissions has drawn widespread
attention [9]. The digital transformation has brought new solutions for companies to reduce
carbon emissions. Concurrently, the shift toward low-carbon and green transformation is
reshaping corporate behavior, and the transformation must aim for environmental sustain-
ability [10]. Technology stands as a crucial prerequisite for digital transformation [11], and
key information technologies represented by the fifth-generation mobile communication
technology have paved the way for enterprise digitalization [12]. Digital technologies can
enhance labor productivity in industries and improve the efficiency of business decision-
making processes, effectively reducing energy consumption in traditional sectors [13].
Digital technologies and solutions, including artificial intelligence, big data, cloud com-
puting, and blockchain, are gradually becoming suitable for various industries. This
progressive integration is leading to substantial enhancements in industrial labor produc-
tivity, enterprise management, and the effectiveness of decision-making efficiency [14], thus
reducing industrial energy consumption [15]. The digital economy prioritizes industrial
structure upgrading, achieving an intelligent and digital transformation of the economic
system [16]. This objective is pursued through the advancement of digital technologies, the
establishment of digital platforms, and the implementation of digital solutions aimed at
optimizing energy structures and resource efficiency, thereby achieving synergy among the
digital economy, the low-carbon economy, and environmental benefits [2].

In the era of the diversified information age driven by the digital economy and the in-
ternet, social media has rapidly integrated into the public perspective, changing traditional
lifestyles and work patterns [17]. Social media has become a crucial channel for online
and offline communication for businesses, enhancing the efficiency of internal informa-
tion dissemination and facilitating communication between management and frontline
employees [18]. From the use of communication tools to the development of various social
networking platforms, enterprise social media provides users with abundant information
and convenient channels for communication, promoting the development of users’ social
network relationships. Consequently, social media has quickly become an indispensable
part of people’s daily lives and work [19]. Corporations are harnessing the potential of
enterprise social media to facilitate workplace communication, coordination, and collabora-
tion [20], which culminates in heightened managerial efficiency and sustainable business
development [21].

Enterprise social media refers to the use of social networks by organizations to achieve
work-related collaboration and establish online communities [22]. Leonardi [23] compre-
hensively summarizes enterprise social media as web-based platforms that allow workers
to: (1) communicate messages with specific coworkers or broadcast messages to everyone
in the organization; (2) explicitly indicate or implicitly reveal particular coworkers as com-
munication partners; (3) post, edit, and sort text and files linked to themselves or others;
and (4) view the messages, connections, text, and files communicated, posted, edited and
sorted by anyone else in the organization at any time of their choosing. Sun et al. [24]
conducted a comprehensive literature review to capture the dark side of enterprise social
media abuse from a conflict perspective. They also explored the potential of enterprise
social media platforms from a knowledge management perspective [25]. Wu et al. [26]
employed a meta-analysis approach to examine the relationship between ESM usage and
work performance. They analyzed the current state of research on enterprise social media,
tracked its development, and revealed new trends and challenges in the field of enterprise
social media research. Enterprises adopt and deploy enterprise social media platforms
within their organizations to enhance employees’ work performance by facilitating internal
communication, knowledge sharing, and collaboration [27].

These papers provide guidance for later scholars studying enterprise social media.
However, they also have some limitations. Firstly, most of these reviews mainly explore
the positive impacts of enterprise social media on employees and companies in the context
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of Web 2.0 and the mobile internet era, while neglecting the adverse effects. Secondly,
they overlook whether the use of enterprise social media in the context of digital economy
development plays a facilitating or inhibiting role in corporate digital transformation,
as well as how to avoid the generation of adverse factors and better promote digital
transformation and the long-term sustainability of companies. Therefore, this article
focuses on the development of the contemporary digital economy and the low-carbon
environmental background. Through bibliometric analysis, it aims to address four issues
related to enterprise social media: first, what can we discover from the perspective of
literature analysis? Second, what hotspots and research trends can be obtained using
knowledge graphs? Third, how does existing research on enterprise social media influence
corporate digital transformation in the context of the digital economy? Fourth, what
guidance do existing studies provide for future research directions?

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the research
method and data sources. Section 3 utilizes a visual knowledge graph of enterprise social
media literature to analyze current research hotspots and trends. Section 4 discusses the
significance of this research and future research directions. Section 5 summarizes the
conclusions, limitations, and prospects of this study.

2. Research Methods and Data Sources

2.1. Research Methods

A scientific knowledge graph refers to the representation of the process and relation-
ships of research development in the form of graphs. It utilizes data mining, information
processing, knowledge metrics, and graphical visualization to present a field of scientific
research [28]. CiteSpace is an information visualization and analysis software developed
by Chaomei Chen, which can be used to examine co-citation networks based on a large
amount of bibliometric data [29].

CiteSpace has significant reference value for interdisciplinary studies, enabling re-
searchers to efficiently understand specific research areas, their associations, and emerging
areas of interest. For example, Qiu [30] used CiteSpace to trace the development origins
of social media, revealing a cutting-edge topics and knowledge graph on social media
research. Ran et al. [31] conducted a bibliometric analysis using the information visualiza-
tion software CiteSpace to display the knowledge structure and hotspots in social media
research in the form of a knowledge graph. Li et al. [32] utilized the visualization tool
CiteSpace for bibliometric research and analysis, quantifying and visualizing the landscape
and evolution of enterprise social media studies. All these studies indicate that using
CiteSpace software can intuitively present the trends and research focuses on each stage of
a research stream.

Therefore, this paper will adopt a bibliometric analysis method using CiteSpace 6.1.R6
software to investigate the core content of enterprise social media from the perspectives
of journals, core authors, institutions, the co-occurrence of keywords, the clustering of
hot words, and emerging terms. The study aims to map the current status, hotspots,
and frontiers of research and further explore the development trends and future research
directions of enterprise social media in the context of the digital economy.

2.2. Data Sources

Due to the inclusion of literature from various disciplines, such as engineering, social
sciences, medicine, management, and philosophy, the Web of Science Core Collection
database was selected as the source of data for this study [33]. The theme of this study is
enterprise social media. Through various trials, it was found that the most comprehensive
articles were retrieved using the search term TS = (“enterprise social media” OR “firm social
media” OR “company social media” OR “corporation social media” OR “organizational
social media”). The literature was limited to English language articles, and the search was
conducted on 20 June 2023. Finally, a total of 288 relevant articles were selected, covering
the period from 2008 to 2023. The research roadmap of this article is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research roadmap.

3. Results of the Analysis

3.1. Journal Analysis
3.1.1. Overview of Publications

From the perspective of the publication volume of enterprise social media research
literature, it can be observed that with the application and development of enterprise social
media in recent years, the related literature has also shown an increasing trend. Based on
Figure 2, the research can be divided into three stages: the initial stage of research, the stage
of slow development, and the stage of rapid growth, according to the publication volume.
Before 2013, there were relatively few publications, indicating the nascent stage of enterprise
social media research during that period. From 2013 to 2017, with the development of
popular technologies such as the internet and big data, scholars gradually paid attention to
research on enterprise social media, leading to a slow growth in the number of papers on
the subject. Commencing from 2018, the number of publications grew rapidly, indicating a
higher level of attention from scholars due to the increasing number of enterprise social
media users. At the same time, a search on Web of Science reveals that there are still
relatively few research achievements in the field of enterprise social media literature,
indicating that there is still significant room for scholars to continue in-depth research.
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Figure 2. Annual publication volume of enterprise social media research. Note: The statistical data
are as of 20 June 2023.

3.1.2. Analysis of Publishing Journals

Journals are platforms for showcasing research areas and achievements [34]. Table 1
summarizes the journals with more than five publications, revealing that most articles on
enterprise social media are published in internationally renowned journals, indicating that
enterprise social media is a popular research topic in recent years. The top three journals
in terms of publication volume are Internet Research, Information Technology People, and
the International Journal of Information Management. Among them, Internet Research has the
highest number of publications, surpassing ten, and constitutes the largest proportion.
Other journals publishing research on enterprise social media have fewer publications but
remain important publishing platforms.

Table 1. Major journals for enterprise social media research.

No. Journals Publications Proportion

1 Internet Research 14 4.86%
2 Information Technology People 9 3.13%
3 International Journal of Information Management 9 3.13%
4 Journal of Enterprise Information Management 9 3.13%
5 Sustainability 9 3.13%
6 Frontiers in Psychology 7 2.43%
7 Journal of Knowledge Management 7 2.43%
8 Computers in Human Behavior 6 2.08%
9 Journal of Business Research 6 2.08%
10 Journal of Computer Mediated Communication 6 2.08%
11 Journal of Organizational Computing and Electronic Commerce 6 2.08%

3.1.3. Analysis of High-Frequency Co-Cited References

Highly cited literature refers to documents that have been cited frequently, reflect-
ing the quality of research, innovation in a specific field, and substantial attention and
recognition from scholars [35]. It aids researchers in understanding the hot topics and key
milestones in their respective fields [36]. Table 2 presents the top ten most cited documents,
with citation indices exceeding 100.
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Table 2. High-Frequency Co-Cited References in Enterprise Social Media Research.

No. Title Journals Year Authors
Citation

Frequency

1
Enterprise Social Media: Definition, History, and
Prospects for the Study of Social Technologies in

Organizations

Journal of Computer
Mediated

Communication
2013 Leonardi, PM; Huysman,

M; Steinfield, C [23] 541

2

The effects of network sharing on
knowledge-sharing activities and job

performance in enterprise social media
environments

Computers in Human
Behavior 2016 Kwahk, KY;

Park, DH [37] 185

3
What factors influence knowledge sharing in

organizations? A social dilemma perspective of
social media communication

Journal of Knowledge
Management 2016 Razmerita, L; Kirchner, K;

Nielsen, P [38] 183

4 Knowledge sharing motivational factors of using
an intra-organizational social media platform

Journal of Knowledge
Management 2012 Vuori, V; Okkonen, J [39] 134

5 The impact of firms’ social media initiatives on
operational efficiency and innovativeness

Journal of Operations
Management 2016 Lam, HKS; Yeung, ACL;

Cheng, TCE [40] 124

6
Improving the agility of employees through

enterprise social media: The mediating role of
psychological conditions

International Journal of
Information Management 2018 Cai, Z; Huang, Q; Liu,

HF; Wang, XY [41] 118

7 Location, Motivation, and Social Capitalization
via Enterprise Social Networking

Journal of
Computer—Mediated

Communication
2013 Fulk, J; Yuan, YC [42] 113

8 Why men and women continue to use social
networking sites: The role of gender differences

Journal of Strategic
Information Systems 2017 Krasnova, H; Veltri, NF;

Eling, N; Buxmann, P [43] 112

9 The Role of Marketer-Generated Content in
Customer Engagement Marketing Journal of Marketing 2019

Meire, M; Hewett, K;
Ballings, M; Kumar, V;
Van den Poel, D [44]

111

10 An affordance perspective of enterprise social
media and organizational socialization

Journal of Strategic
Information Systems 2018 Leidner, DE; Gonzalez, E;

Koch, H [45] 108

Among them, the most cited article is by Leonardi et al. [23], which comprehen-
sively explores enterprise social media from various aspects, such as its definition, history,
and prospects. This work has been widely accepted, adopted, and referenced by schol-
ars. The second most cited paper is by Kwahk et al. [37], investigating the impact of
third-generation young individuals’ orientation toward knowledge-sharing activities and
individual work performance in the context of enterprise social media. It concludes that
knowledge self-efficacy, social interaction, and mutual norms positively influence third-
party inclinations and knowledge-sharing activities on social media, which further affect
individual work performance. The third most cited paper is by Razmerita et al. [38], study-
ing the factors that drive or hinder employees’ engagement in enterprise social media.
Their research identifies important drivers for knowledge sharing, including willingness to
help, monetary rewards, management support, management encouragement, and recogni-
tion for knowledge-sharing behaviors. On the other hand, barriers to knowledge sharing
include behavior changes, lack of trust, and time constraints. This study contributes to
understanding the factors influencing the success or failure of enterprise social media.

Several other papers also investigate the impact of enterprise social media on or-
ganizational efficiency [40], employee psychology [41], organizational socialization [45],
and other aspects. Thus, enterprise social media is a crucial medium for organizations
and employees, influencing the long-term development of enterprises, and these highly
cited papers provide guidance for future researchers, offering theoretical and practical
significance for sustainable organizational development.

3.2. Author and Country Analysis
3.2.1. Author Analysis

The author collaboration network graph can reflect the influence of authors in specific
research domains and the closeness of their collaboration network [46]. In this section,
core author analysis is conducted using the author collaboration network graph. The size
of the nodes in the graph represents the number of published articles, while the lines
between nodes represent collaborative relationships between authors. The density of the
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lines is positively correlated with the strength of collaboration. Figure 3 illustrates the
formed author collaboration graph, which consists of 313 nodes and 298 connections, with
a network density of 0.0061. Among them, the nodes representing Sun, Pitafi, and Luqman
are relatively large, indicating that these authors have produced more research results on
enterprise social media. Additionally, these nodes have different colors from the inside
to the outside, indicating their sustained interest and achievements in this topic. The
connections between nodes in the graph are relatively sparse, and some nodes are isolated
and dispersed, suggesting that there is only limited collaboration between certain authors.
Overall, the level of collaboration is not strong; there has not been a widespread trend of
collaboration among the authors.

Figure 3. Author network map.

3.2.2. National and Institutional Analysis

Analyzing the degree of cooperation among different countries, institutions, and
scholars is crucial from the perspective of national and research organizations [47]. This
enables a deeper interpretation of the research advancements of enterprise social media
within diverse cultural contexts. The national collaboration network is built upon the
foundation of collaborative efforts cited in the literature. Collaboration is considered
to exist when authors from two different countries contribute to the same article [48].
The visualization graph in Figure 4 encompasses a total of 284 nodes and 503 edges.
Each node represents a country or institution, and the edges between nodes represent
collaboration among countries or institutions. The circular color legend radiating from
the center corresponds to publication years, ranging from gray to teal and finally to red,
representing early research to recent years’ studies, respectively. Furthermore, the color
of the center of the circles represents the earliest year of publication, while the thickness
of the color scale corresponds to the number of publications in the respective year. The
circle centers of the United States and Germany are depicted in deep purple, indicating
that these countries initiated research on enterprise social media at an earlier stage. The
distribution of average annual publications in the United States is evenly spread, indicating
sustained research output in this field. The circle center of China is blue-purple, suggesting
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a comparatively later start in research. However, the color progression primarily shifts
from blue-purple to red, implying recent research output in the past few years.

Figure 4. National and institutional cooperative network map.

According to the results of the national collaboration network in CiteSpace, the top
ten countries in terms of publication volume were identified. As shown in Table 3, in
terms of quantity, China has the highest number of publications in Web of Science, with
a current publication count of 100 articles. The following countries include the United
States (96 articles), Germany (27 articles), and others. The United Kingdom has the highest
centrality (0.85), followed by the United States (0.52), China (0.43), Canada (0.37), and other
countries. While China has a much higher publication volume than the United Kingdom,
its centrality is relatively lower. Therefore, future research should focus on strengthening
international cooperation and communication to promote the development of enterprise
social media research.

Table 3. Total number of national papers issued.

Serial Countries Publications Centrality Serial Countries Publications Centrality

1 China 100 0.43 6 England 12 0.85
2 USA 96 0.52 7 Australia 12 0.24
3 Germany 27 0.36 8 Pakistan 12 0.12
4 Canada 17 0.37 9 India 9 0.29
5 Norway 13 0.10 10 Finland 9 0.04

According to the results of the institution collaboration network in CiteSpace, the
top ten research institutions in terms of publication volume were identified. As shown
in Table 4, the research institutions with higher publication volumes are mainly concen-
trated in Chinese and American universities. These include China’s Zhejiang Gongshang
University (15 articles), the University of Science and Technology of China (14 articles),
and Hefei University of Technology (10 articles), as well as the United States’ Michigan
State University (13 articles) and Wright State University (6 articles), etc. While the initial
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research on enterprise social media emerged from the United States, China’s rapid con-
struction and development of 5G technology and base stations, as well as the widespread
and portable nature of social media mobile terminals, have provided greater advantages.
The innovation of Chinese social media has brought great value. With the increase in the
duration, frequency, and number of social media users, as well as the high attention from
the government and the market, Chinese scholars are particularly concerned about the
field of social media and have invested in in-depth research, resulting in excellent research
achievements on the platform. Agder University College from Norway and the University
of Jyväskylä from Finland also show interest in researching enterprise social media.

Table 4. Number of publications by research institutions.

Serial Research Institutes Publications Centrality

1 Zhejiang Gongshang University, Hangzhou, China 15 0.03
2 University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China 14 0.24
3 Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA 13 0.38
4 Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China 10 0.03
5 Agder University College, Arendal, Grimstad and Kristiansand, Norway 6 0.00
6 Wright State University, Dayton, OH, USA 6 0.00
7 Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, China 6 0.21
8 Arizona State University, Phoenix, AZ, USA 5 0.15
9 Northwest University, Xi’an, China 5 0.01
10 University of Jyväskylä, Jyväskylä, Finland 5 0.00

3.3. Co-Term Analysis
3.3.1. Keyword Co-Occurrence Analysis

Co-occurrence analysis of keywords can reveal the popular research topics and general
research trends in a particular field over the years [31]. The larger the node, the higher the
frequency of occurrence of the keyword, which reflects the stronger research enthusiasm
of scholars in the relevant field. The more connections between nodes, the stronger the
co-occurrence relationship among them [49]. By importing the literature into CiteSpace
with a time range from 2008 to 2023, employing a “1-year” time slice and selecting “key-
word” as the node type, along with selecting the Pathfinder and Pruning sliced networks
and Pruning the merged network trimming method, a keyword co-occurrence network was
constructed, consisting of 352 nodes and 738 edges. The network density was calculated to
be 0.0119, indicating a relatively dense and interconnected structure of research themes.
Figure 5, dentered around enterprise social media, expands into several important key
themes, including social media, communication, work performance, knowledge sharing,
and more. The dense and intertwined connections among the nodes illustrate the strong
association between research topics in the literature. Among them, keywords such as social
media, behavior, influence, and performance exhibit larger node sizes, indicating a greater
emphasis from researchers on the impact of enterprise social media, as well as aspects
related to organizational management and performance.

Summary of high-frequency keywords and centrality statistics (Table 5) based on
keyword co-occurrence graph. From the analysis of keyword frequencies in the field of
enterprise social media research, we determined that the term “enterprise social media”
has appeared 133 times, significantly surpassing other keywords. It holds the largest
node and represents the core of the entire research field. Other prominent themes include
social media, work, influence, and communication. The advancement of internet tech-
nology has provided convenient services to humans in various ways, speeds, and scales.
These services enable users to effectively conduct work on online platforms and foster
the prosperity of businesses [50]. Currently, internet technology has evolved from Web
2.0 to Web 3.0, where artificial intelligence facilitates bidirectional connections between
humans and the internet [51]. Technologies such as big data and AI automatically capture
user needs and provide high-quality services [7]. The user base of social media platforms
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has experienced explosive growth, and users’ reliance on social media has progressively
increased. According to a report by the McKinsey Global Institute, it is estimated that by
2030, approximately 70% of businesses will adopt at least one form of AI technology. A
report by market intelligence company Tractica suggests that AI may flourish in industries
such as consumer goods, automotive, financial services, telecommunications, and retail.
By 2025, the global annual revenue of the AI software market is projected to reach USD
126 billion.

 

Figure 5. Keyword co-occurrence analysis map of enterprise social media research.

Table 5. Statistical table of high-frequency keywords.

Serial Number Keyword Year Frequency Centrality

1 Enterprise social media 2013 133 0.03
2 Social media 2009 57 0.19
3 Work 2015 48 0.13
4 Impact 2013 47 0.02
5 Communication 2013 43 0.22
6 Job performance 2018 40 0.04
7 Technology 2015 39 0.04
8 Performance 2018 38 0.00
9 Knowledge 2013 37 0.04
10 Knowledge management 2011 35 0.04

Enterprise social media is a critical medium for information exchange and external
governance. Leonardi et al. [23] have mentioned that enterprise social media can serve
as a tool for communication among employees and be used in organizational work. As a
platform for users to create, disseminate, and acquire information, enterprise social media
offers convenience and efficiency in its operation [52]. Zhao [53] found that employees
can establish faster connections with others and obtain and disseminate information more
quickly through social media. In the era of the digital economy, social networks and other
media have expanded the spatial scope of information dissemination [54]. The rise of
social media has significantly reduced the speed and distortion rate of original information
dissemination, improved information accuracy, and enabled employees to quickly access
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and share information, thereby increasing the diversity of information acquisition channels
and accelerating the speed of information dissemination [55]. Companies can utilize social
networking to establish direct communication and good relationships with customers,
further bringing sustainable performance to the organization [56]. Mantymaki et al. [57]
studied how employees use corporate social networks from a knowledge management
perspective and explored the value of using corporate social networks. They identified
five purposes through qualitative content analysis: problem-solving, idea exploration,
updates on activities, task management, and informal conversations. The use of social
media can facilitate collaborative knowledge management and reduce the complexity
of knowledge management through the integration of individual and collective knowl-
edge [58]. Zhao et al. [59] suggest that managers should adopt an open attitude towards
the use of social media. They should actively encourage employees to use social media
for communication, bridging the gaps in formal communication within the organization,
ensuring rapid information dissemination, and promoting effective knowledge sharing
among employees.

3.3.2. Timeline Analysis

Using the “Timeline” feature in CiteSpace software, we drew a keyword timeline map
to analyze the hotspots and evolutionary trends in research on enterprise social media. The
keyword timeline graph is arranged in chronological order from left to right, and the size
of nodes is proportional to the frequency of the corresponding keywords [60]. In Figure 6,
the identified node clusters represent the forefront of enterprise social media research.
Ever since Andrew P. McAfee proposed the concept of “Enterprise 2.0” in 2006, scholars’
attention to related topics has shown a gradual increase. In 2008, Antony Mayfield [61] first
introduced the concept of social media, considering it as a series of online media where
users can form interconnected community networks, allowing for greater engagement.
Users can actively participate in these online media by paying attention to, commenting on,
providing feedback for, and analyzing information, which stimulates their own interests
and facilitates bidirectional content dissemination. Initially, scholars extended the topic
of “social media”, focusing primarily on studying topics such as information, knowledge,
and others. With the rapid development and convenience of social media, it has drawn
increasing attention from businesses, leading to the emergence of the concept of enterprise
social media and related research. Enterprise social media has gradually become a hot
topic within the field. In terms of research content, the current foci include four aspects: the
definition, adoption, use, and impact of enterprise social media [62]. Researchers began to
focus on various aspects, including technology, behavior, community, and innovation, with
a particular emphasis on performance and motivation. In recent years, research interests
have become more comprehensive, encompassing areas such as information overload,
creativity, challenge stressors, and emotional exhaustion. The literature has shifted from a
singular focus to a more diverse perspective, with tighter connections between nodes and a
greater variety of research perspectives.

3.3.3. Cluster Analysis

Based on the co-occurrence of keywords in the relevant literature, a cluster analysis
of the keywords was conducted using the log-likelihood ratio algorithm in CiteSpace
software to identify the core theories and hot topics in the theoretical knowledge. The
Modularity Q value and Mean Silhouette S value of the literature clusters indicate a good
clustering profile. The Cluster ID represents the post-clustering numbering, presented
in the form of #0, #1, #2, and so on in the graph. The smaller the cluster number, the
earlier the theme appeared, and the larger the number of labels included in the cluster, the
larger the cluster size. From Figure 7, it can be observed that the keyword clustering map
displays a total of 17 reasonable cluster categories, including #0 knowledge sharing, #1
impact, #2 coordination, #3 challenge stressors, #4 popularity, #5 digital transformation, #6
social media, etc., representing the main themes in the research on enterprise social media.
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Table 6 presents the top ten clusters based on the clustering results. We will discuss these
ten clusters at the individual level and the organizational level.

Figure 6. Timeline of keywords in enterprise social media research.

 

Figure 7. Keyword clustering map of enterprise social media research.
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Table 6. Clustering analysis of keywords in enterprise social media.

Cluster ID Cluster Name Year Size Main Keywords

#0 knowledge sharing 2015 33 organizational social media; knowledge work; reflective learning
#1 impact 2017 32 job satisfaction; work-related use; topic analysis
#2 coordination 2018 25 enterprise social software; enterprise social networks; perceived task autonomy
#3 challenge stressors 2020 24 interruption overload; hindrance stressors; psychological transition
#4 popularity 2018 23 celebrity; referrals; business outcomes; social media use
#5 digital transformation 2019 22 online social relationship; small organizations; proactive creativity
#6 social media 2013 21 enterprise social media; social networks; knowledge sharing
#7 employee agility 2020 21 communication quality; firm performance; social media marketing
#8 critical theory 2016 20 contingency interactivity; German media theory; social media exposure
#9 team boundary spanning 2016 20 hierarchy; ESM usage regret; job reattachment; task performance

1. The Impact of Enterprise Social Media on Individuals

Cluster #0 “knowledge sharing” is the largest cluster. Knowledge sharing refers to
the process wherein members of an organization share their individual knowledge with
other members through various forms of communication, ultimately transforming it into
an organizational intellectual asset [63]. Only by using information technology, appropri-
ate management practices, and other means can knowledge be effectively utilized. The
introduction of enterprise social media in organizations is driven by the need to improve
internal communication and knowledge sharing [64]. The motivation for sharing knowl-
edge through social media platforms within the organization is to assist colleagues and the
organization in problem-solving and goal achievement [39]. Lam et al. [40] advocate that
social media within companies can facilitate internal and cross-organizational information
exchange and knowledge sharing, further enhancing interaction between companies and
customers, and improving both internal and external collaborations. Users can acquire
customer knowledge from enterprise social media to enhance customer relationship man-
agement in large organizations [65] and improve product innovation [66]. Companies
can also utilize social media to reduce information asymmetry with the market, enhance
corporate transparency, and improve market efficiency [67]. Chen et al. [68] confirmed that
knowledge sharing serves as the best mediator for workplace social media usage and em-
ployee skill improvement. However, Leonardi [69] explicitly points out that the potential of
enterprise social media in communication visibility may lead employees to conceal certain
knowledge to maintain exclusive skills and competitive advantages. Lin et al. [70] believe
that when users are in an environment lacking incentives for knowledge sharing, they are
more inclined to refrain from participating in community contributions, often leading to
knowledge hiding behaviors. Knowledge hiding may result from various factors, such as
distrust, previous non-reciprocity, negative personal relationships, prior interactions, risks
to reputation or status, subject complexity, time and effort constraints, task relevance, and
organizational atmosphere [71]. Nevertheless, Ford et al. [72] discovered that employees
may simultaneously engage in both knowledge sharing and knowledge hiding.

Cluster #1, “impact”, involves keywords such as job satisfaction, work-related use, and
topic analysis. The use of social media enhances job satisfaction by increasing employee
engagement and organizational commitment [73]. Social media in the workplace can have a
significant impact on knowledge sharing within the organization and help members achieve
professional and personal goals, resulting in substantial cost savings. The use of enterprise
social media can be divided into two categories: work-related use and social-related use [74].
Work-related use refers to employees using it for work purposes, and activities related to
work may have a positive impact on their task performance and outcomes [75]. Conversely,
social-related use involves employees using enterprise social media to build and maintain
social relationships. Fu et al. [21] found that both work-related and social-related use
have positive effects on social capital bonding and bridging. Furthermore, bundled social
capital promotes job satisfaction, while bridging social capital inhibits job satisfaction.
Eliane et al. [76] discovered that work-related social media has no significant impact on
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employees’ job satisfaction, whereas social-related social media has a positive influence on
job satisfaction.

Cluster #2, “coordination”, reflects the perceived task autonomy for individual em-
ployees, which indicates their perception of having a certain degree of control over the
management process and decision-making freedom regarding task assignments. The use
of enterprise social media requires a significant amount of time balancing task scheduling,
leading to no impact on perceived task autonomy for employees [77].

Cluster #3, “challenge stressors”, includes interruption overload, hindrance stressors,
and psychological transitions. Challenge stressors are a type of stressor that can generate
challenges and may lead to positive outcomes [78]. Employees can overcome this type of
stress to achieve their work goals and developmental capabilities [79]. On the contrary,
hindrance stressors arise from constraints that hinder individual developmental goals.
Prevalent hindrance stressors include bureaucracy, organizational politics, job insecurity,
and career stagnation [80]. Liu et al. [18] argue that the use of social media enriches
emotional communication among employees, increases their social interaction scope, and
provides them with more social support and networking resources. Consequently, this
can lead to a reduction in both challenge stressors and hindrance stressors. The social use
of enterprise social media during working hours can result in interruption overload and
psychological transitions, which negatively impact employee well-being, creativity, and
overall productivity [81]. Harris et al. [82] indicated that the use of social media may lead
to social overload and even task overload, resulting in emotional exhaustion and tension.

Cluster #6, “social media”, emphasizes that through social media, employees can not
only communicate their explicit knowledge in written form but also share tacit knowledge.
Social media allows for an increasingly diverse range of knowledge-sharing activities, and
actively using social media enables users to gain knowledge and information to help them
solve problems [37].

Cluster #7, “employee agility”, refers to the ability of employees to adapt to rapidly
changing and unpredictable environments [83]. Individuals can use enterprise social media
to cope with unpredictable market changes [84]. Sherehiy et al. [85] propose autonomy,
job demands, and collaboration as important strategies to promote individual agility.
Lai et al. [86] found that task autonomy significantly influences employee agility. High
communication quality and trust among employees lead to high agility [87]. The pressures
related to enterprise social media can reduce the relationship between communication
visibility and employee agility. However, the pressures related to enterprise social media
have an insignificant moderating effect on the relationship between communication quality
and employee agility [88]. Ma et al. [89] applied the Grounded Theory to investigate and
found that the use of enterprise social media can impact employees’ work performance
through work efficiency and emotional maintenance.

2. The Impact of Enterprise Social Media on Organizations

Cluster #4, “popularity”, reveals that key factors such as external pressure, internal
readiness, expected benefits, strategic goals, and perceived risks influence the use of social
media within organizations. This subsequently affects the performance outcomes in opera-
tions and marketing, as well as customer, employee, partner, and supplier satisfaction [90].
Zhang et al. [91] pointed out that in influencer marketing, influencer outreach is a crucial
step, where brands engage with influencers and establish cooperative relationships. When
customers perceive a brand as highly interactive on social media, they are more likely
to purchase the brand’s products. Additionally, perceived social media interactivity has
a positive influence on customer purchase, recommendation, influence, and knowledge,
varying depending on the brand and social media platform type [92].

Cluster #5, “digital transformation”, involves online social relationships, small organi-
zations, and proactive creativity. It suggests that internal social media within organizations
can help establish a flexible platform that facilitates employee communication and collabo-
ration [93].
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Cluster #8, “critical theory”, states that media theory provides a specific perspective
that explains how media shape, form, support, promote, hinder, and determine organiza-
tional communication [94].

Cluster #9, “team boundary spanning”, involves keywords such as ESM usage regret,
job reattachment, and task performance. Team boundary spanning indicates that the
relationship between enterprise social media use, network structure, and content with task
performance varies depending on the degree of team dispersion in terms of geography and
time. The use of enterprise social media significantly influences the content and structure
of individual social networks, thereby enhancing task performance. While the use of social
media has certain benefits, it can also have negative impacts. For example, social media use
is positively correlated with work overload, leading to reduced employee performance, and
information overload in social media can affect workplace anxiety among employees [95].
Deng et al. [77] found that employees’ perception of task structure plays a mediating role
between the use of enterprise social media and task performance.

Through the above analysis, it is found that the use of enterprise social media has both
positive and negative impacts on individuals and organizations. For instance, enterprise
social media can facilitate internal and external knowledge sharing [40,68], improve em-
ployee satisfaction [73,76], enhance employee agility [84,88], and boost overall corporate
performance [75,77,89]. However, it may also lead to negative effects such as knowledge
hiding [69,72], hindrance to individual development [81], and information overload for
employees [82]. Therefore, for different types and scales of enterprises, further research is
needed to effectively enhance the positive effects and mitigate the adverse effects brought
about by enterprise social media. This will enable the maximization of net benefits for em-
ployees and organizations, thereby promoting sustainable development for the enterprise.

3.3.4. Burst Word Analysis

We used the “Burstness” option in the CiteSpace software to identify burst keywords
in the literature on enterprise social media. These burst keywords were further analyzed
to examine their variations across different years. This method distinguishes the burst
keywords in different time periods using different colors, thereby displaying potential
research turning points for the topic in certain years [96]. From Figure 8, it can be ob-
served that a total of 16 burst keywords were found in the research on enterprise social
media, indicating high scholarly attention to these thematic terms during specific time
periods. Among them, the highest burstiness intensity was observed for “social media”
(6.1), followed by “technology”, with the second highest burstiness intensity (4.32), and
“framework”, ranked third, with a burstiness intensity of 3.29. This indicates significant
attention to these topics in the field of enterprise social media research. In terms of burst
timing, both “social media” and “knowledge sharing” keywords attracted scholars’ atten-
tion from the beginning, suggesting that the initial exploration of enterprise social media
development focused on the study of social media and knowledge sharing. The burstiness
of “knowledge sharing” lasted for a relatively long time, starting from 2011 and continuing
until 2017, making it a hot research topic for several years. Subsequently, keywords such as
“culture”, “technology”, “organization”, “online”, and “job performance” had relatively
shorter research durations. In recent years, the keyword “employee” has continued to be
a topic of research interest and is expected to receive continued attention from scholars,
becoming a research hotspot and frontier area.
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Figure 8. Top sixteen keywords with the strongest citation bursts.

4. Discussion

4.1. Research Implications

This study carries significant implications for both researchers and practitioners in
the field of enterprise social media. For researchers, this paper summarizes key countries,
institutions, highly cited literature, and core authors in the field of enterprise social media
research. It aids researchers to quickly identify hot-topic journals and core authors in the
domain and to locate valuable information. Additionally, we employed CiteSpace software
to analyze the current status and emerging trends in enterprise social media research and
propose potential future research directions. This endeavor aids researchers to focus on
the research hotspots in this domain. For business managers, our study sheds light on
the impact of enterprise social media on employees. It highlights positive facets such as
improved communication and collaboration among team members, as well as negative
effects like information overload, distraction, emotional fatigue, and burnout. As a result,
managers can actively guide employees to properly use enterprise social media in the
workplace, mitigating negative impacts and promoting employee motivation, thereby
promoting enterprises’ transition to digitalization. Within enterprises, employees can gain
insight from understanding the various advantages inherent to enterprise social media. This
comprehension empowers them to leverage its benefits to create more value for themselves
and their organizations.

4.2. Future Research Directions

With the development and application of enterprise social media technology, the
knowledge map also demonstrates the importance and necessity of research in this field.
Based on the previous analysis, future research on enterprise social media needs to advance
in the following aspects:

1. Explore the enterprise human–machine collaborative models within the context of
artificial intelligence. Social media plays a role in facilitating communication and
knowledge sharing within organizations, promoting emotional exchange among
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employees and teams. With the rapid popularity of generative AI, employees may
gradually shift their communication from person-to-person to conversations with
intelligent machines due to trust, risk, and other factors. Whether this new form of
emotional exchange enhances or replaces effective communication through enterprise
social media and whether it reduces team cohesion are questions worth further
research by scholars. The use of enterprise social media and the human–machine
collaborative office model may also have an impact on employee competence. It is
important to examine how this human–machine collaboration model will influence
the digital transformation of enterprises.

2. Ensure the privacy of users during the use of enterprise social media. While enterprise
social media provides convenient services to users, it also involves risks such as user
identity and privacy breaches. Privacy breaches related to enterprise social media
users may directly trigger a trust crisis in the platform and even raise doubts about
the entire internet [97]. To some extent, this could decrease user satisfaction and usage
rates, consequently driving users away from engaging with enterprises. Therefore,
it is necessary for companies to pay attention to issues such as safeguarding users’
personal information and privacy, as well as creating a favorable information security
environment for users.

3. Focus on the impact of enterprise social media use on employees’ physical and mental
health. The main source of value creation in companies is human capital, so it is par-
ticularly important to pay attention to employees’ physical and mental health. With
the development of digital technology, various software technologies have brought
about significant changes in human life and work. The use of enterprise social media
allows employees to work remotely online, strengthening communication and col-
laboration among members, but it also brings negative effects such as information
overload, distraction, emotional exhaustion, and fatigue. It may even lead to employ-
ees complaining about the blurring of boundaries between work and personal life
due to the use of enterprise social media. Therefore, companies should pay attention
to the negative impacts arising from employees’ use of enterprise social media, im-
prove their physical and mental well-being, enhance employee satisfaction, enable
efficient utilization of digital technologies for new forms of office work, and promote
sustainable development within the organization.

5. Conclusions, Limitations, and Prospects

5.1. Conclusions

This study uses literature from the Web of Science Core Collection database as the data
source and employs CiteSpace software to construct scientific knowledge maps, aiming
to help interpret the research hotspots and evolutionary trends of enterprise social media
within the context of the digital economy. The following conclusions are drawn:

From the analysis of literature and journals, it can be observed that the publication
volume of research on enterprise social media has been steadily rising, but the overall
quantity of literatures is relatively small; there is still a significant research space. Promi-
nent outlets such as Research, Information Technology People, and the International Journal
of Information Management have published the most literature and become the primary
platforms for enterprise social media literature publications. Highly cited literature reflects
scholars’ heightened attention to sub-topics such as the prospects of enterprise social media,
knowledge sharing, and work performance.

Based on the distribution of authors and national institutions, it can be observed
that there is not a strong overall level of collaboration among authors, and there is not a
discernible pattern pointing towards sustained long-term collaboration. From the analysis
of regions and research institutions, it can be seen that the United States and Germany have
been conducting research on enterprise social media earlier and continuously, whereas
China started relatively late but has published research results in recent years. The institu-
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tions with a higher publication volume are mainly concentrated in Chinese and American
higher education institutions.

From the perspective of hotspots and evolutionary trends in enterprise social me-
dia research, several important key themes have been extended from the core subject of
enterprise social media. These themes include social media, communication, work perfor-
mance, knowledge sharing, and others. Scholars are increasingly focusing on the impact
of enterprise social media, as well as hot topics related to corporate management and
performance. The literature research has evolved from a single focus to a more diverse
array of research perspectives.

By integrating cluster diagrams and emergent word analysis, it was found that research
on enterprise social media originally started from the field of social media research and
then expanded into the realm of enterprise social media. In its early stages, the research
primarily focused on knowledge-sharing themes and had a longer research history. In
recent years, there has been increasing attention to topics such as performance and challenge
stressors, with employee-related research being ongoing and expected to become a hot and
cutting-edge research area.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

Despite the contribution of our research, there is still room for improvement. Firstly,
in terms of the selection of research samples, this paper utilizes CiteSpace software for
literature analysis, the data only comes from the Web of Science Core Collection database,
and the literature type of this paper is English articles. In future studies, a broader set
of academic papers, including conference papers and other types of literature, could be
included, and data could be extracted from multiple platforms for conducting literature
research. Secondly, with respect to the research content, scholars could initiate research
from other perspectives, such as human–computer collaboration, employee mental and
physical well-being, user interests, and the privacy of enterprise social media users.
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